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Don't miss
Community
Portrait '99
The Ledger & Times annual special section, "Community
Portrait '99" will be inserted in
the newspaper Tuesday-Saturday.
The topics include: Industry/Health/Agriculture, Education/Government, Tourism/Entertainment/Dining, and two Business sections.
This year's theme is "Looking Forward to the New Millennium."

Plant had
not been
inspected
recently
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A chicken-processing plant
where two employees suffocated last week had not been
inspected by state safety officials since Tyson Foods bought
the facility in January 1998.
There also had been no
complaints, violations or citations, according to a preliminary review of records kept
by the state Occupational Safety and Health Administration,
said Mike Sparrow, deputy secretary for the state Labor Cabinet.
The state OSHA office does
not conduct annual inspections
of plants and businesses, Sparrow said.
- OSHA officials in Frankfort
reviewed the records of both
the Tyson Food processing
plant in Robards in western
Kentucky and its on-site subsidiary, River Valley Animal
Foods, where the accident
occurred.
Sparrow said he could confirm that there have been no
inspections in the last two
years.
Sparrow said the state
OSHA office inspects companies only when there has been
an employee complaint, a referral from another agency. a
fatality, an accident that injures
at least five people, or an
appearance by the company
on a federal OSHA list of the
nation's most dangerous workplaces.
State OSHA officials were
at the Tyson plant Friday, and
their investigation will include
looking at the plant's accident
records, Sparrow said. Federal law requires companies to
keep those on file at the site,
but companies are not required
to report that information to
OSHA in Frankfort. Sparrow
said.
Sparrow declined to comment on what safety measures are required.
Ed Nicholson, a spokesman
at Tyson's corporate office in
Springdale, Ark., said he was
not familiar with the setup of
the animal-food processing
plant in Kentucky, but he said
that such facilities usually
include a large containment
area where unused chicken
parts are stored.

a
Tonight...Partly cloudy. Low
in the middle 70s. Light west
wind
Tuesday Partly cloudy. A
30 percent chance of thunderstorms. High 90 to 95.
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Law officials
pleased with
DEA plan
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Local law enforcement officials aren't sure of the
details of U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield's plan to install two
federal Drug Enforcement Administration agents at the
Kentucky State Police post in Madisonville.
But they're glad to hear it.
"Just having DEA presence here full-time will be beneficial," said Murray Police Chief John Knight.
Chief Deputy Dave Maddux of the Marshall County
Sheriff's Department agreed.
"I hope it makes them more readily available to us,"
said Maddux, who is organizing the start-up paperwork
for the Tr -County Drug Task Force, which includes Murray police and the Calloway County Sheriff's Department.
Whitfield said in a July 22 press release that that was
one of his goals in asking the House of Representatives
for federal funds to help fight drug activities in the Purchase. Pennyrile and Green River regions.

BERNARD KANE Ledger & Times photo
BLOWN AWAY...Jason Spiceland and Noby Carraway look at the devestation Sunday morning caused by a
downdraft of wind during a storm Saturday at the Carraway farm on Bailey Road. Winds blew down a fourmonth-old building and damaged farm equipment. The Carraways said they received only four-tenths of an
inch of rain.

See Page 2

Vestiges of fort remain in Mayfield
By BERRY CRAIG
For The Associated Press
MAYFIELD, Ky. (AP) — The
bank is so steep on the north side
of West Walnut Street in Mayfield
that some people cut the grass by
lowering lawn mowers on ropes.
Lon Carter Barton is one of
the few people who know why
the ground plunges so sharply to
the busy street.
"It is the remains of a Union
fort, the only vestige of the Civil
War in Mayfield," said Barton, a

local historian. "The fort is almost
completely unknown."
Yankees built the bastion against
Rebel raiders. The dirt hulk of the
old fort flanks West Walnut between
North 10th Street and U.S.45 South.
Houses and a sidewalk perch atop
what were ramparts where blueclad soldiers kept watch for the
enemy almost 135 years ago.
Barton learned of the fort about
50 years ago. "An elderly man
who lived in the neighborhood
told me that after a hard rain,

he'd find belt buckles and other
artifacts out there," he said.
Barton said the earthwork, which
was never attacked, was mentioned
in war records and an old history book. But "after the war, it
was all but forgotten," he said.
The fort was one of at least
two Union strongpoints in Mayfield, the seat of Graves County
in far western Kentucky. Also made
of earth, the other fort surrounded the courthouse. But it was leveled, apparently right after the war

See Page 2

Confederate Jackson Purchase
region in mid-I864. The general
ruled with an iron hand, according to some historical sources.
"Paine seems to have tried to
wreak vengeance for all the blasted hopes of the Federals since the
outbreak of war," Paducah journalist
and historian Hall Allen wrote in
"Center of Conflict," his 1961
book. Paine punished the Purchase
with "fifty-one days of violence,

•See Page 2

Board chairman
proposes random
drug testing

Morehead
professors
seek better
teachers
MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) — A
group of Morehead State professors is digesting a semester-long
lecture series to begin overhauling the university's teacher-preparation efforts.
Their aim is to produce a better quality of teacher for state
schools, an effort that has become
a hot topic across Kentucky.
The faculty task force's 40
members are meeting this summer to come up with specific
changes for Morehead's teacherprep program. The recommendations should be finalized this fall.
Mike Seelig, special assistant
to Morehead President Ron Eaglin
and an organizer of Morehead's
efforts, said some of the recommendations will be implemented
immediately. Others will be implemented throughout the year.
So far, the topics on the table
run the gamut of teacher preparation: recruiting top students to
a perceived low-prestige field,
strengthening admission standards.
finding better ways to evaluate
students' abilities, creating valuable student teaching experiences
and making sure new teachers know
their subjects and how to teach
them.
"Right now, the hard work is
beginning," Seelig said. "We want
to figure out what is really needed in our region."
Morehead launched the lecture
series in January. Speakers included national as well as state experts.
Morehead's College of Education and Behavioral Sciences is
one of the school's largest programs, and a majority of eastern
Kentucky teachers are trained iii
the college. Test scores show that
elementary and secondary students
in eastern Kentucky still trail the
rest of the state in academic
progress.
Cathy Barlow. dean of the education school and co-chairwoman

ended in 1865
Yankee generals ordered both
forts built in Mayfield after Rebel
Gen. Nathan Bedford Forrest raided nearby Paducah in March 1864.
Forrest and his cavalry troopers,
many of whom were from the
area, passed through Mayfield. A
metal state historical society marker on U.S. 45 North in town commemorates the visit.
Gen. E.A. Paine had the courthouse fort built after he briefly
took command of the strongly pro-

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
TREASURE HUNTING...Larry Elder double checks a small
mound of dirt for artifacts Saturday morning during a
hunting expedition in front of Murray Middle School.

New laws move
state cases foward
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)— Kentucky is moving faster than qver
to terminate parental rights in cases
of abusive or unfit parents, meaning quicker adoptions or permanent placement.
Working under new state and
federal laws, the state has closed
almost as many cases involving
the termination of parental rights
in the first six months of this year
as it did in all of 1997 or 1998.
"In one quarter we saw our
stagnant numbers moving." said
Viola Miller, secretary of the Cabinet for Families and Children,
during a recent meeting with the
Fayette County Foster Care Association.
In 1997, the state opened 220
rights-termination cases and closed

188. In 1998, 330 cases were
opened and 180 closed. This year.
through June 30, 165 cases have
been opened and 156 closed.
"This will hopefully stop kids
from lingering between foster care
and home forever," said Phyllis
Hurley, president of the Kentucky
Foster Care Association. "The
longer the process is drawn out,
the harder it is on the kids."
The quickened pace can be
attributed to a combination of the
state and federal law changes.
which, among other things. led to
the hiring of more attorneys who
live and work outside Frankfort
to process cases.
The federal legislation is the

•See Page 2

HARLAN, Ky.(AP) — Harlan
County school employees may soon
have to submit to random drug
testing, an apparent first for Kentucky.
A separate policy would mandate drug testing for all new hires,
which is rare among Kentucky
districts.
Board Chairman Sidney Fee
plans to introduce the proposal to
the board next month, and approval
seems likely.
Teachers and administrators
would be among the 700 employees affected by the proposal, and
Fee would like to see it go further.
"I think the school board members should be tested, too," Fee
said. "I guess I'm from the old
school, but if you don't have anything to hide, what's the problem?"
Support for the proposal appears
solid on the Harlan County board,
but not everyone is so enthusiastic about the plan.
"Job performance should be the
bottom line ... and these tests don't
look at job performance," said Jeff
Vessels, executive director of the
American Civil Liberties Union of
Kentucky.
He said the tests are a violation of employees' 4th Amendment right to freedom from unreasonable search and seizure.
"It's especially bothersome to
know that this would mean a lot
of innocent people with no suspicion at all" would be tested.
Vessels said. .
While the U.S. Supreme Court
has allowed testing of bus drivers — which is now mandatory
statewide in Kentucky — and certain other public employees because
of safety concerns, justices haven't
been willing to subject alt public
school employee's to that same
kind of testing.
But in September. the 6th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals in Cincinnati overturned a lower court's
decision and affirmed the legality

of a Knox County, Tenn., program
designed to test existing teachers,
principals and others.
The Knox County plan, which
was implemented in 1989, used
two levels of testing: One was for
anyone who applied for, transferred to or was promoted to a
"safety-sensitive" position, including teachers and principals.
The second was a drug and
alcohol test given to employees
for whom there was "reasonable
suspicion" of abuse.
The appeals court said employees' privacy interest was significantly lessened because of the
nature of their jobs.
"The public interest in attempting to ensure that schoolteachers
perform their jobs unimpaired is
evident, considering their unique
in loco parentis obligations and their
immense influence over student's,"
the decision said.
Many legal scholars said the
decision opened the door for districts to establish drug testing -for now.
"Right now, I'd say the rule
of law is that you can do it," said
Wayne Young of the Kentucky
Association of School Administrators.
The Tennessee case was recently submitted to the U.S. Supreme
Court for review, and it's unclear
whether or when the nation's highest court will review the case.
In the meantime, the window
is open for efforts like the one in
Harlan County. But Fee said he
came up with the idea for the
proposal after hearing a short discussion about drug testing at a
state school boards association
meeting earlier this year.
He said he was unaware at the
time of the appeals court decision, and that his idea was born
out of his belief that if public
schools and educators want to
teach students to reject drugs, they
should' be willing to set the example.
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• DEA ...
From Page 1
The House last week approved
the request. which will be sent to
the Senate. The DEA's duty station is expected to be opened by
early September.
"We look forward to welcoming DEA ... to the front line of
western Kentucky's struggle to prevent methamphetamine labs and
other illegal drug activities from
police
local
overwhelming
resources," Whitfield said in the
press release.
Local law enforcement told
Whitfield during a meeting in February about the rise in meth man-

LEDGER & TIMES
1001 Whitnell Dr.
Murray, KY 42071-1040

ufacturing and cleanup, according
to Calloway County Sheriff Stan
Scott.
"We said we needed some help
down here to deal with our drug
situation," Scott said. Western Kentucky agencies "have just been
kind of winging it down here.
"He's been real receptive of
that," as well as Kentucky Sen.
Bob Jackson, Scott said.
"He'd told us he was going to
try to get us some help," said
Murray Police Detective Capt.
Bobby Holmes.
Holmes said he thought the
agents, who will be only two hours
away by the Western Kentucky
Parkway, would help work on all
drug cases. The closest DEA office
is now located in Louisville.
Having the agents stationed so
close could especially benefit border counties such as Calloway.
too, where criminal activities aren't
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limited by state lines, said N1P1)
Detective Mark McCuiston.
"It's going to help us on jurisdiction problems." he said.
Holmes said local officials are
already cooperating with their coun-
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"Their criminals are our criminals," he said.
Local and area officials are
"already working quite a bit with
DEA." Maddux said.
Knight recently took the chief
post after leaving the Bessemer
(Ala.) Police Department, where
he worked with DEA to combat
the crack cocaine problems and
the rise of meth.
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"In my experience, they've been
a extremely cooperative agency."
Knight said. "They work well with
local enforcement.-
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From Page 1
of the faculty group, said she
expects that the task force also
will come up with ideas to improve
graduate-level teacher education.
Kentucky requires that teachers
earn a master's degree within 10
years of beginning teaching. For
schools like Morehead, a large part
of the graduate school enrollment
is made up of classroom teachers.
"We want to make sure we
address the full spectrum and do
whatever is necessary to be better and produce a higher quality
of teachers," Barlow said.

1 YR. $72.00

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Call the circulation dept. between
5:00-6:00 p.m. Monday-Friday or 4:305 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.

Morehead's faculty is not alone
in efforts to improve the quality
of Kentucky's teachers. At least
three groups are studying the issue
statewide.
Gov. Paul Patton has appointed a group of legislators to plot
a teacher education agenda for the
2000 General Assembly. Draft legislation is expected to be completed next month.
Eaglin said he is pleased that
teacher education is garnering attention around the state but said much
of Morehead's efforts would be
focused on the specific problems
of eastern Kentucky.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

FOREWARNED: Ray Collier and Michael Farley install a warning sign for a new 4-way stop at
the intersection of Meadow and Johnson Streets.
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A book containing all of Kentucky's
120 county maps is available. Printed on
large size 16x22 inch double spread
pages, each county has a separate map
The book contains 136 valuable pages.
The Blue Grass State's 69,000 miles of
roads are shown in detail. Towns, cities
and villages are indexed and located,
and there is much additional information.
To order Kentucky County Map book,
send $16.85 (price includes delivery).
VISA and MasterCard accepted.
Make checks payable to
County Maps
N2454 County Road HH
Lyndon Station, WI 53944
(608)666-3331
IN,
Other states available: AR,
NC, OH,PA,SC,TN, WI, WV.
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From Page 1
terror. rapine, extortion, oppression, bribery and military murders," according to Lewis and
Richard Collins' 1874 "History of
Kentucky."
Paine's troops dragooned Southern sympathizers from Graves and
McCracken counties and forced
them at gunpoint to help dig the
court square fort in Mayfield, Bar-

II State ...
From Page 1
Adoption and Safe Families Act.
which passed in November 1997.
It was aimed at doubling the number of public adoptions by 2002
and required states to meet faster
timetables in putting foster children into a permanent home. The
legislation said that states should
pursue terminating parental rights
for children who have been in
foster care at least 15 out of any
given 22 months.
"Sometimes somebody has to
hold something over your head to
make things happen," said William
K. Moore, general counsel for the
cabinet.
If the state doesn't live up to
the federal law and is slow at
closing cases, Kentucky's social
services department could lose federal funding.

ton said. But he added that Paine's
successor, Gen. Solomon Meredith, a Union hero who was wounded at the battle of Gettysburg,
eased up on the Purchase.
Soldiers, not civilians, were put
to work on the Walnut Street fort,
then at the southwestern edge of
town.
"Militarily, it was probably a
better location," Barton said. "Forrest approached Mayfield from the
south, on the old Dukedom Road."

Barton doesn't know how big
the fort was. But according to J.H.
Battle, W.H. Perrin and G.C. Kniffen's 1885 book, "Kentucky: History of the State," the outpost
crowned "an eminence ... which
commanded a wide range of country.Meredith, the authors added,
"planted several batteries on these
fortifications, but no enemy
appeared to dispute his possession
of the place."

Nominations sought for
Lovey Raburn Award
The Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Board Inc. is seeking nominations
for the 1999 Lovey Raburn Award.
The award is presented annually
to a citizen whose service and support have made an outstanding contribution in the areas of mental
health, mental retardation or substance abuse.
The 1998 Lovey Raburn Award
was presented to co-recipients Rev.
John East of Livingston County
and Doug Parish of Marshall
County.
The 1999 recipient will be
awarded a plaque at the board's
Annual Dinner Meeting on September 16, 7 p.m.. at the Curris Center
on the campus of Murray State

University.
The award, created in 1977, is
named in honor of Lovey Raburn
of Carlisle County, who died while
fulfilling a board of directors term
for the agency.
Nominations should include a
brief summary of the candidate's
activities and an explanation of
why the person deserves the award.
Nominations should be received
by August 5 for consideration at the
board of director's nominating
committee meeting.
Nominations should be sent to:
Lovey Raburn Award, Western
Kentucky Regional Mental
Health—Mental Retardation Board
Inc., P.O. Box 7287, Paducah, Ky.,
42002-7287.
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Providence solid vinyl siding will not chip, peel, blister,
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with a garden hose to keep your home looking great!
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Come early and spend the day!
Enjoy lunch at one of our fine restaurants
and catch all the summer bargains,
from curb to curb, across Murray!

he low lustre finish and wide butt design of Olde
Providence vinyl siding combines to create the authentic appearance of freshly painted wood. And because color
pigments are fused throughout the vinyl, your home can
keep that freshly painted look for years to come.
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Murray Lumber Company is here to serve you, our customers. For your convenience we are now stocking 8 different colors of vinyl siding, solid soffit, vented soffit, and all the accessories.
Thanks for choosing Murray Lumber Company locally owned and operated for over
72 years. We appreciate your business.
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Townsend often called the good Kennedy
In
ANNAPOLIS, Md. (AP)
a family known for glamour, adventure and, sometimes, calamitous
misadventure, Kathleen Kennedy
Townsend is often called the good
Kennedy, the quiet Kennedy, clean
Kathleen — and only partly in
jest.
Over the last two decades, while
more famous relatives moved in
Washington's power corridors and
otherwise made headlines, the first
child of Robert Kennedy built a
career in public service; raised
four daughters, ages 7 to 21, with
her college professor husband; and,
as the eldest of 30 Kennedy cousins,
rallied the family in times of trouble.
Now, after five years as Maryland's lieutenant governor, Ms.
Townsend is in position to step
forward as the political standardbearer for her generation of
Kennedys.
The family patriarch, of course,
remains U.S. Sen. Edward Kennedy.
His son, Patrick, a congressman
from Rhode Island, has proven
himself a skilled fund-raiser and
heads the House campaign committee that helps elects Democrats. Ms. Townsend's younger
brother, Joseph, left Congress last
year after six terms, but speculation has him re-entering politics
in the future.
Ms. Townsend, though, is
already considered the frontrunner
for Maryland governor in the 2002
election, and her name has also
surfaced — among many others
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Conclusion to Kennedy
search reconstructed
WASHINGTON (AP) — Jim
Hall had just fallen asleep early
Wednesday when the telephone rang
in his hotel room in Falmouth,
Mass. Shaking off fatigue from
the four-day search for John F.
Kennedy Jr. and two others, he
picked up the receiver and heard
the voice of his chief crash investigator.
"They've found a big piece of
the airplane," Robert Pearce told
the chairman of the National Transportation Safety Board. Pearce had
just been called on a secure phone
line from the USS Grasp, which
made the discovery.
This was the beginning of the
end of a high-pressure search for
Kennedy, the son of the nation's
35th president, his wife, Carolyn
Bessette Kennedy, and her sister
Lauren Bessette. All three were
aboard Kennedy's red-and-white
Piper Saratoga when it plunged
into the waters southwest of
Martha's Vineyard, Mass., about
9:40 p.m. on July 16.
The end came five days later,
when divers unstrapped Kennedy
and the sisters from their seats in
the plane, put the bodies in body
bags and brought them to the surface. The remains were then placed
in aluminum transfer cases, which
have the crisp look of military
caskets.
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, DMass., and his two sons escorted
all three to land.
"I wanted those kids to come
home with some dignity," said one
person closely involVed in the
recovery.
Based on interviews with Hall
and other government officials,
The Associated Press has been
able to reconstruct the conclusion
of a search that transfixed two
families, and much of America.
Kennedy took off in his single-engine airplane from Fairfield,
N.J., at 8:38 p.m. on July 16. He
intended to fly to Martha's Vineyard to drop off his 34-year-old
sister-in-law to visit friends.
Kennedy, 38, and his wife, 33,
were then to fly on to Hyannis,
Mass., where they were to be
guests the next day at the wedding of his cousin Rory Kennedy,
the youngest child of the late Sen.
Robert F. Kennedy.
One hour and two minutes into
the flight, the airplane went into
a dive, slipped beneath radar coverage and crashed into the sea
about 7 1/2 miles off the coast.
Kennedy won his pilot's license
little more than a year earlier. He
was not rated to fly just with
instruments. Veteran pilots and
flight instructors speculate that he
may have become disoriented flying in the dark and the haze.
The Federal Aviation Administration went to work. It collected
radar readouts from throughout the
region and sent the printouts and
computer tapes to the safety board.
In Washington, analysts fed the
data into computers.
Estimates about where the plane

Em16

— as a possible vice presidential
running mate for Democrat Al Gore.
The only other Kennedy of her
generation in elected office is cousin
Mark Shriver, a Maryland state
lawmaker.
Ms. Townsend, 48, has the characteristic toothy Kennedy smile
but has had to work hard to pick
up the political skills her father
and uncles exhibited so effortlessly. One family trait she never
lacked, however, is the competitive Kennedy spirit, especially in
sports.
Former Sen. Joseph Tydings, a
close friend of Robert Kennedy,
remembers a touch football game
when Kathleen was 10 or 11. She
and her father went up against
Tydings and another man.
"I don't know if they beat us
or not, but if they didn't, it was
damned close-," he said.
From an early age, Ms.
Townsend was expected to shoulder some responsibility for her 10
siblings and many cousins.
One of her most cherished possessions — framed and hanging
in a hallway of her Victorian home
in suburban Baltimore — is this
letter Robert Kennedy wrote to
his I2-year-old daughter the day
President John F. Kennedy was
buried:
"Dear Kathleen. You seem to
understand that Jack died and was
buried today. As the oldest of the
Kennedy grandchildren, you have
a particular responsibility now —
a special responsibility to John
and Joe. Be kind to others and

crashed were relayed to ships and
planes operated by Coast Guard,
Air National Guard, National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and the Civil Air Patrol.
At 9:45 p.m. on July 18, however, the head of the search and
rescue effort, Coast Guard Rear
Adm. Richard M. Larrabee, told
a news conference that there was
no hope of survivors. He said the
would-be rescuers would now support the safety board with wreckage recovery and its accident investigation.
"We did everything we possibly could to find survivors,"
Larrabee said.
Working through the night on
Monday, NTSB performance analyst Dan Bowers and aeronautical
engineer John Clark narrowed the
search area to a projected "splash
point."
"Tuesday morning I was optimistic," said Hall. "I thought that
day was going to be the day we
recovered the wreckage."
The Navy laid a grid over Bowers and Clark's splash point. Three
sonar-equipped ships started a crisscross pattern, coming up with 10
targets on the ocean floor. With a
remote-controlled camera, the Navy
checked the sites one by one. The
first five were not airplane wreckage; one particularly promising
piece turned out to be an anchor.
Dejection.
"At that point, you knew about
the anxiety of the families and,
of course, the many, many people
around the world who were paying attention to this," Hall recalled.
"You always know there is a possibility that you can do all of this
and not be able to find the wreckage."
Late Tuesday, Hall watched the
11 o'clock news and then went
to bed. About 11:40 p.m., a submersible from the Grasp came
across the plane's wreckage.
Chief investigator Pearce was
at the Coast Guard command center at Otis Air Force Base on Cape
Cod. He had been sleeping there
each night. Suddenly, his phone
jingled with the news from the
Grasp. He called Hall shortly after
midnight, and notifications continued up and down the line —
including to the Kennedy and Bessette families.
The success, however, was
incomplete. While Kennedy's body
was plainly visible, the remote TV
camera could not locate the sisters. Divers would have to finish
the search.
By 10:40 a.m. Wednesday, the
Grasp was able to send down two
divers. Arriving at the wreckage
site some 116 feet under the surface, they were quickly able to
locate the Bessette sisters amid
the twisted metal.
The recovery of the bodies
wouldn't come until the afternoon,
after the arrival of Kennedy and
his sons Edward Jr. and Patrick,
a congressman from Rhode Island.

work for your country. Love.
Daddy."
The letter referred to her brothand to cousin John Kennedy
Joe
er
Jr., who had turned 3 that day.
The president's son was killed
July 16 in a private plane crash
Vineyard. The
off Martha's
Townsends accompanied President
Clinton and his family to New
York City for the Kennedy memorial service Friday.
Robert Kennedy's trust in his
daughter was not misplaced. Friends
say Ms. Townsend can be counted on in times of trouble.
She took the lead in defending
Joe against criticism he'd tried to
bully his first wife into an annulment of their 12-year marriage,
two years after they divorced. In
1979, she went to court to become
brother David's legal guardian, to
try to rescue him from drug abuse.
He had the guardianship revoked
a year later and died of an overdose in 1984. Another brother,
Michael, was killed in a skiing
accident Dec. 31, 1997.
Her husband, David, said in a
1997 interview with The Boston
Globe Magazine that Ms. Townsend
"plays an enormous leadership role
in the family. When something
happens, like with one of her
brothers, she is called immediately.
Ms. Townsend's first run for
office, for Congress in 1986, made
her the first Kennedy to lose a
general election.

She picked up the pieces and
formed the Maryland Student Service Alliance in partnership with
the state education department,
where she developed the nation',
only statewide program that require,
public school students to perform
community service.
In 1993, she joined the U.S
Justice Department as a deputy
assistant attorney general in charge
of community policing programs.
Some might have considered
her brief political career long dead,
but in 1994, Parris Glendening
surprised all of Maryland by asking her to be his lieutenant governor running mate. They won by
fewer than 6,000 votes but last
year won re-election with a margin of almost 150,000.
Ms. Townsend now "enjoys
extremely strong popularity across
the state," says pollster Keith Haller
of Potomac Survey research.
While some of her beliefs
diverge from liberal. Democratic
positions associated with Kennedys
— she supports the death penalty, for example — she has defended her positions as very much in
line with lessons learned from her
father.
A longtime friend, Democratic
political consultant Bob Shrum,said
positions may differ, "but if the
question is, does she carry on the
underlying idealism that motivated her father, I think it's clear
she does."

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

FIRST, RELAX: Tai Chi instructor Lea Gentile helps a participant relax his shoulders during her class at Murray State
University Saturday morning.

People pay respects to Kennedy
WASHINGTON(AP)— An esti4,500 people gathered Sunday at a huge Catholic church in
the nation's capital to pay respects
to John F. Kennedy Jr.. Carolyn
Bessette Kennedy and Lauren Bessette.
mated

The mass honoring the trio
killed in an airplane crash July
16 was held at the Basilica of the
National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception, the largest Catholic
church in the Western Hemisphere.
Kennedy "was a symbol of a
generation coming into its own,"

said the Rev. William E. Lori,
Auxiliary Bishop of Washington.
"He revered his famous father,
shared the life of his famous family, yet carved out a path -all his
own," Lori said during the homily. "Carolyn and Lauren, while
not so completely in the spotlight,
were women of accomplishment
in their own right."
Eleanor Holmes Norton, District of Columbia's nonvoting delegate to the House of Representatives, said she came to the mass
because Washington "in many ways
is Kennedy territory."
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It doesn't mean much
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
When state Sen. Dan Seum of
Louisville announced this month
he was changing his political party
affiliation from Democrat to Republican, the GOP crowed that he
was the 415th Democrat to bolt
the party since Bill Clinton became
president.
As it turns out, Nos. 413 and
414 are also from Kentucky.
With little notice outside their
home areas, two northern Kentucky Democratic officeholders also
changed parties this month.
Boone County Commonwealth's
Attorney Willie Mathis Jr. and
Boone County Sheriff Mike Helmig
also joined the GOP.
But in a time when party affiliation means less and less, the
significance of switches — highprofile or low — is debatable.
Scum has been demonized by
many in his former party, especially since he won re-election in
November 1998 as a Democrat
without opposition either from within the Democratic Party or without.
A newspaper editorial referred
to it as "bait and switch politics"
and said the only honorable course
would be for Scum to resign from
the Senate and run as a Republican.
Helmig also ran as a Democrat when he won a four-year term
last November.
He won 60 percent of the vote
against a Republican opponent.
He said in an interview it is
not a betrayal of his former party
or political supporters to have
switched affiliations.
"It wasn't just the Democrats
who voted me in here as a Democrat," Helmig said. "I had support
in both parties and I still do."
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MARK CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
History is full of broken allegiances to political parties. And
voters don't seem to care.
Theodore Roosevelt, after he
won election as president as a
Republican, bolted the GOP and
ran as the candidate of the Bull
Moose Party, which was formed
largely to accommodate him. Roosevelt lost, but largely because of
the splintered field, and he remained
hugely popular.
Texas Sen. Phil Gramm did
resign from his office in 1983
when he switched from Democrat
to Republican.
He was promptly elected under
his new banner.
Brereton Jones was elected to
the West Virginia House of Delegates as a Republican and even
selected by his colleagues as their
floor leader in his second term.
Jones moved to Kentucky, became
a Democrat and got himself elected lieutenant governor and governor.
Helmig's defection was not considered a huge deal.
He had been chief deputy for
the former sheriff, who died in
office and was not considered a
party stalwart.
Mathis' switch was much more
of a surprise because of his long
party affiliation and work on behalf
of Democrats.
But did any of those examples
make any real difference in the

conduct 01 the individuals or in
the decisions that they may make?
Helmig said his office does not
answer calls for assistance on a
partisan basis. Mathis does not prosecute people based on their party
affiliation.
It was difficult to put a finger
on Jones' political philosophy in
any way, much less to weigh it
on a purely partisan basis.
Dan Scum, one of the more
conservative and independent of
senators in any event, will likely
not cast one vote on a substantive issue differently with an -12"
after his name than he would have
with a
It could make a difference in
the partisan, closed-door wrangling
for advantage that goes on in the
Kentucky State Senate.
But that rarely manifests itself
in votes cast on pieces of legislation.
It's long been difficult to tell
the difference between a Democrat and a Republican in Kentucky
anyway.
The reason Gov. Paul Patton
did not draw any real Republican
opposition is that he has taken
policy positions so similar to theirs
in so many ways.
State Sen. Albert Robinson, RLondon, has called Patton "a pretty good Republican."
And Patton isn't switching parties.

PRcss CLOSES IN oN MRS. CLINfoN

Parade on Pennsylvania Avenue

List swap causes trouble
WASHINGTON (AP) — Listswapping is routine in the business of asking for money, which
is why a donation sent to one
organization often draws mail from
others.
It also is why public broadcasting
is in trouble with the Republican
Congress over trades with the
Democratic National Committee.
Some stations swapped names
with Republican organizations, too,
officials of public TV and radio
told a critical House panel. They
said either way, it shouldn't have
happened.
But it was deals with the Democrats that started the controversy,
and that's the real problem for
public broadcasting, which gets
about 20 percent of its budget
from the federal government.
More than a few Republicans
always thought public broadcasting catered to liberals and so leaned
Democratic. Case proved, some of
them are saying now.
There's no single bOss in public broadcasting.
The private, nonprofit Corporation for Public Broadcasting distributes federal funds to the 353
public television and 694 public
radio stations, the Public Broadcasting Service and National Public Radio. Public broadcasting officials said they do not condone list
deals with partisan political organizations and told a House panel
that they are asking stations to
stop it.
Erin S. Duggan, president of
PBS, called it "embarrassing and
downright stupid."
The practice surfaced after a
woman put her 4-year-old son's
name on a donation to Boston's
public television station and he
then got a fund-raising letter from
the Democratic National Committee.
The station blamed staff mistakes. although it had dealt with
the Democrats on donor names

\\ kSHINGTON TODAY

.,_
WALTER MEARS
Associated Press Writer
before. Then stations in other major
cities, including New York, Washington and Los Angeles, said they'd
traded member-donor lists with
political groups, too.
The controversy came as the
House Commerce Committee
worked on a bill authorizing
increased federal spending on public broadcasting over the next five
years.
Because of it, the Republican
sponsor of that bill is reducing
the offer. Public broadcasting is
getting about $250 million this
year. The rest of its money comes
from state governments, foundations, corporations and individual
donors — the people on those
lists.
There were Republican complaints about public television
before any of this, assertions that
its programs are tilted to liberal
tastes.
Donations to public broadcasting qualify for charitable tax deductions, and organizations with that
status are barred from involvement
in partisan politics.
Robert T. Coonrod, president of
the corporation, said that the list
dealing was wrong but not illegal.
He told a House subcommittee
on Tuesday that a survey of 75
big market stations showed that
53 used brokers to exchange membership lists with other nonprofit
organizations and that 26 had dealt
with political organizations.
The people involved said there
was no partisan motive.
Their problem is that list-trading usually involves organizations
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that are likely to share interests
and attitudes. So the Democratic
swaps fit Republican claims that
public broadcasting leans left.
"Since the beginning, there has
been a close relationship between
the public broadcasting service and
what many of us perceive as the
liberal agenda," Rep. Cliff Stearns,
R-Fla., told the House. "Now we
have discovered that there is more
than just an ideological connection between PBS and the Democratic Party."
An overstatement, but one that
tells the direction the debate will
take.
Since they took control of Congress, Republicans have pruned
spending for public TV and radio,
saying public broadcasting should
be moving toward self-support —
which, in turn, would mean more
reliance on donations from the
people on those lists.
At the same time, public broadcasting has been drawing praise
as an oasis in the violent programming of commercial television.
Republican Rep. Tom Bliley,
chairman of the Commerce Committee, said on June 30 — before
the list-swapping flap — that it
is "swimming against the tide of
the coarse programming that has
become the staple of commercial
broadcasting."
Bliley also said public broadcasting should eventually be able
to pay its own way, without federal subsidies, "self-sufficient, free
of the strings that always are
attached to government handouts."

Letters...
Send letters to P.O. Box
1040, Murray, KY 42071.
They may also be faxed
to (502) 753-1927 or email them to mh@murrayledger.com

WASHINGTON (AP) — Pennsylvania Avenue was a line on a
map before it was a street, but
there was symbolism in it even then.
The avenue would be the pulsing artery of a democratic republic, linking the executive and legislative powers while physically
preserving their separation.
Pierre L'Enfant, a testy. Frenchborn military engineer, drew the
map of Washington in 1791, discarding the "tiresome and insipid"
grid of streets most cities wore
and imposing wide and radiating
avenues.
The unbuilt city would grow
like a tree, he thought, and the
one-mile stretch of avenue between
the Capitol and the White House
would be its trunk.
But there have been many times
in the last two centuries when the
true distance between the lawmakers on their hill and the presidents in their mansion have seemed
broader than any ocean.
Pennsylvania Avenue has been
both magnificent and shabby, a
place where the nation's triumphs
are celebrated and its losses
mourned.
It's been a street where generals reviewed troops, where sailors
on leave had their arms tattooed,
where ordinary people shopped for
tomatoes and oysters and dined
on crab cakes.
The avenue's darkest moment
came in August 1814 when a file
of British sailors, the flaming Capitol at their back, marched silently down the avenue to torch the
White House.
And in 1995, after the bombing of the federal building in Oklahoma City, the block-long stretch
of the avenue in front of the White
House was permanently closed to
motor vehicles.
The inaugural parade was created when a crowd of lawmakers,
young boys and "distinguished
strangers" trailed Thomas Jefferson back to the White House in
1805 as he began his second term.
Every four years since, brass
bands and marching troops have
escorted newly inaugurated presidents down the avenue._
Theodore Roosevelt's Rough
Riders galloped for their chief in
1905; Franklin Roosevelt's jaunty,
jaw-jutting grin set the tone in 1933;

WASHINGTON YESTERDAY

LAWRENCE KNUTSON
Associated Press Writer
Jimmy Carter left a black limousine and walked in 1977.
And on an icy inaugural day
in 1961, John Kennedy made a
promise: He would do what he
could as president to revive and
transform the shabby warren of
rundown commercial buildings that
ran along the avenue's south side.
The promise took more than
20 years to keep, far longer than
the time required to keep another
Kennedy promise — to send Americans to the moon.
The Civil War engulfed the
avenue with uniforms and vice.
In the side streets, one red-light
district was dubbed "Murder Bay."
And Gen. Joseph Hooker earned
a dubious immortality when an
encampment of his troops was
called "Hooker's division" and the
prostitutes who worked there
became "hookers."
Abraham Lincoln was photographed at Matthew Brady's studios on Pennsylvania Avenue.
John Wilkes Booth, the actor,
lived in a hotel on the avenue
and crossed it as he fled after
shooting Lincoln at Ford's Theatre.
The victorious Army of the
Potomac passed in review by the
thousands in May 1865, to be followed the next day by the lanky
Westerners who fought with
William Tecumseh Sherman's Army
of the Tennessee.
But the street, like the town,
wasn't much at the start. In 1801,
a congressman from Connecticut
trying to walk from the Capitol
to the president's house found "a
deep morass covered with elder
bushes."
In 1803, Jefferson ordered double rows of fast-growing Lombardy poplars planted on either
side of the avenue.
In Andrew Jackson's time 30
years later, elms were planted
instead.
By the time of the Civil War
the greet was largely commercial,

and largely unpleasant.
When the wind gusted on Pennsylvania Avenue it stirred "cyclones
of dust," New York publisher
Horace Greeley wrote just after
the war.
"The mud before breakfast is
dust before noon," another journalist observed.
When some proposed that Washington be selected as the site of
an 1871 international fair, a senator remarked, "Let us have a city
before we invite anyone to see
it."
But it was hard to get it right.
Washington spent $2 million in
1871 to pave Pennsylvania Avenue
with wooden blocks, swept it as
clean as a parlor floor, lit it with
calcium lamps, gas jets and Japanese lanterns and celebrated with
masquerades and goat-cart races.
But the celebration was premature.
Wagon and carriage wheels and
horses' hooves cracked the blocks
into chips and splinters and the
street was in worse shape then
before.
The City Beautiful movement
at the start of the 20th century
eventually produced the Federal Triangle.
That wedge of stone-columned
government buildings on the north
side of the avenue starkly contrasted
with the near-slum President
Kennedy saw when he looked
across the street and made his
promise.
Over the next quarter-century,
the avenue slowly changed.
There are now new fountains
and pools, restored landmarks and
theaters, new hotels and offices
and apartments.
Youthful skateboarders swerve
and swivel across a plaza embedded with a giant map of the avenue,
a plaza inscribed with quotations
about the history of a city of
"magnificent intentions."

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
July 20 - The News Tribune, Tacoma, Wash., quility.
Then' there was the • political importance of the
on moon landing anniversary:
"The Eagle has landed," astronaut Neil Arm- landing. It symbolized victory in a propagandastrong told America and the world 30 years ago. rich technological race with Cold War roots. ...
Finally, there was the irony and drama of the
Those four words described one of mankind's
and the year in which the landing took palce.
era
most audacious, remarkable feats: the Apollo II
the nation was divided by the Vietnam
1969
In
of
Armstrong
landing
the
and
flight
manned space
and Buzz Aldrin on the moon. Although it was War and the civil rights movement. Competing visions
followed by other landings on the moon, nothing of America tore violently at the national fabric;
ever approached the drama and the importance of the country appeared to be coming apart at the
seams of race, class and generation. Yet, in the
the first one.
There was the drama of the moment. When the middle of seemingly endless chaos, American techcool-thinking Armstrong realized that the comput- nology and will had produced a spectacular result.
For one day the vast differences dividing the
er navigation would set Eagle, the lunar lander,
if' not forgotten, were at least suspended.
country,
crater,
down among dangerous boulders in a gaping
joined by others across the world.
Americans,
as
awkward
even
an
or
landing
he acted. A crash
one would have damaged the landing struts and watched the events unfolding on the moon in awe.
left both astronauts forever stranded on the moon. Viewers realized they were watching a momentous
Instead. Armstrong manually guided the craft, land- event, not just in American history, but in the hising it flawlessly in a flat area in the Sea of Tran- tory of humanity. ...
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DEATHS
Henry E. Flanery
Henry E. Flanery, 74, Murray, died Saturday, July 24, 1999, at
11:50 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He attended Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Kathryn Henry, Bloomington, Minn., and Rhea Flanery, Murray; one brother, Halsey
Flanery, Seattle, Wash.; one grandson, Paul Henry, Bloomington,
Minn.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Mrs. Louise Walker
Mrs. Louise Walker, 79, Ellis Drive, Murray, died Sunday, July
25, 1999, at 11:58 a.m. in the Emergency Room of Marshall
County Hospital, Benton.
A member of Grace Baptist Church, she was born June 27,
1920, in Calloway County.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Dulcie Mae Crisenberry and
husband, C.B., Westland, Mich.; one brother, James Brown and
wife, OdeIle, Murray; several nieces and nephews.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

'Haunting'scares
away bad reviews
LOS ANGELES (AP)- Poor
reviews didn't scare off moviegoers from "The Haunting," making
the high-tech ghost story No. 1
at the box office over the weekend.
Based on Shirley Jackson's "The
Haunting of Hill House," the movie
starring Liam Neeson and Catherine Zeta-Jones had $33 million in
ticket sales in its opening weekend, according to industry estimates Sunday.
Final figures were to be released
today.
Another movie rich in special
effects and bad reviews, "Inspector Gadget," opened in second
place with $22 million, while the
beauty pageant dark comedy "Drop
Dead Gorgeous- opened weakly
in 11th place with $4 million.
"Star Wars: Episode I - The
Phantom Menace" came in at No.
10 with $4.2 million. With a total
of $402.9 million since its May
19 release, the "Star Wars" prequel edged "E.T. The Extra-Terrestrial" to take third place for
all-time U.S. box office in actual
dollars, behind "Titanic" and the
original "Star Wars."
The gross-out sex comedy
"American Pie" slipped from second to third place, taking in $10.3
million.
Stanley Kubrick's racy "Eyes
Wide Shut," starring Tom Cruise
and Nicole Kidman, dropped from
first place to fourth, grossing $9.9
million on its second weekend.
That was down 54 percent.
"'Eyes Wide Shut' was more
of a first-weekend type of picture
because the anticipation was so
heavy," said Paul Dergarabedian,

president of Exhibitor Relations
Co. Inc., which tracks box office
numbers. "People just dying to see
it went out that opening weekend."
"Haunting" director Jan De Bont
had his fourth straight No. 1 opening, after "Speed," "Twister" and
"Speed 2: Cruise Control."
The critically panned "Haunting"
faces a specter of its own with
the wide release this week of "The
Blair Witch Project," a horror phenomenon that has been selling out
a handful of theaters. The film
goes from 31 screens to about
1,000 on Friday and from 1,500
to 2,000 by Aug. 6, said Paul
Pflug, spokesman for the distributor, Artisan Entertainment.
The low-budget movie took in
$2 million for an average of about
$64,500 a screen, more than five
times the average for "The Haunting."
Estimated grosses for Friday
through Sunday at North American theaters, according to Exhibitor
Relations Co. Inc.
I. "The Haunting," $33 million.
2. "Inspector Gadget," $22 million.
3. "American Pie," $10.3 million.
4. "Eyes Wide Shut," $9.9 million.
5. "Big Daddy,- $6.1 million.
6. "Lake Placid," $5.5 million.
7. "Wild, Wild West," $5.4 million.
8. "The Wood," $4.9 million.
9. "Tarzan," $4.8 million.
10. "Star Wars: Episode I The Phantom Menace," $4.2 million.

Beetles sold in vending machines
TOKYO (AP) - It's just like
buying a soda. Put a couple of
coins into the vending machine,
pull open a little door and the
prize is in your hands: a couple
of live bugs.
A machine company in central
Japan has brought technology and
convenience to the art of collecting beetles, one of the most traditional summertime hobbies for
Japanese children.
Kids used to troop into the mountains with nets to catch the prized
beetles and other insects. Nowadays, the rarest species can sell
for tens of hundreds of dollars in
pet stores.
The Mirai Seiko company in
Ogaki, 220 miles west of Tokyo,
started the beetle-selling season
this year by converting a vegetable vending machine to sell the
sleek, black bugs.
The machine can hold up to
100 stag beetles, said Hirofumi
Saeda, a company official.
Bugs aren't the first unusual
things to find their way into Japanese vending machines, which sell
anything from canned coffee to
CDs, videos and bottles of whiskey.
The machines are everywhere even on the summit of Mount
Fuji.
Mirai Seiko decided to get into

Nary, who lived in one of the
apartments, is wanted for assault,
criminal mischief, criminal threatening and failure to report for trial,
the press release said. He remained
in jail without bond Monday morning.

by Susan 3ineman
the bug business when workers
found they were collecting lots of
beetles with the mushrooms the
company harvests off trees during
Japan's steamy, rainy summer.
Instead of throwing away the
beetles, officials thought they might
make some money off them.
The beetles are on the cheap
end: $3.35 a pair. The company
has no problem keeping the bugs
alive in the machine - eager kids
usually snap up all the beetles
soon after they go on sale.
It was a typical mob scene at
the company store over the weekend when this year's batch went
on sale.
"They were all gone in two or
three hours," Saeda said.
Beetle Business
Use information from the story
to answer the following questions:
I. What is a vending machine?
2. According to the story, what
kinds of things are sold in Japan-

Q: Several of my relatives
have had cancer. Does this mean
I will get cancer too?
A: Certain cancers (including
cancers of the prostate, breast, ovary
and colon)occur more often in some
families. It is seldom clear whether
this is due to heredity, factors in
the family's s environment, or
chance. In most cases, a family
history of cancer is probably due
to a combination of factors.
Still, when close relatives develop cancer, it is important to tell
the doctor about your family history and to follow the doctor's
advice about cancer prevention.
Many cancer risk factors can be
avoided. Here are some things you
can do to decrease the risk of
cancer:
- Don't smoke or use smokeless tobacco and avoid exposure
to second-hand tobacco smoke.
Tobacco is linked to one-third of
all cancer deaths in the United
States each year.
- Talk with your doctor about
which cancer screening tests you
should have.

ese vending machines'?
3. What unusual item did the
Mirai Seiko company decide to
sell in a coin-operated machine?
4. Why did Mirai Seiko go into
the bug business?
5. How many bugs fit into the
machine? What do they cost?
6. Where are the rarest, most
expensive beetles sold?
7. In the past, how did Japanese children gather specimens for
their beetle collections?
8. Why does the company find
it so easy to keep the beetles alive
in the converted vegetable dispensing machine?
9. Why do you think that youngsters are so eager to buy black
bugs from a vending machine?
10. When was the last time you
purchased something from a vending machine? What did you buy?
INSERT YOUR IDEA HERE:
There are 5.4 million vending
machines in Japan. They offer a
wide variety of items. If you could

and long sleeves. Use sunscreens
with an SPF (sun protection factor) of at least 15. Also, stay away
from sunlamps and tanning booths.
-If you drink alcohol, limit your- Eat healthy foods. Eat five
servings of fruits and vegetables self to one or two drinks a day.
- Repeated exposure to radiaeach day and choose whole-grain
breads and cereals. Cut down on tion can be harmful. Talk with
eggs, high-fat meats and dairy your doctor or dentist about the
products, salad dressings, margarine need for each x-ray. Ask about
shields to protect other parts of
and cooking oils.
- Protect your skin from the your body.
- Follow safety rules in the worksun's harmful rays. Avoid the sun
between 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. day- place to avoid contact with danlight savings time and wear hats gerous substances.

Ask the CIS

DecoraiinfDen
INTERIORS

Answer Key: (Wording may
vary.)
I. Answers will vary.
2. Japanese machines sell a variety of things, such as vegetables,
canned coffee, CDs, videos and
whiskey.
3. The machine company in
Ogaki is selling stag beetles.
4. Workers for Mirai Seiko
found beetles on mushrooms harvested by the company. Officials
thought that they might be able
to earn money by selling the bugs.
5. The machine holds 100 beetles. A pair of bugs costs $3.35.
6. The rarest species are sold
in pet stores.
7. Children used to go into the
mountains with nets to catch creatures for their collections.
8. The beetles are easy to keep
alive because they are all sold
within a few hours after going on
sale.
9. Answers will vary.
10. Answers will vary.

hicrstnictits Sim('

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Upholstery • Bedspreads
Furniture • Accessories

753-1184 or 759-1776
Pamela Clark

We come to you

ULTFIA 3-CIC
COMPLETELY-IN-THE-CANAL
HEARING INSTRUMENT
•Smaller-Practically Invisible
•Enhanced Performance And
Dependability
•Automatic Volume Adjustment
•Works Well With Telephone

Offer expires 7/30/99

Vicki Oliver
Hearing Instrument Specialist

- Be informed. For more information about cancer prevention, call
the Cancer Information Service at
1-800-4-CANCER.
Ask the CIS is distributed by
the Region 9 Cancer Information
Service (CIS), which serves Kentucky, Arkansas, and Tennessee. The
CIS is a program of the National Cancer Institute. Call the CIS
toll-free at
1-800-4-CANCER
between 9 am. and 430 p.m. local
time.

Window Treatments • Carpet

THE BEST....
JUST GOT BETTER!

store and got an identical compressor and tried to leave with it using
the receipt.
Keith Wrady was charged with
complicity to second-degree robbery, also a Class C felony.
Meanwhile, police responding to
a report of an intoxicated man near
J&J Apartments on North 12th
Street Saturday night wound up
charging Douglas Lee Nary, 41,
with being a fugitive from justice
from Maine.

Read yilll ,'!bout gt

sell an unusual product in a
machine, what would it be? Write
a description of your vending
machine. Could a customer use
coins as well as paper money'?
Do you think buyers would create a mob scene?

Heredity's role in risk of cancer unclear

Two in jail for robbery
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Two Camden, Tenn., residents
remained in the Calloway County
Jail Monday morning in lieu of
$10,000 cash bonds on robbery
charges.
Melissa J. Wrady, 29, is charged
with second-degree robbery, a
Class C felony, for allegedly hitting
Wal-Mart employee Christopher
Jones in the face as he confronted
her and Keith A. Wrady, also 29,
according to a Murray Police Department press release.
Melissa Wrady allegedly bought
a $265 air compressor Friday afternoon, left it with the door greeter,
then took the receipt outside to
Keith Wrady, the release said.
He allegedly then went in the
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or Many...
The Ultimate Hearing Aid!

Chg

Dow Jones Ind. Avg-10881.20 - 30.39
35% +3/16
Air Products
AT&T
/
4
53% -1
Bell South
47/
1
46+1
/
46
Briggs & Stratton
60% 24
Bristol Myers Squibb
70 -1
/
4
Caterpillar
621,6+ 11
/
4
Daimler Chrysler
851
/
46+%
426.42/s
Dean Foods
Exxon
79/
1
4+1
/
4
Ford Motor
SA -1
/
4
/
46
/
4-1
General Electric
1141
64/
1
4 -1
/
4
General Motors
Goodrich
42%6unc
/
4
Goodyear
.551
/
46-1
HopFed Bank* ....2114B 211
/
4A
1241
IBM
/
46-1
/
4
Ingersoll Rand
61%6+1
/
4
Intel
63%
Kroger
27%
22+'s
LG &E
Lucent Tech
65'/
1
46- 11
/
46
/
46
23% -1
Mattel
41% -1
/
4
McDonalds
54% 4-3/66
Mercantile Bank
Merck
68%6
Microsoft
89/
1
46- 1
461
/
46-1
/
4
J.C. Penney
/
46
Pfizer, Inc.
351
/
4+1
Quaker Oats
65%6+ 11
/
4
507/*
Schering-Plough
Sears
Texaco
611146 -°/16
Time Warner
72/
1
4-%
/
46+%
Union Planters
461
311
/
46+1
/
4
UST
/
4
45% +1
Wal-Mart
'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock
unc - price unchanged

Call Today
(270) 753-8055

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366 409

Outside Murray 1-800-949-5728

STONE-LANG CO.

Additional
Information
Available

HEARING REHABILITATION

Accident victims get treatment

Price

Upon Request

HUARD
De3NS
SI NCE

visa

206 South 4th • Murray
(.)1 I I• Br .•••I 111 e,••lt Weill I..

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Two city residents remained
hospitalized Monday morning for
observation after the vehicle they
were in allegedly pulled into the
path of another vehicle.
The driver, Uriel Barrera, 16, of
South 12th Street, was treated for a
broken left clavicle and a passenger, Omar Lopez, 20, of Embassy
Apartments, was treated for neck
strain and stomach injuries at Murray-Calloway County Hospital, an
MCCH spokesman said.
The other driver, Brian E. Blumenstock, 22, of Benton, was
treated for bruises and neck strain
he received about 3:15 p.m. Sunday
after Barrera drove south on Kentucky 1824 and pulled onto U.S.
641 North, a Calloway County
Sheriff's Department report said.
Barrera's car hit Blumenstock's
truck, which was northbound on
U.S. 641 North, about two miles
from Murray, the report said.

In another accident report, Michael R. Alexander, 22, with Cambridge Drive and Erlanger, Ky., addresses, has been released from
Lourdes Hospital in Paducah after
being treated for a spine fracture he
received in a one-vehicle accident
Thursday.
Alexander was transferred to
Lourdes Saturday after coming into
MCCH, the hospital spokesman
said. He was released from Lourdes
Sunday.
The driver, Leonard R. Craig,
21, of Adams Drive, was admitted
to MCCH for observation with a
concussion and released Saturday,
the spokesman said.
Craig was driving west on Kentucky 280 about 4:15 p.m. Thursday when he veered off the road
about seven miles east of Murray,
traveled back across the road and
into a field before hitting a tree, the
accident report said.
Craig was later charged with
second-offense driving under the
influence, the report said.

"SINCE 1876 - A NAME YOU CAN TRUST"

Get Your
VALUE

FREEFULL SPINAL EXAMINATION

1. Low Back Pain

5. Dizziness
6 Sore Elbows

3. Shoulder Pain

7. Neck Pain

4.

8. Indigestion

9
10
11
12

Numb Hands
Bursitis
Pain Down Legs
Muscle Spasms

)'i.

L Ls,Inc • Ant* f•irsE end SW

$30
VALUE

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
You may have one of these 16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:

2. Headaches
Arthritis

JJ B Heart

13. Numb Fingers
14. Hip Pain
15. Tight Muscles
16. Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches and pains. This examination normally costs $30 00 or more It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a chiropractic neurological
test, a blood pressure test. a spinal alignment check, an examination for restricted or excess motion in the
spine, a test for muscle strength and a private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

FREE.

Dr. Dennis L. Heskett, D.C.
This entire examination is FREE It you want more
care and treatment, we do all the paperwork.

RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE RElm
DISCLAIMER OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPoNsiBLE Fog PAYMENT HAS A
WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT
BURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES, EXAMiNATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED As A RESULT OF AND
FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT

I

CALL for your FREE appointment NOW?

$30

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

VALUE

1703 Hwy. 121 North Bypass
Murray, KY 42071

759-1116

CALL NOW
BRING THIS
COUPON
WITH YOU.

$30
VALUE
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Senior menus released

JO'S DATEBOOK

Menus for the Nutrition Pro- to, onion slices, margarine, chocogram for the Elderly and Meals late pudding.
Tuesday - Swiss steak w/vegon Wheels for the week . of July
26 to 30 have been released by etable gravy, mashed potatoes.
County green beans, rolls, margarine.
the
Murray-Calloway
brownie.
Senior Citizens Program.
Wednesday - tuna noodle casseThe meals are prepared and
served at II a.m., Monday through role, carrots, peas, margarine.
Friday. at the Weaks Community orange.
Thursday - spaghetti w/meat
Center with a suggested donation
tossed salad, garlic bread.
sauce,
and
coffee
Milk,
of S I person.
tea are the beverages offered daily. margarine, banana.
Friday - BBQ chicken, lima
Menus are as follows:
corn, rolls, margarine. applebeans,
bun,
on
hamburger
Monday macaroni and cheese, lettuce. toma- sauce.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Members of the Murray High School football team are participating in a fund-raiser during this week, according to Head
Coach Rick Fisher. The squad is taking pre-sale orders throughout the community for Varsity Gold discount cards, the colorful plastic card features the team's Tiger mascot, the rsIHS
football schedule and discount offers from 22 local merchants.
The discounts are good through August 2000.
The cards sell for $10 and team members will deliver the
cards on Friday. The fund-raiser is sanctioned by the Murray
Independent School Board and is sponsored by the Quarterback Club

Oaks Ladies plan activities
ble played on July 21 have been
announced by Crystal Parks, hostess, as follows:
First place - Rowena Sanders,
Cynthia Darnall. Mary Wells, Crystal Parks;
Second place - Irene Woods,
Doris Rose, Lib Dalton;
Third place - Bronda Parker.
Mary Alice Garner. Kitty Steele and
Dot Finch

Ladies of the Oaks Country
Club will have activities on
Wednesday.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m.
Golf play will start at 9 a.m.
with Sherry Mohon. phone 7538223, as hostess. Pairings will be
made at the •tee.
Winners of the nine-hole scram-

REUSE THE NEWS

RECYCLE
SUBSCRIBE

I

- i
0
0

V

Bridal
RegistrY
4

Pier 1 Imports

is pleased to have
Sherri Lomb

bride-elect of

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

111P
4.

Terry Heeke

join our
bridal registry.

Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

•Neil imports

753-5227

Chestnut St., Murray
753-1851
!m,

109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

* !".‘.•

I;

,tlittNiel,t0

Ladies of the Murray Country Brown, Toni Hopson;
Tee 8 - Martha Sue Ryan, RoweClub will play golf on Wednesna Cullom, Anna Mary Adams;
day at 9 a.m. at the club.
Tee 9 - Glenda Hughes, Cathryn
Betty Jo Purdom will be the hostAnne Marie Hale;
Garrott,
linethe
in
listed
not
ess. Anyone
Tee 10 - Evelyn Jones, Venela
up may come and be paired at
the tee. For cancellations call the Ward, Betty Stewart, Betty Lowry.
Winners of golf play on July
pro shop at 753-9430.
21 have been released by MariThe lineup is as follows:
Tee 1 - Frances Hulse, Jennifer lyn Adkins, golf hostess, as folCrouse. Linda Burgess, Peggy lows:
Championship flight - Frances
Shoemaker;
Tee 3 - Betty Jo Purdom, Sue Hulse, first, Inus Orr, second;
First flight - Sally Crass and
Outland, Diane Villanova, Inus Orr;
Tee 4 - Barbara Gray. Marilyn Betty Lowry tied for first, Peggy
Adkins, Norma Frank, Carolyn Shoemaker, second;
Second flight - Cathryn GarSanning;
Tee 5 - Sally Crass, Rainey rott. first, Ann Brown, second,
Third flight - Barbara Gray,
Apperson, Freda Steely, Ve Sevfirst. Marilyn Adkins, second;
erns;
Low putts - Frances Hulse.
Tee 6 - Edith Garrison, Ann

Kenlake group to play
The Kenlake Ladies Golf League
of Kenlake State Resort Park will
meet at the Kenlake golf course
at 7:15 a.m. to go to play golf at
Lake Barkley State Park.
Rides will be available for anyone who wishes to carpool.
In golf play on July 21, Ina

Daily
Lunch
Specials
Mon.-Sun.
11-2

Bogins at 6:30 p.m.

A1157:i Pl"
"
staYs

500
$

COVERALL

wl
Night
SPEEZNIAILL
Play K of C Bingo every Tuesday Evening 7pm
K of C Hall, Squire Hale Road
Plays 12
Cards starting
Games
A Non-profit Charitable Organization
at $10.00
Featunng nightl specials at Si per card or 52 for three Special carry over 7 + +
Relresnments candy and FREE popcorn served Kentucl,y Charitable Gaming license *ORG000051
4010147
,
49/..(//1.410

Ladies to play golf

SI:WEL:WALL,

PROGRESSIVE
00

//XV .//7/

Pictured in the gardens of Schobrun Palace, Vienna.
Austria, are Murray children, from left, Heather Ferguson, Audrey Ferguson, Stephen Parker, Chaz Robinson
and Stephanie Finch. As members of the Paducah Symphony Children's Chorus, they recently traveled in Germany, Austria and the Netherlands performing four concerts during their two-week tour.

////4WI

49././Y///

,
xvx

Horton was the winner of the Bingle-Bangle-Bungle points game.
Other ladies participating in the
game of the day were Bobbe Manning, Dotty Elliott, Susan Thetford, Helen Moores, Evelyn Blivin,
Louise Parker, Helen Hubbs, Daisy
Durham and Betty Hunt.

CI?
-411L

•Fajitas
'Taco Salad
•Chirnichanga
•Quesadilla Rellena
'El Meson Burrito

01,
rA,OW
.,(more item, on menu)
..11161111111111ri

Come In And
Join Us For

Great Food!

1006 Chestnut
(Next to Cheri
Theatre)

Great Taste!

759-9247

"Azov x•fr;

Scout open house planned
Housing Authority of Murray Boy Scout Troop #982 will have
an open house at Ellis Center on Thursday at 6:30 p.m. A picnic
supper including hamburgers and hot dogs will be served. Many
of the new troop leaders will be present to answer questions. All
membership expenses will be paid by the Housing Authority of
Murray for eligible scouts. Further information will be provided at
the open house.

Singles (SOS) will meet
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) is scheduled to meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the Weaks Community Center. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, social support group for singles whether
divorced, widowed or never married. For more information call
Vicky at 759-5395 or Jackie at 1-270-247-7754.

VA officer will be at post office
A veterans assistance officer will be available to provide counseling assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits on
Wednesday from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. at the Murray Post Office.
There is no charge or fee of any kind.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer
blood pressure checks, pulse and two-hour blood sugar screenings
at its stops in July. the blood sugar test must be performed two
hours after completing a meal with restrictions on the number of
times to receive this test. Tuesday the express will be at Crawford's Service Station at Lynn Grove from noon to 3 p.m. On
Wednesday the express will be at Dees Bank of Hazel from noon
to 3 p.m. The express will be at the Senior Citizens area of Weaks
Community Center on Thursday from 10 to 11 a.m.

Alzheimer's group will meet
Alzheimer's Support Group will meet Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in
the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This will be
a group discussion. For more information call Cindy Ragsdale LSW
at 762-1108. Free sitter serving during the meeting will be provided by Shared Car Adult Day Care Program. but call 753-0576
or 762-1537 by Monday at 4:30 p.m.

West View schedules events
Special activities for residents of West View Nursing Home
include Coffee Hour at 10 a.m., Middle Movie at 1:30 p.m., Bingo
at 2 p.m. and MSU Time at 6:30 p.m. on Tuesday; Bible Class
at 10 a.m., Room Games at 10:15 a.m., and July birthday party
at 2 p.m. on Wednesday; Bingo at 10 a.m. and Pet Pageant at 2
p.m. on Thursday.

Need Line lists special needs
Need Line has issued a request for. egg cartons and brown grocery bags to use when preparing baskets for clients. Anyone having any to donate is asked to bring to the Need Line office, located on the bottom floor of Weaks Community Center from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday, or call 753-6333.

Health Board will meet
Calloway County Health Board will meet Tuesday at 11:30 a.m.
at the Calloway County Health Center. The public is invited.

Ladies Night Out Tuesday
Ladies Night Out at Murray Country Club will be Tuesday with
a social hour at 6:30 p.m., general board meeting at 7 p.m. and
dinner at 7:30 p.m. For reservations call 753-9430.

ttlfirAL

Hardin TOPS will meet

Give Yourself the
Gift of Health

West Fork
Baptist Church

Hardin Chapter No. 495 of TOPS (take off pounds sensibly)
will have open house on Tuesday at 6 p.m. at the Hardin library.
A meal will be served. Persons attending will be under no obligation to join. For more information call Brenda Duncan at 7538966.

Car Wash on Tuesday

No Diet
PILLS

July 25th - 30th

A benefit car wash for the Big Brothers Big Sisters Program
will by local children and youth on Tuesday from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. at Auto Zone, South 12th Street. Murray. For information call
753-0228.

Sunday, July 25th • 6:00 p.m.
Monday-Friday, July 26th - 30th • 7:00 p.m.

III A
AN ILLUMINATING VIEW
ON BEAUTY & COMFORT

"DAILY EMPHASIS"
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Youth Night
Family Night
Friend Night
Sunday School
Class Night
Pack the Pew Night
Church Loyalty Night

GOSPEL GROUPS

f

Bro. Gary Frizzell
Evangelist

NURSERY PROVIDED
EVERYONE WELCOME!

i

At the end of a long day, the
Reader's Floor Lamp comforts
your tired eyes. The patented
reflector cup system ensures
that you have comfortable
reading light without distracting glare And, it :lust happens to he beautiful.
U Ideal Task Illumination
II(Aare-Free lighting
10 Extended Reading Time II Beautiful and Durable
MReduced Eye Strain

CALL NOW

767-0780
Mon.- Wed.-Fri. 8-5,
Tues. &

Thurs. 9-2

HI-ENERGY

r WEIGHT CONTROL CENTERS
PA
305 N. 12th St. • University Square • Murray

Trass
Exclusively
at...

FURNITURE, INC.
103 So. 3rd St • Murray • 753-3621
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Noffsinger named to book

Rudolph named to book

Ashley Ruth Noffsinger has been
named to appear in the 1998-1999
publication of Who's who Among
American High School Students.
Noffsinger, who will be a junior at Calloway County High
School this fall, maintains a 4.0
GPA. She is a member of the
National Beta Club, Future Homemakers of America, Pep Club,
National Science Honor Society,
Fellowship of Christian Athletes,
SOS Club and Soccer Team.
She was recently named a
national award winner in mathematics by the United States
Achievement Academy.
Noffsinger is a member of
Hardin Baptist Church where she
has been active in the youth group
and served on the Brazil Mission
Team.
She is the daughter of Rebecca Wright of Murray and David
Noffsinger of Georgetown.

Amanda Jo Rudolph has been
named to appear in the 19098-99
publication of Who's Who Among
American High School Students
for the fourth consecutive year.
She is a 1999 honor graduate
of Calloway County High School
where she was a member of the
Pep Club, Beta Club, junior class
treasurer and vice president of the
FBLA Chapter.
Rudolph was also the 1999
recipient of the International Association of Administrative Profesionals (IAAP) scholarship. She
will be attending Murray State
University in the fall with a major
in business administration.
She is the daughter of Ricky
and Wyvonne Rudolph. She is the
granddaughter of Joe and Jean
Rudolph and Helen Brooks and
the late Rafe Brooks.

ASHLEY NOFFSINGER
Her grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Blackford of Murray and
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh Noffsinger of
Lexington.

Beauty pageants scheduled
The Marshall County A& I Fair or fax 1-270-395-1743. Winning
will sponsor its annual Teen and contestants are eligible to particiMiss Beauty Pageant on Aug. 21 pate in the state competition.
prior to this year's fair.
Contestants for the baby conThe Baby Contest and Little test must be Marshall County resMiss and Mister Contest will be idents only.
Aug. 24. Each night's competition
Ages will range from 0 to 11
will begin at 6 p.m. at the Joe months, 12 to 23 months, 24 to
Creason Community Center, Ben- 35 months, and 3 to 4 years. The
ton.
attire will be summer sportswear.
Contestants for the Teen and
Other benefits scheduled for the
Miss Beauty Pageant will be accept- fair, Aug. 24 to 28, include agried from all Kentucky counties.
culture, 4-H, and FFA exhibits, a
Age requirements are teen conmusic show, a horse show, and a
testants must have reached 13th
derby on Aug. 27 and
demolition
birthday and cannot have reached
28.
16th birthday by Oct. 31, 1990;
Area youth are the benefactors
Miss contestants must have reached
the Marshall County A & I
of
their 16th birthday and cannot have
In 1998 along the Fair Board
Fair.
by
reached their 22nd birthday
Oct. 31, 1999. Rehearsal is sched- made donations and presented
scholarships to local youth and
uled Aug. 21 at 2 p.m.
Applications can be phoned or organizations of over $12,600,
faxed by midnight Aug. 20 to Lau- according to Kim York, fair board
rie Travis, phone 1-270-395-8123 treasurer.

Kentucky Quality Council
names Palmer to board
The Kentucky Quality Council
has named William Palmer of Murray State University to serve on
the 1999 Board of Examiners of
the Commonwealth of Kentucky
Quality Award.
Members of the board are selected from experts in business, education, health care and government and are required to participate in an intensive three-day training session on the criteria of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky Quality Award.
"We are proud to have these
individuals on our team and wish
to thank them and their employer for their commitment to improving the level of customer satisfaction, operational efficiency and
organizational effectiveness of Kentucky's schools, colleges, universities, manufacturers, service businesses, health care providers, government agencies and non-profit
organizations," said Joe Walters,
director of the Kentucky Quality
Council.

Modeled after the Malcolm
Baldrige National Quality Award,
the Commonwealth of Kentucky
Quality Award is designed to provide feedback to the applicants to
encourage high performance, training and experience in assessment
techniques for the Examiners and
an opportunity to recognize and
celebrate quality in Kentucky.
"The award process was developed to provide opportunities for
applicants to measure their progress
and growth" said Walters. "We
provide an objective review of overall quality principles and practices
in the operations of our applicants
as they lead Kentucky toward a
reputation for world-class qualit y"

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916

Denea Crandall and Rickv Boyle

Crandall-Boyle vows
will be said on Aug.

ay w ith
.m. and

Parent workshop Tuesday
Another Parent Power Workshop
will be Tuesday at 6 p.m. at the
University Church of Christ, 641
N,. and 121 Bypass. Persons are
asked to use the read entrance.
"Sexuality - When, What, How
to Tell Your Child" will be the
subject of a panel discussion featuring the following persons:
Elizabeth Hyde, Murray-Calloway County Hospital Health Promotions; Vicki Williams, Calloway
County School nurse; Angie Wyatt,
LifeHouse director; Allison Purcell, LifeHouse programs; Brent
and Lisa Armstrong, LifeHouse;
and Jason Williams, Murray State
University intern.
"This topic is especially timely," said Trish Barton of the Cal-

YES!
WE INSURE
CITY HOMES...

loway County Family Resource
Center and coordinator for the
workshop.
Door prizes will be given to
all in attendance, and a grand
prize drawing of a $100 gift certificate for qualified participants
will be made.
Parents may bring their children with separate sessions for
boys and girls, pre-adolescence
scheduled.
adolescence
and
Refreshments will be served.

China House
"Murray's Largest Buffet- - 30 items

'4"(Sunday'599) Dinner $6"

Buffet Lunch

•Carry-out available • Catering • Gift Certificates
Banquet Room
Hours: Sun-Thu • 11 a.m.-9:30 p.m.• Fri & Sat 11 a.m.-10:30 p.m.

$50,000
$533.21

C 011,0•••10•

$75,000
$799.82

ensibly)
library.
rn obliat 753-

Program
-n. to 2
ion call

1-800-819-7010
PAYMENT BASED ON 11 50% NOTE RATE 12 649 APR
20 YEAR FIXED TERM 5-25 YEAR LOANS AVAILABLE

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916

The
Senior Circuit
Presented by
Glendale Place
Christy Mattingly
Marketing Director
SPOILING YOUR
GRANDCHILDREN
According to a recent poll. grandparents are doting on their grandchildren in ways previous generations may only have thought ot
doing. Of the grandparents surveyed, 55% said they had purchased a gift for a grandchild in the
past month, which is up 8% from a
decade earlier. Four in ten grandparents indicated they had taken a
grandchild out to a restaurant. an
11% hike from ten years ago. And.
nearly a third of those surveyed
said they had taken a grandchild
shopping, which represents a modest (but significant) increase of 3%
from just a decade earlier. All this
shows that grandparents are more
involved with their grandchildren
than their own grandparents were.
Sometimes, it becomes harder for
grandparents to keep up with the
tasks of daily living or to get out of
the house for needed services.
Today, there is a choice. GLENDALE PLACE offers a cheerful
atmosphere that truly feels like
home with the bonus of 24-hour
care, housekeeping, an elegant dining room serving delicious meals,
daily activities, and many amenities. Unlike many retirement communities, all this is available to you
on a monthly rental basis. To
schedule a tour, call us here at 905
Glendale Road (759-1555).

04713111CIElf1
411ILI LWIjilLAJ tilljiJIJ
F 1ILIrra
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Homeowners Only

\ %WWII)!

759-2348

406 N. 12th St.

1.78.1 LI

• No equity required - easy qualifying
• Consolidate bills and reduce monthly payment
• Cut your monthly mortgage payments in half
$10,000
$10664

Murray-Calloway County Hospital is offering a four-session
course for persons with diabetes.
The program may be covered
under insurance or Medicare when
ordered by a physician who is
managing a patient's diabetes.
The first session of the selfmanagement course was July 7. The
other three sessions will be from
6 to 9 p.m. on July 29, Aug. 3
and Aug. 5 in the hospital's third
floor classroom.
This program offers 15 content
areas that include (among others)
proper nutrition and exercise; proper skin, foot and dental care; the
latest on diabetes medications and
proper monitoring of blood glucose; and using healthcare systems and community resources.
Registration may be made by
calling Ann Ingle RN, CDE, at
762-1490. Pre-class assessments
must be done, and this assists participants by preparing them for
classroom
individualized
the
instruction.

AMANDA JO RUDOLPH

nnifinry,

Loansfrom $10,000 to $75,000

MONTHLY PAYMENT
EXAMPLES

Diabetes
course
still has
7 openings

Lee and Linda Baird of Marshall County announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Denea Crandall, to Ricky
Boyle, son of Gary and Deborah Boyle of Murray.
Miss Crandall is attending Murray State University and is employed
by ISP Chemical.
Mr. Boyle is a 1999 graduate of Murray State University where
he was a member of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity. He is employed at
Briggs & Stratton Co.
The wedding will be Saturday, Aug. 7, 1999, at 5 p.m. at First
Baptist Church, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.

BILLS / BILLS / BILLS
30 a.m.
d.
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Brett, Ryan lead Hall parade
By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
COOPERSTOWN, N.Y.(AP) —
George Brett was completely blown
away. And it was not by one of
Nolan Ryan's fastballs.
unassuming
Following
an
speech by baseball's greatest power
pitcher ever, one of the game's
best clutch hitters felt the pressure on the Hall of Fame podiurn Sunday.
His eyes welled up with tears.
His voice cracked. And he was
so overwhelmed, he cut his induction speech short.

"I've broken down. I've had Negro leagues pitcher Smokey Joe
every emotion I could. It's time Williams and turn-of-the-century
to get out of here,- Brett said manager Frank Selee also were
inducted.
later, recalling the moment.
It was the largest Hall of Fame
"It was pretty stressful," he
said. "I felt like I was up there class since Sandy Koufax led a
parade of eight in 1972.
for an eternity."
Ryan spent most of his 16min17
only
it
was
Actually,
utes. But to Brett, that was plen- minute speech thanking those who
had made his career possible. Along
ty long enough.
Brett spoke last, after Robin with family members and friends,
Yount, Orlando Cepeda and Ryan, the man whose Hall plaque praised
on an afternoon when a record him as a "Texas legend" paid
crowd estimated at 50,000 hon- tribute to former players' union
chief Marvin Miller and all fans.
ored seven new members.
"I appreciate y'all being here,"
Late umpire Nestor Chylak,

he said.
"I always thought there was
going to be life after baseball,"
Ryan said. "I didn't realize the
grip baseball had on me. It took
me two full years to get over
the fact that I was no longer a
baseball player."
Ryan, 52, played a record 27
seasons and holds major league
marks of seven no-hitters and 5,714
strikeouts. He finished 324-292, yet
never won a Cy Young Award.
"A fierce competitor and one
of baseball's most intimidating figures on the pitching mound," read

his bronze plaque, which bears a
"T- for the Texas Rangers.
Brett and Yount each topped
3,000 hits and Cepeda hit 379 home
runs. All three were Ryan strikeout victims.
Thirty-four Hall inductees —
15 of them struck out by the
Ryan Express — turned out for
the 60th anniversary festivities.
Ted Williams, the oldest at 80,
stayed more than a hour in the
sweltering heat before leaving in
a wheelchair.
This year's inductees increased
the Hall membership to 244.

Brown outduels
D-backs' Johnson
McGwire hits
35th homer
for Cardinals

Johnson is 1-5 despite never giving up
more than two runs in a game.
"I made a couple of mistakes," said
Johnson, who allowed eight hits. "When
you give up a couple of runs and a pitcher like Kevin Brown is on, it makes for
a long day."
Elsewhere in the NL, it was St. Louis
6, Colorado 4; Atlanta 5, Philadelphia 4
in 10 innings; Pittsburgh 6. Montreal 1;
Houston 5, San Diego 2; Florida 4, Milwaukee 3; New York 5, Chicago 1; and
Cincinnati 2, San Francisco 1 in 14
innings.
The only hits Arizona managed off
Brown were Steve Finley's first-inning
single, a double by Matt Williams in the
fourth and Andy Fox's infield single in
the seventh.
Brown struck out seven and walked
three, allowing the Diamondbacks to hit
the ball out of the infield only four times.
Jeff Shaw pitched a scoreless ninth for
his 21st save in 22 opportunities.
Karros scored both of the Dodgers'
runs, including his 23rd homer of the
season and 200th of his career leading
off the sixth that snapped a 1-1 tie.

The Associated Press
In a matchup between two of baseball's best pitchers, there wasn't much to
separate Kevin Brown from Randy Johnson.
Finally, a home run by Eric Karros
snapped a classic low-scoring duel and gave
the Los Angeles Dodgers a 2-1 victory
over the Arizona Diamondbacks on Sunday night.
"I got guys out. I guess that's what
counts," said Brown after allowing just
three hits and one unearned run over
eight innings to improve his to 11-6.
"You know it's going to be a tough night
when you're facing Randy."
Johnson wasn't too shabby himself,
striking out 11 in seven innings to raise
his major league-leading total to 240. But
he failed to get more than a run from
his team for the fifth time in seven starts
and dropped to 10-8. In those outings, • See Page 9A

File photo

Mark McGwire hit his 35th home run of the season Sunday as St. Louis
downed Colorado 6-4.

U.S. wins gold, qualifies for Olympics
By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Basketball Writer
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico (AP)
— Mission accomplished, and now
it's off to Sydney.
, The U.S. men's basketball team
finished its Olympic qualifying
tournament in the expected fashion
Sunday, winning the gold medal
with an easy 92-66 victory over
Canada.
The team won't regroup again
until late next summer when it will
have three new faces and one simple goal: To win the gold medal at
the 2000 Olympics

"The group we've put together
is a very formidable bunch, and I'm
looking forward to it very much,"
coach Larry Brown said.
Canada also qualified for the
2000 Olympics by reaching the
gold medal game, which wasn't
much of a contest after the U.S.
team used a 15-0 run to turn an
eight-point lead into a 23-point
bulge.
Gary Payton had seven points in
the pivotal run and finished with
19, giving him a team-leading average of 16 points in the tournament.
Tim Hardaway added 14 points,

Tim Duncan had 12. Steve Smith
1 1 and Jason Kidd, Tom Gugliotta
and Kevin Garnett 10 apiece. Kidd
and Payton each had three of the
Americans' 11 steals and Garnett
had six blocks.
"We can go home," Smith said.
"If we hadn't qualified, we
wouldn't have been able to go back
to the United States."
It was the 40th victory without a
loss for the four Dream Teams
comprised of NBA players that
have competed in the 1992 and '96
Olympics, the 1994 World Championships and this Olympic qualify-

ing tournament.
The United States won its 10
games in Puerto Rico by an average
of 31.6 points, down slightly from
the 1996 Olympians' average margin of 32.3.
This, however, was the best defensive team of the bunch, limiting
opponents to 66.2 points per game
— more than four points lower than
the 1996 team's 70.3 points-against
average.
And it was defense that turned
the gold medal game.
Things were a little too close for
the Americans early in the second

half as Canada pulled within 48-40.
But the United States quickly
ended any thought of an upset, using a trapping, gambling defense to
intercept several passes that led to
eight fast-break points in a 15-0 run
that put the Americans back in
complete control.
"Alley-oop dunks don't win
games. What won these games for
us was defense — we got steals and
easy baskets," Payton sairi
In the bronze medal game. Argentina edged Puerto Rico 103101.

Murray falls
in title game
of tournament
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Sunday's final of the second annual Murray Invitational youth baseball tournament was a classic case
of David and Goliath. Only this time the big guys
spoiled the ending when the team from Dresden (Tenn.)
pulled out a 5-4 win over the youngsters from Murray at the Gary Hohman Fields.
Murray and Dresden battled the near-record afternoon heat and each other to a 4-4 deadlock through
five innings to set up the final frame. In the top of
the sixth and final frame, Murray's Ian Boone singled
and reached second, but could get no further. Dresden gained momentum when their left fielder came
up with Robert Fry's deep smash down the left field
line to end the inning.
Dresden had three hits in the final frame, including Cameron Baker's single to deep center that scored
Justin Hatler from second. Murray's relay throw to
the plate was strong, but just late.
The championship game was a tremendous pitching battle between Murray's Bradley Cobb and Dresden's Wil Levister. Cobb scattered seven hits, fanned
three, and allowed just one earned run over five
innings before Josh Reynolds relieved in the sixth.
• See Page 9A
MARK YOUNG/Ledger 8. Times photo

Murray's Shawn McClure reaches first base
safely in Sunday's title game of the Murray
Invitational youth baseball tournament.

MARK
YOUNG

SPORTS
EDITOR

Nashville
wrestling
trip was
a smash
NASHVILLE, Tenn. - It had
its ups and downs, but overall,
my excursion to see World Championship Wrestling Friday was
worth it.
Take away the snail's pace
traffic between Clarksville and
Nashville because of road construction, an obnoxious and condescending salesman at the
Nashville dealership where I
stopped to look at trucks, getting soaking wet in a sudden
downpour that came out of
nowhere, a high-level seat at
Municipal Auditorium and poor
lighting on the ring, and it went
pretty well.
Several of the well known
performers took part at Miserable, oh excuse me, Municipal
Auditorium. (Wonder why the
event wasn't at the Nashville
Arena, as was the World Wrestling
Federation a few weeks ago?
Guess Ted Turner's hurting for
money.)
Among others, the card included Hugh Morrus, Scotty Riggs,
"The Cat" Ernest Miller, "Nasty"
Brian Knobbs, Fit Finley, Dean
Malenko, Chris. Benoit, "Buff'
Bagwell, Rick Steiner and - in
the main event - Diamond Dallas Page and Goldberg.
My seat was in the upper
level, just two rows from the
very top. Yeah, I admit it, I was
too cheap to sit ringside.
The attendance was somewhat
of a disappointment. The joint was
only about half full at best at
an arena that holds 10,000.
Here are a few observations
from the evening's events on
what may prove to be the only
vacation day I take all year:
Best move: It could have been
one of several from the KnobbsFinley "hardcore" match. Maybe
a shot to the head from a plastic trash can (which could really hurt if done properly) or when
Finley threw Knobbs through a
table that had probably been precut into several pieces.
Or maybe it was when that
kid who kept sticking his elbow
in my ribs moved to another
seat.
Best line: Could have come
from several different guys.
Knobbs made the reference to
all the families in Nashville coming from brothers and sisters who
were married to each other while
Page told a fat joke about Goldberg's mother, saying something
to the effect that if one were to
haul Mrs. Goldberg's backside,
it would take two trips. (That's
the cleaned-up version. Work
with me here.)
That insult wasn't nearly as
funny as the one Page's "Triad"
cohort Kanyon told on last week's
Thursday Thunder. Speaking
about wrestler Stevie Ray's mother, he said: "She's so fat, every
time she turns around, it's her
birthday!"
Most popular wrestler: This
was close, but I'd give the edge
to Goldberg over Bagwell. Bagwell certainly has more personality, as shown by his impression of "The Cat" on last week's
Nitro and past impressions of
Scott Steiner and Curt Hennig.
But fans were chanting Goldberg's name throughout the night,
and he survived Page's diamond
cutter to win the match. Bagwell was also a winner, pinning
Steiner in a quick matchup.
Most hated wrestler: Knobbs,
hands down. His post-match tirade
after losing to Finley was longer
than the match itself. He conNI See Page 9A
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Belle hits three homers for Orioles

SCOltEBOARD
THE
RAMEY
AGENCY

J

AUTO • LIFE • HOMEOWNERS
Datui Rome',
"Ask Me About Life Insurance"
1406 N. 12th St., Suite G •(Next to Cain's)•(502) 759-5151
MAJOR LEAGUES
American League
All Times CDT
East Division
L Pct. GB
W
37 .619 60
New York
7
46 .545
55
Toronto
8
46 .535
53
Boston
53 .45915 1/2
45
Baltimore
58 .414 20
41
Tampa Bay
Central Division
L Pct. GB
W
40 .592 58
Cleveland
11
50 .479
46
Chicago
57 .42416 1/2
42
Detroit
57 .41217 1/2
40
Minnesota
408 18
58
40
Kansas City
West Division
L Pct. GB
W
40 .592 58
Texas
8
48 .510
50
Oakland
11
51 .480
47
Seattle
55 .43315 1/2
42
Anaheim
Sunday's Games
Detroit 9, Boston 1
Kansas City 13. Oakland 11, 10 innings
New York 2, Cleveland 1
Baltimore 8, Anaheim 7, 11 innings
Texas 4. Tampa Bay 3
Toronto 11, Chicago 3
Seattle 4, Minnesota 3
Monday's Games
Anaheim (Olivares 8-8) at Tampa Bay (Wit)
5-6), 6105 p.m
Detroit (Thompson 9-8) at Cleveland (Burba
7-6), 605 p.m.
Toronto (Hentgen 6-7) at Chicago (Navarro 7-8), 705 pm
Oakland (Heredia 7-5) at Minnesota (Milton
3-8), 7:05 p.m.
Tuesday's Games
Anaheim (Sparks 4-7) at Tampa Bay (Callaway 1-0), 605 p.m.
Boston (Saberhagen 6-4) at -Toronto (Wells
11-6), 605 pm
Detroit (Borkowski 0-0) at Cleveland (Nagy
11-6), 6.05 p.m.
Texas (Sele 9-6) at Baltimore (Mussina 134), 635 p.m.
New York (Hernandez 11-6) at Chicago
(Baldwin 4-10), 705 p.m.
Oakland (Hudson 5-1) at Minnesota (Mays
3-3), 705 p.m.
Seattle (Fassero 4-11) at Kansas City (Appier 8-9). 7-05 pm
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National League
East Division
L Pct. GB
W
41
594 60
Atlanta
41 .590 1/2
59
New York
45 .5415 1/2
53
Philadelphia
39
60 .394 20
Florida
35
60 368 22
Montreal
Central Division
L Pct. GB
40 596
59
Houston
5732 1/2
41
55
Cincinnati
49 505
50
9
St Louis
48
50 49010 1/2
Pittsburgh
47
50 .485
11
Milwaukee
50 47911 1/2
46
Chicago
West Division
Pct, GB
46
540
54
Arizona
46 .535 1/2
53
San Francisco
4
49 .500
49
San Diego
9
54 .449
44
Colorado
54 449
44
9
Los Angeles
Sunday's Games
Pittsburgh 6, Montreal 1
Atlanta 5, Philadelphia 4, 10 innings
Houston 5, San Diego 2
St. Louis 6, Colorado 4
Florida 4, Milwaukee 3
Cincinnati 2, San Francisco 1, 14 innings
New York 5, Chicago 1
Los Angeles 2, Arizona 1
Monday's Games
Chicago (Lieber 8-3) at Montreal (Smith
5), 605 p.m.
Florida (Nunez 4-3) at Philadelphia (Person 4-2), 6:35 p.m.
Pittsburgh (Cordova 5-4) at New York (Reed
8-3), 6:40 p.m.
Milwaukee (Karl 7-8) at Atlanta (Maddux
10-6), 6:40 p.m_
Houston (Elarton 5-3) at Colorado (Jones
5-8), 8:05 p.m.
Arizona (Reynoso 5-1) at San Diego (Hitchcock 9-7), 9:05 p.m.
St. Louis (Jimenez 5-10) at San Francisco
(Ortiz 12-6), 9:05 p.m.
Cincinnati (Villone 5-3) at Los Angeles(Valdes
8-8), 9:10 p.m.
Tuesday's Games
Chicago (Mulholland 5-6) at Montreal (Hermanson 3-9), 605 p.m.
Florida (A.Fernandez 4-6) at Philadelphia
(Wolf 5-1), 6:35 p.m.
Pittsburgh (Benson 7-8) at New York (Hershiser 10-7), 6:40 p.m.
Milwaukee (Nomo 9-2) at Atlanta (Millwood
11-5), 6:40 p.m.
Houston (Lima 13-5) at Colorado (Bohanon
5-7), 8:05 p.m.
Arizona (An.Benes 6-9) at San Diego
(W.Williams 5-8), 9:05 p.m.
St. Louis (Bottenfield 14-3) at San Francisco (Rueter 8-5), 9:05 p.m.
Cincinnati (Tomko 3-5) at Los Angeles (Park
6-8), 9:10 p.m.

By JEFF GOODMAN
AP Sports Writer
After hitting three homers, Albert Belle finally spoke to the media - and had plenty of catching
up to do.
Belle, who hasn't spoken to the
Baltimore media since spring training, had six RBIs and Cal Ripken
hit his 399th career homer and singled in the winning run in the 11th
inning as the Orioles beat Anaheim
8-7.
"I'm not going to be accessible,
but when the situation calls for it,
I'll talk. This is one of those
times," Belle said during a 10-minute session in which he denied reports that he waived his three-year
no-trade clause.
The loss extended the Angels'
losing streak to 10 games.
Belle was hit by a pitch in the
I I th, but didn't want to take first
base - and didn't want to charge
the mound, either.
Instead, he wanted to remain at
the plate to take a few more swings,

but was finally convinced to take
the base. Ripken's two-out hit gave
the Orioles their sixth straight victory.
"I told the umpire I wasn't going
to first, that I'd take a 1-0 count,"
Belle said. "I told (Angels catcher
Matt Walbeck) to tell the pitcher to
throw the ball over the plate."
The outfielder has been booed at
home throughout much of the season after getting off to a slow start,
but Belle was actually cheered after
hesitating at the plate.
Belle's third homer of the game
and 24th of the season, in the ninth
inning, tied the game at 7 off Angels closer Troy Percival.
Belle also hit a two-run homer
in the first and a three-run shot in
the seventh. It was the third threehomer game of Belle's career and
the six RBIs tied a career high.
In other AL games, it was the
Yankees 2, Cleveland I; Texas 4,
Tampa Bay 3; Toronto 11, the
White Sox 3; Seattle 4, Minnesota
3; Detroit 9, Boston 1; and Kansas
City 13, Oakland 11 in 10 innings.

Scott Kamieniecki(I-3) pitched
I 2-3 perfect innings to cap a fine
performance by the Baltimore bullpen, which held Anaheim hitless
after the fifth inning.
Randy Velarde homered and
scored three runs for the Angels,
whose 10-game skid is their longest
since July 17-26, 1993. Mo Vaughn

Texas 4, Tampa Bay 3
Todd Zeile and Rafael Palmeiro
homered as Texas stretched its winning streak to eight.
Rick Helling (8-7) didn't allow a
run until Fred McGriff's two-run
homer with one out in the ninth.
John Wetteland struck out Aaron
Ledesma and Rich Butler in the
ninth for his major league-leadifig
two
in
drove
both
Salmon
and Tim
save in 36 chances.
29th
runs for Anaheim.
11, White Sox 3
Toronto
After the Angels went up 3-0 in
At Chicago, Chris Carpenter althe first, Belle homered in the Oritwo hits in eight innings and
oles' half and Ripken led off the lowed
Green hit a three-run homer
Shawn
second with a shot over the wall in
that extended his hitting streak to
left-center.
23 games, leading Toronto over the
Yankees 2, Cleveland 1
White Sox.
Carpenter (7-5), who has won
At New York, Ricky Ledee
homered in the ninth inning to give four straight decisions and hasn't
the Yankees a three-game sweep of lost since May 28, struck out seven,
walked three and retired his last 13
the Indians.
Cleveland has lost nine of 10. batters.
Seattle 4, Minnesota 3
With the sweep, the New York (60Alex Rodriguez and Ken Griffey
37) overtook the Indians (58-40)
Jr. hit back-to-back home runs for
for the best record in the majors.
Ramiro Mendoza (4-6), got the the seventh time to help end Seatlast four outs for the victory in re- tle's three-game losing streak with
a win at Minnesota.
lief of Roger Clemens.

Jarrett thankful for second at Pennsylvania 500
accidents and mechanical failures
By DICK BRINSTER
virtually all season while recording
AP Sports Writer
LONG POND, Pa.(AP)- Ask 14 top-five finishes in 19 races.
And when things haven't gone
Dale Jarrett about his commanding
position as the Winston Cup points well, Jarrett and crew chief Todd
leader, and he doesn't discount the Parrott have had a knack for solvbad luck of others - particularly ing problems.
"We created a problem ourBobby Labonte-as a factor.
"They've got a good race team," selves yesterday with the rear-end
he said after finishing second to La- gear," he said. "Then, today to have
bonte on Sunday in the Pennsylva- a clutch problem ... but we gained a
nia 500. "Without a few unfortu- few more points as far as the lead
nate bad breaks for them, they goes."
If he continues do that, the series
could be leading the points."
will be his after the final race
title
Instead, Jarrett holds a comMotor Speedway on
Atlanta
at
manding 254-point advantage over
21.
Nov.
third
up
wound
who
Mark Martin,
Labonte has matched Jarrett
Sunday at Pocono International
of the way, and has 13 topmost
Raceway.
"We've been pretty lucky," Jar- fives - including nine in the last
11 races. But he has been hurt by
rett said.
poor finishes.
five
And the numbers back him up.
isn't concerned about being
He
runs,
car
a
well
No matter how
behind Jarrett, however.
points
283
fate generally has a major role in
of trouble - someout
Staying
deciding if it will contend for a
championship. Jarrett has avoided thing he believes will lead to more
victories-is his primary focus.
"I don't care about that," he said

of the points deficit. "Did you see
the New Hampshire race? That was
it ... up in the wall."
That race, and the road course
event last month in Sonoma, Calif.,
during which Labonte crashed in
the waning laps, have all but ended
any thoughts he might have had
about winning the title.
"We went from the pits to the
penthouse," Labonte said of the
transition from Loudon to Pocono.
"You can't get those lost points
back, but it's been a great season."
It has been especially great at
Pocono, where Labonte became the
first driver in 13 years to sweep the
track's two summer races.
"We're awfully excited to come
back here and duplicate what he
did," he said, referring to his victory last month in the Pocono 500.
"We're in the zone."
That once was the explanation
of Jeff Gordon, who blew a tire
Sunday. With his sixth horrible finish - 32nd - this season, it's a

major reach to say he's anything
more than mathematically alive as
he pursues a record-tying third
straight series championship.
"I don't know if we're out of the
points race or not,- Gordon said.
"You'll have to ask Dale Jarrett and
those guys about that."
The tire blew about the time Jarrett was making a pass for the lead'
on the 77th of 200 laps. Gordon.
trying to defend his race title and
win for the fourth straight year on
the mountaintop, had taken the lead
from Jarrett 18 laps earlier.
Jeff Burton, who won two
weeks ago when Tony Stewart lost
a fuel gamble at Loudon. N.H..
blew his transmission.
Only Labonte managed to avoid
all the pitfalls in his Pontiac. He led
the final 33 laps, getting home
8.655 seconds ahead of Jarrett's
Ford. After Martin came Labonte's
Joe Gibbs Racing teammate.
Stewart, and the Chevrolet of
Wally Dallenbach.
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"You don't try to do too much
against a guy like Johnson," Karros said. "I was just trying to put
the bat on the ball. It was a fastball. It was more luck than anything."
The Dodgers stopped a fivegame losing streak and at the same
time, ended a five-game winning
streak for the Diamondbacks.
Cardinals 6, Rockies 4
Mark McGwire hit his 35th home
run, pulling him within one of major
league leader Sammy Sosa, as the
Cardinals completed a three-game
•
sweep at Colorado.
McGwire homered in the seventh inning, his eighth in 11 games,
then left with tightness in his back.
McGwire, who has 12 homers in
July, raised his career total to 492,
one behind Lou Gehrig, 16th on
the career list.
Larry Luebbers (1-1) allowed
two runs and five hits in five innings
to win his first major league game
since July 8, 1993, and Manny
Aybar got his third save.
Pedro Astacio (10-9) gave up
six runs, eight hits and five walks
in seven innings.
Braves 5, Phillies 4, 10 innings
Chipper Jones homered in the
top of the 10th. Atlanta's fourth
solo shot of the game, as the
Braves held on to the NL East
lead.
Ryan Klesko, Randall Simon
and Andruw Jones also homered
for Atlanta, which led 4-1 in the
eighth before Ron Gant's threerun double off Tom Glavine.

INWrestling

Jones connected off Steve Montgomery (1-4) leading off the 10th
for his 24th homer. John Rocker
(3-3), Atlanta's third pitcher, threw
1 1-3 hitless innings, striking out
one.
Atlanta remained one-half game
ahead of the New York Mets.
Philadelphia dropped 5 1/2 games
back.
Pirates 6, Expos 1
Jason Schmidt (9-7) pitched a
four-hitter for his second complete
game this season, and visiting Pittsburgh rallied from a 1-0 deficit
with five runs in the seventh off
Mike Thurman and reliever Steve
Kline (4-3).
Felipe Alou managed his 1,127th
game for the Expos, breaking Gene
Mauch's team record for games
managed. Montreal has lost 11 of
13, dropping to a major-league
worst 35-60.
Astros 5, Padres 2
Rookie Lance Berkman got his
first two major league RBIs and
visiting Houston complete a fourgame sweep, the Astros' second
sweep of San Diego this season.
Shane Reynolds (12-7) allowed
one run and five hits in seven
innings. He didn't walk a batter
and struck out six, including Tony
Gwynn in the sixth inning for the
1,000th of his career. Gwynn, 13
hits shy of 3,000, went 0-for-4.
Andy Ashby (9-5) lost for the
first time in seven starts since
June 6, allowing five runs, nine
hits and three walks in four innings.
Marlins 4, Brewers 3
At Miami, Alex Gonzalez tripled
home the go-ahead run off David
Weathers (6-4) in the seventh as
Florida completed its second series
sweep of the season.

Levister went the distance for Dresden and struck out eight.
"The final was just a great
game between two groups of kids
giving it all they had," said Murray manager Tab Brockman. "The
Dresden kids were much bigger than
our players, but were used to being
the little guys. That's one of the
beauties of baseball - size isn't
always the determining factor.
"Once again, we were the only
team of 8s and 9s (years old) in
the tournament," Brockman added.
"That's not to take anything away
from the Dresden team, coaches
and fans - they are good players
and nice people who represented
their town well."
Murray (4-1) reached the finals
of the eight-team round robin tourthe
downing
by
nament
Fulton/South Fulton Braves 9-0 in
the semi-final game on Saturday
night. Murray won its four-team
pool with a perfect 3-0 record,
including a tough 8-7 win over
an independent Calloway County
team that featured other players
from Murray's YBA program and
some youth from Calvert City.
Murray's other two preliminary
wins were over Caldwell County
16-2 and the Marshall County 9s
20-12,
Calloway County also advanced
to the semi-final round as the runner-up in the same pool with Murray. Dresden defeated Calloway on
Saturday night to set up the championship matchup.
The Murray Mustang I team is
now 11-5 overall and has finished
fourth (Owensboro), champions
(PONY District) and runner-up in
its last three outings. The team
will travel to Lone Oak this weekend for its last event of the summer

From Page 8A

Ell

stantly reminded everyone that he
was going to be as nasty as he
wanted to be.
How in the world Knobbs has
stayed in wrestling's big leagues
for so long is beyond me. He
looks like some guy who just polished off three cheeseburgers at a
greasy spoon. Must have connections somewhere.
I was too cheap to buy a souvenir T-shirt. If I'm going to spend
$20, I'll get one that's got somebody really cool on it, like the
WWF's Degeneration-X. I'll just
have to watch where I wear it.
And if you're not down with
that, I got two words for ya...
"Never mind."

Nobody can protect your
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we can!
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'18499* per mo.
36 mo. Lease
•Automatic
•Air Conditioning

*36 month. closed end lease, price includes sales tax. $644.99 due
at lease signing (includes: 1st month payment, security deposit,
1st year license). 36 month -36,000 miles - with approved credit.
"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car & truck company."

State Auto
Insurance
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Look to us for quality Auto Insurance Coverage, low rates,
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Call us today!
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•Much More
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Bonfires out of hand at Woodstock'99
ROME, N.Y. (AP) — After
almost 72 hours of peace and love,
Woodstock '99 ended in- blazing
chaos Sunday night as hundreds
of concertgoers turned into vandals, starting fires and looting.
What began as scattered bonfires toward the end of the Red
Hot Chili Peppers' festival-closing
set escalated into several infernos
that took hours to contain.
State police said the situation
inside the venue had been stabilized by early Monday, and most
of the fires had been extinguished.
Woodstock officials were not immediately available for comment.
No information was available
on whether there were any injuries
or arrests. Police said most of the
concertgoers had been herded off
the grounds.
The three-day concert climaxed
into a frenzy about a quarter mile
from the main stage when several concertgoers set fire to 12 parked
tractor-trailers.
Several people pulled cases of
soda and merchandise from the
trucks and fed the flames with
debris. Others toppled light stands
and speaker towers, while another group tried to destroy a radio
station truck.

"These kids are animals. It
should never have gotten this far,"
Ruth said Mahorn, 36, of Binghamton, as she walked quickly away
from the disturbance with her
friends.
"They're jerks," said Karen
-Thomas, 24, of Massachusetts. "It's
been great all weekend. People were
cool, and now this is how people
will remember Woodstock."
Hundreds of state troopers in
riot gear moved in to protect other
vendors' booths. County deputies
and city police were deployed to
protect other areas of the former
Griffiss Air Force Base, now a
business and technology park.
Earlier in the day, many campers
were already pulling up stakes and
stashing gear in their cars Sunday
morning in hopes of making a
quick getaway once their favorite
band finished up, but it didn't
look promising.
"We all have got to work in
the morning," said Mara Kugler
of Baldwin, N.Y., a sleeping bag
tucked under her arm. "It's been
a long week, but worth it."
State police said that by late
afternoon more than 70,000 people had departed with few delays.
The exodus was expected to take

AFFORDABLE
BACK TO SCHOOL
USED TRANSPORTATION
SPECIALS

1996
Hyundai Accent 2D
A/C
$99.00 per month
Purchase price $4,995, $500 down,60 months, taxes & license extra,
10.95 APR w/ approved credit

1993
Pontiac Sunbird 4D
Auto, A/C, PS/PB

up to a day since more than
225,000 packed the site.
By afternoon, the New York
State Thruway was full with concertgoers, but traffic was moving
at a steady clip. Rest areas along
the Thruway were jammed, and
police were directing traffic through
rest area parking lots.
Slightly over 100 people decided early Sunday that stripping was
better than grabbing an extra hour
or two of sleep and turned out
for a massive nude photo shoot
as a brilliant orange sun began to
light up the sky. Flyers announcing the escapade were circulated
over the weekend by photographer
Spencer Tunick, who is well known
for his photos of nudes in public
places.
"I just want to see the expressions that the photos could bring
for decades to come," said Sarah
Warner of Allston, Mass. "Picture
your kid going, 'Grandma, was
that you? You were hot!"
Things turned somewhat ugly
in the mosh pit Saturday night
while Limp Bizkit was playing.
A mob of more than 200 threw
bottles, smashed a barricade and
nearly trampled sound system components. One woman suffered a serious head cut from a thrown bottle.
Away from the two mammoth
stages, a man carrying $16,000 in
cash was arrested Saturday in the
campground for selling psychedelic mushrooms, state trooper Jim
Simpson said. The arrest was one
of 31 made at the festival, trooper. said

)

1PrGIVE US II
A CALL
Do you
have a hot
news tip?
The
Ledger
will pay
$10 for the
best news
tip of the
month.

Call 753-1916
Ext. 27

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

Eric Knott helps dig a line for the old Calloway County Jail. The line will allow a new sprinkler
system to be installed in the building.

Bush collects most funds in Kentucky
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Republican George W. Bush already
was well ahead of other presidential candidates in raising money
from Kentuckians even before he
collected $650,000 at a Louisville
fund-raiser last week.
Through June, the Texas governor had picked up at least
$228,849 from contributors in Kentucky, according to Public Disclosure Inc., a non-partisan group
that analyzes campaign-finance
reports.
The Democratic front-runner,
Vice President Al Gore, had raised
amount,
second-highest
the
$44,750.
The totals reported are minimums because they include only
funds from campaign contributors
who must be disclosed because
they gave more than $200.
Nationwide, Bush's $37 million
total for the first half of the year
was almost twice Gore's and even
farther ahead of other GOP candidates.
Kentucky's primary is not held
until late May, long after majorparty nominations are decided, so

. per month
$135"
Purchase price $4,995, $500 down,42 months, taxes & license extra,
12.95 APR w/ approved credit

1995
Ford Contour GL 4D
A/C, PS/PB
$149.37 per month

For The Pen
To Be Mightier Than
The Sword,
It Must Have Paper.

Purchase price $6,782, $500 down,54 months, taxes & license extra,
10.95 APR w /approved credit

1997
Ford Ranger XLT
Only 22,000 miles, A/C, PS/PB
08
$164. per month
Purchase price $8,750, $500 down,66 months, taxes & license extra,
9.95 APR w /approved credit

1997
Nissan Sentra GXE 4D

The Bush campaign received
its role in presidential primaries
$5,000 — the maximum legal conis mainly financial.
Most of the money Bush has tribution for a single election —
reported getting from Kentucky from the corporation's political
came in June, after fund-raising action committee. And 13 people
had begun for Friday's $1,000- associated with the firm or the
per-person event.
Brown family gave the legal maxHe received much more this imum $1,000 for an individual,
month. The $650,000 raised at Fri- bringing the total Brown contriday's event was a record for a bution to $18,000.
presidential primary, said 3rd DisThe PAC of Brown &
trict U.S. Rep. Anne Northup of Williamson Tobacco Corp. of
Louisville.
Louisville also gave Bush $5,000,
Contributors at the Louisville but he returned it because he is
event on Friday, who wrote their not accepting contributions from
checks after June 30, must be dis- tobacco or gambling PACs.
closed by Oct. 15.
Bush's Kentucky list comprised
The largest amount of money mostly traditional Republican
Bush has reported getting from Ken- givers, but it also included some
tucky has come from Brown-For- who are regular contributors to
man Corp. and its officers and direc- Democrats running statewide. They
tors and their spouses or other included businessman W.T. Young,
relatives. The fund-raiser was held bridge contractor R.R. Dawson and
at the home of Owsley B. Fra- lock manufacturer Jimmy Hamilzier, vice chairman of the diver- ton, all of Lexington, as well as
sified alcoholic-beverage firm based engineer John Rasnick of Pikeville,
whose wife also gave $1,000.
in Louisville.

NASA:Shuttle engine
may have leaked fuel
SPACE CENTER, Houston(AP)
— Photographs taken seconds into
space shuttle Columbia's launch
suggest that hydrogen escaped from
one or more cooling tubes in its
right engine, the space agency said.
Such a fuel leak could have
caused the shuttle to shut down
suddenly if more hydrogen had
escaped, forcing the first-ever shuttle emergency landing, either in
Florida or West Africa, NASA said
Sunday.
In spite of the suspected malfunction and an unrelated electrical short five seconds into launch
Friday, Columbia and its cargo —
the world's most powerful X-ray
telescope — safely reached orbit
under the control of Air Force
Col. Eileen Collins, the first woman
to command a U.S. space flight.
The suspected problem will not
affect the rest of the flight, said
Wayne Hale, NASA's mission operations representative, because the
three main engines are not used
after propelling the shuttle into
orbit. Columbia is scheduled to
land in Florida on Tuesday night.
"It's not a concern for our mission anymore, but it will be a
concern for future shuttle launch-
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9.95 APR w/ approved credit

es, and I know our engineers will
be working very closely on this
issue and trying to make sure we
understand it," Collins said this
morning.
Pilot Jeff Ashby certainly noticed
the problems, but said they didn't detract from the experience of
his first shot into space.
"I'm not sure it was any more
challenging than any other ascent
as far as the trip up to orbit. It
was quite exciting for me on my
first one," said during a news conference this morning. "I felt like
I was on the biggest part of the
rollercoaster for eight minutes."
Collins and her crew today continued to work on science experiments while ground controllers
kept track of the free-flying Chandra X-ray Observatory, successfully executing the second of five
rocket burns to adjust the telescope's orbit.
Hale said as yet there is no
proof of a hydrogen leak. But such
a leak could have been the reason Columbia's engines shut down
a second or two early during the
8 1/2-minute climb to orbit, leaving the shuttle seven miles lower
than expected
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Words on paper. They will always be the most powerful
tools human beings use to communicate. They place no
limits on how much we can say, and the furthest reaches
of the imagination are the only limits on what we can
show. They have the power to make complex ideas simple,
and simple ideas powerful. We do more than read them,
we hold them. And, from the advertising we see in publications to the letters we receive in the mail, the things we
hold in our hands have the quickest routes to our hearts.

Say t gri Print.
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MSU agriculture department becomes biggest on campus
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and soil management. Typical career
occupations include extension
agents, grain buyers, soil scientists and conservationists-U.S.D.A.,
chemical or fertilizer sales representatives and university or commercial researchers.
• Agribusiness Economics _This
field is designed to prepare students for positions in a wide range
of farm-related business. Examples include farm supplies and
equipment, credit grain elevators,
livestock processing facilities, agricultural chemical sales and governmental agencies.
It is also designed to help proOne of the most important comapply sound economic prinducers
ponents that helps Murray State's
ciples
to the use of land, labor
attract
agriculture
of
department
capital
in order to improve
and
new students each year lies in the
distribution of agriproduction
and
strength of its academic programs
commodities.
cultural
young
opportunities
for
and broad
• Agricultural Education Compeople to prepare for the many
pletion
of this 128-credit-hour proagricultural and related careers
students to join
prepares
gram
available in today's market.
The department offers under- some 12,000 other vocational agrigraduate and graduate curricula culture teachers in Kentucky and
throughout the nation as teachers
leading to degrees in agricultural
science and animal technology. of agriculture in the middle, secDegree options in agricultural sci- ondary and post-secondary schools.
Career opportunities also include
ence include the following six
occupations in agricultural prooptions:
duction, private industry and fed• Agronomy _ Agronomy offers
eral
and state agricultural agendevelopcareer preparation in the
ment and practical application of cies, including extension and agriplant and soil science to produce cultural credit agencies.
• Agricultural Mechanization _
abundant, high-quality food, feed
This field prepares skilled graduand fiber crops.
Agronomy is related to genet- ates to work in areas related to
agricultural machinery, soil and
ics, breeding, physiology and crop

The nation designates one month
each year to honor agriculture. At
Murray State University it's a yearround process of study and progress.
Soon to begin the last fall
semester of this century, the MSU
ag department has emerged from
its deep rooted history and sprouted record numbers of students over
the years until it now has the
largest student enrollment of any
academic department on campus.
MSU agriculture students also
average 10 percent of the university's total freshmen enrollment.

water engineering, agricultural
electronics/electrical
structures,
power and food engineering/processing.
A person with this degree may
be involved in one of a great
number of agriculture careers such
as working for a farm equipment
corporation, managing a machinery dealership, serving as a sales
representative for an irrigation
equipment company or as a farm
manager.
• Horticulture Horticulture is
a diverse field traditionally divided into three areas involving (1)
study of the production of tree
and small fruit crops on a home
or commercial basis; (2) home and
commercial production of vegetables; and (3) turf and nursery management plus floriculture and landscaping.
Murray State offers training in
all aspects but places major emphasis on study in ornamental horticulture, the last of the three areas
described.
• Agriculture Science _ Students
following the agriculture science
option must complete 54 hours of
agriculture courses plus university
general education requirements.
These 54 hours must include a
minimum of six hours in each of
these fields: agricultural economics, agricultural mechanization, animal science, plant science and soil
science.
Job opportunities are numerous

Local producers realize price of grain
Grain producers in Calloway
County and surrounding areas have
really come to know the effects
of grain prices. As things are shaping up, unfortunately the presence
of below break-even grain prices
have the ability to stay around for
awhile.
Grain marketing management is
one way grain producers may help
themselves bring a few more dollars to the bank. In knowing and
using marketing strategies and techniques, producers will possibly
position themselves to squeeze a
few more cents per bushel out of
a commodity.
A meeting to deal with such
issues as Loan Deficiency Payments
LOPs, Posted County Price (PCP)
and Marketing Loan Gain (MLG)
will be held. The meeting will
take place Aug. 2 at the Mayfield
High School Cafeteria starting at
7 p.m.
Area wide producers have the
opportunity to hear Steve Riggins,
University of Kentucky Grain Marketing Specialist, present a program dealing with the issues of
LDP's and the other Components
of Marketing.
Riggins has been visiting west
Kentucky for several years to deliver grain marketing information.
His expertise and highly respected reputation has given producers
confidence in his recommendations
on grain marketing for several years.
Riggins has a very special way
of conveying reality with a little
humor and a whole lot of candidness.
Grain producers in Calloway
County and surrounding areas will
not want to miss this meeting.

the Breathitt Veterinary Center, a
diagnostic laboratory located in
Hopkinsville. This semester focuses on diagnostic and research techniques in large and small animals.
The optional plan is designed
for those students whose main goal
is gaining acceptance into a veterinary college.
• Pre-Veterinary Medicine This
MSU program can meet the prerequisite requirements for any of
the 27 veterinary schools in the
nation.
The state of Kentucky has a
contractual agreement with Auburn
University for 34 students and two
at Tuskeegee Institute. These spaces
are available to legal Kentucky
residents on a competitive basis.
Departmental facilities include
classrooms, laboratories and offices
housed in the south wing of the
Hugh L. Oakley Applied Science
Building, the A. Carman Animal
Health Technology Center,The E.B.
Howton Agricultural Engineering
Building, greenhouse and three farm
laboratories located near the campus.
Also serving agriculture students is the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center, which
is utilized for rodeo classes, contests, field days, judging contests,
clinics and numerous agriculture
activities.
Intended exclusively for equine
instructional activity, a new facility has been completed on grounds
near the Expo Center and was
dedicated last fall.

Addressing a large crowd of
students, faculty, local officials.
state government representatives,
members of the equine industry
and alumni who attended the ceremony, President Kern Alexander
said, "This facility will further our
tradition of excellence in the equine
instructional program and will provide year-round accommodations
for all aspects of our equine program."
Murray State is currently
expanding their research of alternative crop production with the
development of a vineyard on the
Pullen Farm.
Part of the largest bequest ever
made to Murray State, the 44 acre
farm came from the estate of the
late Mabel Pullen, wife of Stanley Pullen, Murray State's first
agriculture teacher.
The department of agriculture
also offers a master of science
degree. The purpose of this degree
is to provide an opportunity for
professional agricultural personnel
to obtain an education at the graduate level or to prepare for terminal degree work at the doctoral level.
Faculty advisers assist students
in planning an appropriate course
of study to meet their individual
goals and to assure a balanced
program.
For more information about
preparing for a career in agriculture through any of the programs
offered by the department of agriculture call (270) 762-3329.

•

Pet Grooming Service
by
Professional Groomer, Paula Campbell
By Appointment Only

AGRICE',TURF UPDATE

(502) 753-6749

Open Monday
thru
Friday 8-6

Westside Veterinary Service

GERALD CLAYWELL

1271 Robertson Rd. South, Murray

UK Cooperative Extension Agent
Information that may save a few
cents here and there may be very
crucial in the prosperity of a grain
operation in the next several months
and years.
Grain marketing can be very
complex and dealing with the issues
of marketing may take understanding the procedures of marketing.
These procedures will be
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Murray, KY
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explained at the meeting and questions will be answered about grain
maiketing. Give me a call if you
will be attending at (270) 7531452.
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and the demand for students trained
in general agriculture is good.
Degree options in Animal Technology include the following three
options:
• Animal/Equine Technology
Murray State University offers a
diversified program in the area of
Animal Technology, with the option
to focus more intensely in a student's particular avenue of interest.
Students enrolled in the Animal Technology program may
choose to focus on Animal Science or Equine Science. With over
500 distinct occupations in animal
agriculture, there are openings in
science, teaching, agricultural services, allied industries, manufacturing and production.
The Equine Science program
offers career preparation for the
feeding, care and management of
horses. The bachelor of science
degree with a minor in equine science is an optional area of study
which requires the completion of
21 hours of study in horsemanship with a major in another academic area or areas. This optional plan of study is designed for
students with a secondary interest
in equine professions.
• Animal Health Technology _
This four-year baccalaureate program is for students interested in
the health care of dogs, cats, laboratory animals, horses, dairy, beef,
sheep, swine and exotic animals.
Students will also receive a
semester of intense instruction at
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MURRAY-CALIEWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL

Community Events

SUPPORT GROUPS
ALZHEIMER'S
DISEASE
INFORMATION
Education Meeting
TUESDAY, AUG. 10
4:30 p.m. • Private Dining Rm

Support Group Meeting
TUESDAY, AUG. 24
4:30 p.m. • Private Dining Rm

Memories Group
for Alzheimer's Clients
FRIDAYS, AUG. 13 & 27
10 a.m. • Private Dining Rm
For information about any
Alzheimer's Disease
meetings, contact Cindy
Ragsdale,(270) 762-1108.

BEREAVEMENT
SUPPORT

COMPASSIONATE
FRIENDS

THURSDAY, AUG. 12
6:30 p.m.• HomeCare
Conference Rm
Contact Kathy Culbert, RN,
MSN, CS at (270) 762-1485.

THURSDAY, AUG. 26
7:30 p.m. • Administration
Annex Conference Rm
Contact Hilda Bennett at
(901) 498-8324 or Kerry
Lambert, MCCH Chaplain,
(270)762-1274.

FIBROMYALGIA
SUPPORT
TUESDAY, AUG. 24
7:00 p.m. • Murray-Calloway
County Public Library
Contact Jeannie Hutson,
(270) 762-1537, or Marlane
Newell,(270) 753-0043.

DEPRESSION
SUPPORT
WEDNESDAYS, AUG. 4 & 18
10:30 a.m.• HomeCare
Conference Rm
Contact Kathy Culbert, RN,
MSN, CS,(502) 762-1485.

THE AGING EYES
SATURDAY, AUGUST 21
10:00 a.m. to Noon • MCCH Third Floor Education Unit
Board-certified ophthalmologist, Dr. Hal Capps, will discuss proper eye care at various
stages of life and treatments for vision problems that may be experienced as we age.
To pre-register, call (270) 762-1394 or 1-800-342-6224 ext. 394 by 4:30 p.m. on Thurs.,
Aug. 19.

SMOKING CESSATION
THURSDAYS, SEPTEMBER 2 - NOVEMBER 18
5:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.• MCCH Private Dining Room
The Cooper/Clayton Smoking Cessation program includes 12 intensive education
sessions and is an effective smoking cessation method for heavy smokers. It addresses
all aspects of smoking and utilizes nicotine gum or nicotine patches.
For more information or to pre-register, call Elizabeth Hyde, R.N., Community Outreach Nurse, at (270) 762-1394 or 1-800-342-6224, ext. 394.

BIKE-A-THON FOR DIABETES
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 11
9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.• Murray High School
The 19th annual Bike-A-Thon for Diabetes promotes early detection of diabetes and
supports treatment and education of people with diabetes. Participants may enter by
paying a $15 entry fee or by having sponsors commit to a per-mile pledge for the
bicycling participant. All participants must wear a helmet, and children under 12 must
be accompanied by an adult.

Miracle Moments is pleased to offer the
classes listed below as part of our Miracle Moments
Maternity Service. Pre-registration is required for all classes.
For information on any of these classes, to arrange for a personalized tour of
the Miracle Moments Maternity Unit or to pre-register for any classes, call
(270) 762-1425 or 1-800-342-6224, ext. 425.
MURRAY- SeptemberPrepared Childbirth
MURRAY- August Prepared Childbirth
Option 1: MON., AUG. 2, 9, 16 & 23
7-9 p.m. • Hospital Third Floor Education
Option 2: THURS., AUG. 5, 12, 19 & 26
7-9 p.m. • Hospital Third Floor Education
Refresher 1: MON., AUG 9 & 16
7-9 p.m. • Hospital Third Floor Education
Refresher 2: THURS., AUG 12 & 19
7-9 p.m. • Hospital Third Floor Education

Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit

Option 1: MON., AUG. 30; SEPT. 7, 13 & 20
7-9 p.m. • Hospital Third Floor Education Unit
(Note that the Mon., Sept. 6 class falls on
Labor Day so it is moved to Tues., Sept. 7)
Option 2: THURS., SEPT. 2, 9, 16 & 23
7-9 p.m. • Hospital Third Floor Education Unit
Refresher 1: TUES., SEPT. 7 & MON., SEPT. 13
7-9 p.m. • Hospital Third Floor Education Unit
Refresher 2: THURS., SEPT. 9 & 16
7-9 p.m. • Hospital Third Floor Education Unit

The Bike-A-Thon is sponsored by the Diabetes Support Group of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. For more information call (270) 762-1533 or (270) 762-1490 or
1-800-342-6224.

CHILDHOOD ASTHMA
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 14
6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.• MCCH Third Floor Education Unit
Dr. Richard Stout, allergist with the Asthma and Allergy Center of West Kentucky will\
talk about asthma symptoms, diagnosis, and treatment choices that allow children with
asthma to lead a normal life.
To pre-register, call (270) 762-1394 or 1-800-342-6224 ext. 394 by 4:30 p.m. on Fri.,
Sept. 10.

EARLY PRENATAL CARE
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28
6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.• MCCH Third Floor Education Unit
Janice Thurmond, certified nurse practitioner with the Murray Women's Clinic will
discuss the important aspects of early pregnancy through the second trimester of an
expectant mother's pregnancy.
To pre-register, call (270) 762-1394 or 1-800-342-6224 ext. 394 by 4:30 p.m. on Fri.,
Sept. 24.
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The hospital's Health Express will be offering blood pressure checks, pulse,
cholesterol and triglyceride screenings at its stops during the month of August.
Under most circumstances,cholesterol and triglyceride levels should be checked
every five years. A cholesterol and triglyceride screening is FREE to any Health Express
patron once every five years. More frequent testing requires a doctors' written prescription
and costs $15.00.
The cholesterol(HDULDL)and triglyceride screening requires a food fast(water
only)for 14 hours.
A stool for occult blood screening kit is also available for $4. This screening detects
blood in the stool.
These screenings are offered to detect disease in its earliest stages when there are no
symptoms of disease. If you are experiencing symptoms, you should see your physician.
TUESDAY, AUG. 3
•
•

Water Valley
M & W Ceramics
9:00 - 11:30 a.m.
Pilot Oak
1:00 - 2:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, AUG. 4
Murray
Save-A-Lot
8:30 - 11:30 a.m
12:30 - 3:00 p.m.

THURSDAY, AUG. 5
•

Paris, TN
Wal-Mart
9:00 - 11:30 a.m.
Whitlock
Johnny Lees' Grocery
1:00 - 3:00 p.m.

TUESDAY, AUG. 24
•

Cadiz
First Baptist Church
9:00 - 11:30 a.m.
Canton
Lake View One Stop
1:00 - 2:30 a.m.

"." Looking For A Doctor?
16 We Wrote The Book.
eNoall
s‘d
- tre
sll

N

More than 100 doctors and 28 medical specialties
for complete family healthcare.

For your FREE
Physician Directory, call

42-6224
3
1-800-

WEDNESDAY, AUG. 25
Murray
Chen Theater
8:30 - 11:30 a.m
12:30 - 3:00 p.m.

TUESDAY, AUG. 31
•

Murray

Court Square
8:30 - 11:30 a.m
12:30 - 3:00 p.m.

PHYSICIAN s) 14
DR. AMY BRUMFIELD Pediatrician/Internal Medicine
Amy Brumfield, M.D.,isjoining Dr. Clegg Austin's practice at Murray
Pediatrics. As a pediatrician, Dr. Brumfield specializes in the treatment of
childhood diseases, as well as child growth and development. She is
eligible to be certified by the American Board of Pediatrics and the
American Board of Internal Medicine.
A graduate of Murray State University, Dr. Brumfield earned her medical
degree from the University of Kentucky in 1995 and completed her internship and residency at the University of Missouri at Kansas City in 1999.
Dr. Brumfield is a native of Hopkinsville, Ky. During her fourth year of residency at the
University of Missouri, Dr. Brumfield worked with MCCH Pediatrician, Dr. Austin,to fulfill a
clinical elective.
Dr. Brumfield is in practice at Murray Pediatrics,located in the Medical Arts Building,
300 South Eighth Street, Suite 176W. For an appointment,call 270-759-9223.

There's No Better Time To
Enjoy Life!
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's PrimeLife, the
exciting health and
wellness program for
people age 55 and older, is
gearing up for an activityfilled fall.
To become a PrimeLife
member, there is a onetime membership fee of
only $20 per person and
$30 per couple.
For your membership
application, brochure or
for more information, call
(270) 762-1590 or
1-800-822-1840, ext. 590.

SATURDAY, AUG. 21
The Aging Eyes
Board-certified ophthalmologist Dr. Hal Capps,
will discuss proper eye
care at various stages of
life and treatments for
vision problems that may
be experienced as we age.
To pre-register for this
seminar, call(270)7621394 or 1-800-342-6224
by 4:30 p.m. on Thurs.,
Aug. 19.

FRIDAY, SEPT. 17

Joint ReplacementSeminar
Board-certified, orthopaedic surgeon, Dr.
Raymond Charette, will
present this seminar
especially for Prime Life
members. The process of
hip and knee replacement
surgery and recovery will
be discussed.
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MURRAY-CALLCMAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
803 Poplar Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071
1-800-342-6224 • 270-762-1100
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:

ViSIFIED
$6.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd
AU .1.44,

Midi, Alai

Ad Deadlines

7534916

Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.

Withal 6 Ow, Period 1

F. 11 am
Fri. 3 p.m
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

v on • y
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

$2.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

Deadline Day & Time

Publish

Line Ads $600 minimum lu day 6e per word per day for each additsonal consecutive day
(Tues.. Classifieds o tato S :ern Gusde)S2.00 extra for Wad boa ads
$2.00 extra for S •

Saturday

Just Say "Charge It"
010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Instruction
120 Computers
130 For Sale Or Trade
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques

180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling
300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

YARD SALES
1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

;ses

Pursuant to Application Number 018-9603

by
must

(1)In accordance with KRS 350.055, notice is
hereby given that Bogard Trucking, 719 S.
4th Street, Murray, KY 42071, intends to
apply for a non-coal surface mining permit
affecting 5 acres located 1.5 miles Southwest
of Murray in Calloway County.
(2) The proposed operation is approximately
0.75 mile Northwest from the intersection of
Tom Taylor Road and Hwy. 641 S.
The latitude is 36 34'30"
The longitude is 88 19'45"
proposed operation is located on the
Murray, Ky-Tenn. U.S.G.S. 7-1/2 minutes
quadrangle map. The operation will use the
open pit method of mining. The surface area
is owned by Kenny and Carol Bogard.

(3) The

wii
with

(4) The application will be on file for public
inspection at the Department for Surface
Mining Reclamation and Enforcement's
Frankfort Office, #2 Hudson Hollow,
Frankfort, Kentucky. Written comments,
objections or requests must be filed with the
Director, Division of Field Services, #2
Hudson Hollow, U.S. 127 South, Frankfort,
Kentucky 40601.

II
In

ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
BIBLE message 759-5177

CONSIDERING Abortion?
Get the facts from Lifehouse. 753-0700.

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with
FREE delivery and setup go to

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

P,24

Open Mon.-Sat.. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

NOTICE:

COPELAND
ORCHARDS
Peaches,
Nectarines,
Tomatoes &
Vegetables
2 miles west of
Mayfield

270-623-8312
BOOTH & Showcase
space available for rent at
Tooters Antique Mall. We
have over 40 booths in air
building.
conditioned
Come in today & bring this
ad to receive 1st month
rent free! We are located 1
block off Main on 209 3rd
Street. Hazel, KY. Call
492-6111 for more information.

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply. If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy. For free information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"free local claim service'

and Found
FOUND: Black Lab Puppy
Devil's Elbow on KY Lake.
759-9101.
LOST between North Villa
and N. 20th St. 6 sets of
metal scaffold braces.
753-5344 or work 5599970
THIS space Is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

We tWeP'iiNy
LICENSED PRACTICAL
NURSES
Full-Time & Part-Time.
3-11 shift or 11-7 shift
Benefits Include: Health & Dental
Insurance, Life Insurame, Vacation
Time, Sick Time, Retirement Plan,
Attendance Bonus, ChildCare.

CONTACT: Kristy Weaver, RN
0762-1591 or pick up application
at WestView Nursing Home
270-767-3660
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET • MURRAY • KENTUCKY 42071

Call 753-1916
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, a leader in
',mauling quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee, announces
the following:lob openings

**ATTN: STUDENTS**
$10.00 BASE/ APPT.
**27 OPENINGS**
Flexible w/ School
Schedule
Customer Service/ Sales
Conditions Apply
270-443-2376
Check Out www.workforcestudents.com/ ndd

Cream,
PEACHES &
sweet corn for your freezer
& other garden vegetables. Barnhill Vegetable
Farm. Open daily 8-6
expansion
Point Pleasant Road. Paris DUE to rapid
Woods &
Banker,
Coldwell
Landing. 901-232-8369.
Associates Real Estate
14 (las openings for sales asPHOTOGRAPHERyears experience. Lifetime sociate. Call 753-1651 for
member, Freelance Pho- appointment.
tographers organization. FLATBED TRUCK drivers
Wedding from $99. Last wanted, brand new tracminutes sometimes availa- tors. Home every weekend
(CDL required) Call 1-800ble. 270-753-1001.
826-4908,7 a.m.-4p.m.

eard of Thanks

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Effective October 1st, Kut
N Kurl will be selling it's
tanning bed. If anyone has
tanning time left, you have
until then to use it. No Refunds Will Be Given.

CHILD CARE DIRECTOR/COORDINATOR:
Provides overall program organization, direction
and management for Child Care Center operations.
Position requires a Bachelor's Degree in Early
Childhood Education, Child Development, or
Elementary Education. Master's Degree preferred.
Five years of related expenence with demonstrated
supervisory skills preferred.
CHILD CARE FLOAT TEACHER:
PRN, position available. Bachelor's or Associate
Degree in Early Childhood Education, Child
Development, Elementary Education, or related
field and expenence preferred
For details contact:

Human Resources
(502)762-1106

MURRAY
CALLICWW
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

8113 Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky 42071

HAIRDRESSER: Full or
part time assistant needed. Apprentice or licensed
Cosmetologist a must. Mature or retired person welcome to apply. Call
753-6263 for interview.
INGRAM Barge Company
will be accepting applications for Deckhands at the
Department for Employment Services, 418 S. 6th
St, Paducah, KY on July
27 & 28 from 8:00am to
3:00pm. You must have a
valid driver's license and
social security card to apply. EOE, WFN. For more
application dates, call our
job hotline at 888-4411639.
LOCAL route driver Fulltime, health insurance
paid.No layoffs. Send resume to P.O. Etox528 Murray, Ky 42071.
MATERIALS/ Production
Control. Experience in production scheduling & matenets kitting. Using MRP,
work orders, travelers,
product routing. Capacity
planning. Excellent communications & computer
skills are required. Send
to
resume
Sportable
Scoreboards, P.O. Box
1480 Murray, KY. 42071.
NEED someone to pass
flyers for business. Pay by
hour. 767-0508
NOW Accepting applications for all shifts. WalMart Super Center. 809 N.
12th St. Murray, KY.

Nuts!
Are you going Nuts to
find the right career?
We are looking for
sales people willing to
sell GM's finest automobiles. $2000.00 per
month guarantee while
training. Plus Benefits.

Send your resume to:
General Manager
P.O. Box 1035
Murray KY 42071

mzm7Uzzrn_

Sandra's
School of
'Dance gym
REGISTER
AUG.3
I 0:30-5:00

a

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS In The Classifieds
SIIIMTL•

Crass)

•
Recipe For A Beautiful Home....
Fine Furnishings at "Everyday" Discount Prices.
-Norwalk -Stanley -Hooker
-Kimball -Universal -Broyhill
-Pulaski -Restonic •Bassot -Kesler

732 Fairlane

minar
iowill
Life
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ament
y will

TAL
71

Phone 489-2308
or 753-0330

Free
Financing

Dior.:n town
Murray

Business On A Budget?
DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the
policies will be issued at the lowest available
premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199 Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

SAVE $195 with this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $205.
Call 753-1916 For Details
acIt; nr

ã
RCOVERING
,cLocot, Carpet i Vinyl Ceramic Tile • Hardwcad
cwg; 1:41.001a61) Come by & see our showroom today'
30 Yrs. Installation Erperience
We Stand Behind Our Work

753-7728
641S.lk mi. to Tom Taylor Tri. right 1500 yds.

Special Price

060

060

NOTICE OF INTENTION TO
MINE NON-COAL MINERAL

470 Motorcycles & ATV's
480 Auto Parts
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads

360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
410 Public Sale
420 Home Loans
425 Land for Rent or Lease
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale

ADJUSTMENTS

SALES ACCOUNT
MANAGER
Northwest Tennessee
growing
Rapidly
Automotive Parts Manufacturing Company
seeking a sales person who is willing to work in a
team atmosphere to help maintain and expand
sales growth. This is an opportunity to build a
broad range of experiences!

Responsibilities would include:
•Monitoring assigned accounts to maintain and
build market share, while continuously working to
keep good relations with our current customer's.
•Contact customer purchasing for new business
opportunities and maintain regular visits to current
customer's purchasing and engineering groups.
•Will be involved with costing of product, with
assistance from engineering and accounting.
Including negotiation of pricing with supervision of
management personnel.
*Gathering information about competition, ne
products, technological advances. pricing, etc
•Act as a liaison for communication between th:•
customer's purchasing. engineering, quality, and
management departments.
*Work to prepare data by part number and model. a,
to assist with fiscal financial planning, and to aid if'
monitoring part obscolecence and new part oppor
tunities.
Successful candidate should also possess strong
interpersonal communication skills. both oral and
written. Experience in sales and/or the automoti‘.
industry would be a plus, but not required. Some
travel would be required. Degree Preferred Salary
commensurate with experience.
Please send a resume to the Human Resource
Manager. PML, Inc. P.O. Box 69. Paris, TN 38242.
Equal Opportunity Emplo)er

DRIVERS WANTED
Earn $30,000+ 1st Year
14 Day CDL Training
No Experience Necessary
FREE TUITION Available
FRANKLIN COLLEGE
TRUCK DRIVING
SCHOOL
Call 1-800-995-5832
CDL Holders Call
1-800-958-2353

••

.a.

The family of Mary Easley would
like to take this opportunity to
thank our friends, relatives and
churches for the love, care and
especially the prayers during her
long illness and death. Thanks to
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home for all
of the kindness shown to the family, to Charlie Arnett and Bro. Al rca
Colley, Jr. for the beautiful service.
To the grandsons who served so
lovingly as pallbearers and honorary pallbearers. To the neighbors
and friends for the beautiful floral
arrangements, food, cards and your
prayers.
To Heritage Manor, a very special
thank you for the three years of
excellent care you had shown her Jets,
o
and the kindness to the family. We
love you all.

Zel)•10
080

Help KUM
Kelp
NOW hiring waitresses,
dancers & D.J. at the Foxy
Lady, Paris, TN. Call 901644-0107. No experience
necessary.

Public Programs Manager
National Scouting Museum of the Boy Scouts
of America, Inc. Position to begin September
1, 1999.
Qualifications: Bachelor's degree in education, public history, or related field plus three
years or more education or programming
experience required. Previous managerial
experience, good people skills, planning,
organization and time management also
required. Must be able to communicate effectively in writing and oral presentation.
Responsibilities: Developing and implementing all public interpretive programs for
the museum; grant writing and submission
editor of the museum newsletter; supervises
a part-time interpretive staff, Gateway staff
and volunteers.
Application Deadline: August 9, 1999.
To Apply: Send letter of application, resume,
list of references, and college transcripts to
Susan B. Hardin, National Scouting
Museum, Murray State University, P.O. Box
9, Murray, KY 42071-0009. Murray State
University is an equal education and employment opportunity, M/F/D, AA employer.

PRODUCTION OPERATOR
OPENINGS
Mattel, Inc. the world's leading play company has
openings on all shifts in its Murray, KY facility
for Production Operators.

$7.00/hour Starting Pay
$250 bonus for 90 days of service
Benefits available
Pick up an application today at:
•Mattel-Murray
•Murray Department for Employment Services
•Mayfield Department for Employment Services
Mattel-Murray
307 Poor Farm Road
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Employment Opportunity Employer
M/FAUD
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Apartments For Rent

Apertments For Rent

Houses For Rent

Utility Vehicles

I

Fat9*
2BR 2 bath home Single 89' Eddie Bauer Bronco
SAWMILL lumber 8 ft
SELLING Property in trail- 1BR like new, dishwasher, FURNISHED 2br, 1 bath
car
garage Immediate 10.000 miles on new enColeman
H/A,
gas
Central
er park, together For more w/d, available now ColePine 2x4 $1.25.
1, 2, 3 & 4
32x11 50
tires
possession Located at gine,
RE 759-4118
man RE 759-4118
information call 753-4793
Oak 4x4 $3.00,
American Racing wheels,
408
Chantilly
Dr
489-2123
OAK 2X6 $3 00
1BR apt available, all ap- NEW 1br apartment. All
excellent sound system
after 5PM
OAK 1X6 $200 & $300
pliances furnished Mur- appliances furnished. In$6500 OBO after 5PM
435-4494
cluding w/d. $325 / month.
Cal Realty. 753-4444
it ST REDUCED!! 767-9146
STRAW for sale, $2 00/ 16X80, 3br, 2 bath All ap1 month deposit & 1yr
1 BR beginning
i ontemporary 3 BR on 3
94 JEEP Cherokee.Sport
bale Call 489-2436 if no pliances 753-6390
lease. 436-5725.
Hgts
University
1BR
at $200.00
4x4, hunter green 4dr
acres over 3500 s.f. Dream
answer leave message
dishW/D
stove/refrig.
1971 12x52. Good condiNICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 3room
61,xxx
breakfast
miles. 759-4044.
&
kitchen
SWEET corn County Line
washer. Lease/deposit No 4br house w/washer & drySpecial 12th Mo.
tion. Must be moved!
with wraparound porch.
Produce, Hwy 121 N & in
pets. $325
or 474-2317.
753-2156
er, furnished, near MSU.
Rent
Price
Murray (St Leo's Church)
Lots more!
1990 14x70 Clayton 2br, 2Br apt. in country. Stove/ Inquire at 1210 Main St
489-2211
Used Cars
hookup 753-1252 before 5pm.
W/D
WINVIOBuy
2 bath. Located in Coach refrig.
733-0839
days
THE Green Door
BUILT TO LAST- 3 BR
Estates. Call 753-8173 af- Lease/deposit. No pets. 753-0606 after 5pm
733-8214
nights bnck w/I .6 acres on beautiAntiques, collectibles,
1984 NISSAN Runs great
$250.
CASH paid for good, used
ter 5p.m.
NICE 2BR duplex. Good
20's to 80's. Books, gifts,
paint,
New
lot.
wooded
ful
obo. 436-5710
$700.
reStove/
downtown.
28r.
rifles, shotguns, and pis16x80,
SUNSHINE
1994
neighborhood/ near shoplot's more From Murray
carpet. and roof. 12' x 28'
Benson Sporting
tols
Jacuzzi frig. Furnished. Lease/de- ping center. $375 a month
C/1-1/A.
CHEVY Beretta
1989
bath.
2
3br.
East on Hwy 94 for about
brick outbuilding. A steal at
Goods. 519 S 12th, MurBlue, auto, V-6, air 98K.
vaulted ceilings, oak cabi- posit No pets. $265.
Rentals
plus deposit. No pets. 7535 miles. Turn right on Hwy
only $77,900.
ray.
$1,000. 767-0087.
nets. French doors, appli- 8-5 M-F 753-4937
2967
732, go 2.7 miles.
$21,900. 1BR, 2 blocks to MSU, NICE Quiet apt. for rent
1989 MERCURY Cougar.
FURNITURE (Antique or
included.
ances
270-436-2929
BUILT
QUALITY
1-888-621-2521.
stove, refrigerator, rent 753-5731.
Mechanically sound with
Primitive), Collectables,
BRICK -3 or 4 BR with 3.5
front end damage. $450.
based on income. Equal NICE, 2 Bedroom, 1 bath
and other antiques, 1 TWO 6' Sliding Patio
Aluminum with
bath in town. Home has full
piece or all Call 753-3633 doors.
obo. Call 759-3559 ask for
MUST See! Unique style, Housing Opportunity. Call duplex. Stove & ref. W/D
screens. One with insulatbefore
Matt.
basement and can be two
WANTED Old toys,
hookup. 5 minutes North
ed glass, $125. One with 16x80 Mobile home. 3br, 2 436-5685.
1990 CAMARY V-6 DX
1970's, 759-3456
units. Newly decorated
single pane glass, $75. bath. Shingle roof, vinyl 1BR, Furnished. 5 miles of Murray. $250.00 depos113,000 miles Mint condiwith 5400 s f. 5142.500
Available week of August siding, 2yrs old. 16x16 from campus. Barn & pas- it. $275.00 rent. 489-2918
150
119 Main • 753-6266
ture space available. $325/
tion. $4300. 354-9972
753-7853.
covered
Call
small
16.
deck,
wood
Articles
NOW taking applications
1991 CAVALIER. New
front porch. Pnvacy fence, month includes utilities.
For Sale
for 1, 2 & 3br apartments. 13'X27' STORAGE build435-4236.
tires, $2800. 489-2605.
landscaped in a very quiet
Apply at Mur-Cal Apart- ing with 10'x10' overhead
1992 SILVER Honda Prel97 & 98 Retired.
neighborhood on a 1/2 1BR, water furnished. No
070
ments, 902 Northwood Dr. door. More info, Rogers
month.
$225/
pets.
Domestic &
town.
from
Ty Beanie Babies
ude. Extra nice, 73,xxx
miles
4
lot.
acre
Equal Housing Opportuni- Enterprises 753-5140.
deep
15 CUBIC FT
& Associates miles. $9500. Call
Childcare
Woods
after 753-3949.
for sale. 753-5318.
767-9094
Call
reeze. 1yr old. $300. 4741BR. & 2BR. apts. 1 block ty. 759-4984. TDDa 1-800C-STORAGE
492-6200.
3:30p.m.
ATTN. Tobacco Farmers. 9722.
414 S. 12th Street
CLEANING houses is my
Very 247-2510.
University.
from
10x15 storage units, 4th St
1993 NISSIAN Maxima. 4
sale.
for
slabs
Tobacco
42071
KY
Murray,
business. Reliable. Call
clean, appliances furnish- QUIET Area, No pets. 2br, & Sycamore E. Next to
WASHER excellent condidr., auto, air, V-6. 87,000
270-522-7584,
Linda 759-9553
ed. Including w/d. No pets! 1 bath duplex. W/D hook Cunningham Auto Repair.
tion $95. Dryer excellent
miles. 492-8174
270-522-8313.
753-9841 or 436-5496.
licensed
Home
condition $95. Dryer excelIN
753-3571.
up, new appliances. De90
CADILLAC Deville.
BEANIE Baby Collection.
Each office independently
2-bath, posit, 1 year lease. $300.1
lent condition $75. Dish- 2BR, 11/2 bath $260 2-BEDROOM,
DayCare now has openMURRAY LOCK
Well cared for always gaowned and operated
Over 80 Beanies seeking
& STORE
washer (built in) excellent month. 3br, 2 bath. $300 brick. All kitchen applian- month. 436-2816.
ings. With daily activities in
raged. Sport Pkg. w/ moon
a good home. Several reces, washer dryer, walk-in
Presently has units
condition $95. Kenny
play, art & preschool cur753-6012
month.
APTS.
OAKS
RED
roof. Good tires. $5700
w/
Garage
3BR
Brick.
bears.
including
tirees.
closets.. yard maintained,
759-3180.
available. 753-2905.
riculum. 767-0791.
Special
MOBILE Home, Call
opener. 2 blocks from col- 753-4395
Sorry will not trade or sell
located on quiet dead end
LET Blue Moon clean your
NORTHWOOD
storage lege. Coleman RE 759- 94 OLDS Cutlass Ciera,
$100 Deposit
759-9730.
160
separately. $450. Call
street. 1-yr. lease, no pets.
home. Licensed. referenpresently has units availa- 4118
1BR
$280
From
excellent cond. Asking
pets.
no
2br,
NICE
Home fomishings
753-4899
Deposit required. $475.00
ble. 753-2905 or 753
ces. Call 753-6026.
2BR From $325
$4800. 759-5144
753-9866.
on
acre.
bath
2
12/10
3BR,
BEAUTY Pro Wolff 24 tanper month. Call 270-7537536.
Call Today!
SMALL Furnished. Suita- 1155 days. 270-753-1623
Has front & back porch & CARS $100.- $500.
ning bed. Brand new 2PC living room group
753-8668.
WILL Clean your home.
ble for 1 person. Screened leave message.
patio. 474-8626, Week- & up. POLICE IMbulbs. Asking $1200. Call $14.95/wk. Call 753-4663.
Neon Beach
Very reliable, reasonable
SOUTHSIDE Manor Apts.
POUNDS. Honda's, Toyoends- 931-721-3575.
901-642-9169
group, porch. Garbage & yard 207 S. 11th, 2br Duplex.
BEDROOM
rates. 753-3802.
service provided. $150 a 1yr lease, no pets. $3101 now accepting applications
Mini-Storage 38R. Brick Hazel. Under ta's, Chevy's, Jeep's &
EXCELLENT TOP SOIL
$15/wk. Call 753-4663
for 2Br. apartments. Apply
month. 753-6012.
$50,000 Coleman RE 759- Sport Utility Vehicles. Call
Call 492-6141 or 753-1537
month. 753-3415.
All Size Units
at 906 Broad St. Ext. EHO.
SUITABLE for 1 or 2 peo
now 1-800-730-7772. Ext.
4118
h/a,
central
duplex,
2BR
Available
Computers
Mokpo
FULL Blooded Nubian milk
VERY nice 2br, 11/2 bath
ple. $225/mo. 753-6012.
6612.
bath.
2
Owner.
BY
3br,
furnished.
appliances
goat billys $100. each. Full
Townhouse, appliances
Privacy fenced backyard.
Available now. Coleman
KELLERS
Dominecker HOOSIER cabinet $400
blooded
furnished with w/d, central
HOMO LOSS For Rant RE 759-4118.
Recent
improvements.
Vans
Computer Store
chickens $6.00 pairs. OBO Butter churn 753de1month
$500,
h/a,
gas
759-2174.
Appliances
Duplex.
28R
Sales) Service
6:00
roosters
370
after
4497
Dominecker
JERRY'S Country Living. furnished. Including w/d. posit, 1yr lease. No pets.
BY owner: 802 Olive. 1989 FORD Aerostar Van
436-5933
ornmercial Prop.
$2.00 each. Pair of late
Lots for rent with water & C/H/A, excellent condition. 753-2905.
Charming older home. Re- Very good inside and out
For Sake
bikes
Schwinn
'70's
sewer. Double & single $450./ month. 1 month de- VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
cent improvements. Fish Extended Model, dual air
$125.00 for both.
duplex w/garage, applianMOM COMPUTERS
FMK Wpm!
BUY or lease. City best lo- pond, secluded back yard. 1 owner 166k miles. $3800
wides. 270-527-8808.
posit. 1yr lease. 436-5725.
10:00-5:00
270-492-8175,
gas
central
furnished,
ces
Onsite Sales And Service
cation. Plenty of parking. garage. 3BR 2 bath ph. 474-2487
2BR Duplex. C/H/A, 2
LOT for rent. 492-8488
h/a, 1yr lease, 1 mo. de- Solid building. 2 story.
Parts Upgrades. Installs
1996 NEW Holland square
KING Boxsprings & mat$80's.753-8799
blocks
MSU.
from
1989 FORD Aerostar,
LOT For Rent 753-9866
posit. No pets. 753-2905.
Hardware And Software
baler, model 565. Exceltress. Plus accessories
2500 sq. ft. per floor. Out753-8067, 492-8850.
138xxx miles, runs great,
Phone # 759-3556
lent shape. $8,000.
Queen sofa Hide- A- Bed
side-inside entrance to up2BR Duplex. In North$4,000. 436-6266.
Pager 742-1552
Sent
For
with chair 7535395.
stairs,
1-270-247-1034
suitable for living
wood. $375/ month.
New 3 BR,
98 FORD Windstar, under
or 1-270-674-5557.
qtrs., office. Store on court
759-4406.
warranty. Excellent cond.
brick
bath
2
with
Rooms
FURNISHED
Paris,
Tn.
square.
Owner
IRRIGATION MACHINE.
2BR, 1 bath w/carport,
Asking $17,000. 759-5144
Space
Office
refrigerator,
microwave,
financing possible. Call
in
home
Center pivot, water reel,
central h/a, appliances furVarious size units
utilities paid by owner.
753-1300 or 1-888-367slurry reels. Call Hughes
nished, $475/mo, 1yr
Kirksey on
Clearance on all building materials, if it
Used Trucks
Deposit. 759-4805.
6757
Walnut Plaza
Farms Services. 753-4095
lease, 1 mo deposit, 753acres.
2
is in our warehouse, it is on SALE. A lot
SLEEPING
MOM.
104 N. 5th
2905 or 753-7536.
1992 CHEVY S-10. Excel
$99,500
28R. central gas h/a, ap- $150/mo. Coleman RE,
of material is, "make me a price" ... [
Hearty Equipment
11211
753-8302 Or
lent
condition. $5,500.
753-9898.
furnished.
pliances
•
759-8757.
753-9621
nails, lap siding, fold-up steps, fiber$300/mo. Coleman RE,
AKC Bassett Puppies
1979 MAC Tn- Axle dump
1993 XLT Ford Ranger
120FT X 50FT Concrete
753-9898.
glass roofing, roofing tar, odd lots of
489-2964
ruck. 16ft bed, 65,xxx
4x4 129,000 miles. $6500.
block building. 2500sq.
miles on over haul. Full
shingles. Also, vanity tops (tops only)
ft. in sales & office area.
2BR, Unfurnished apart- 2, 3 & 4BR houses, lease AKC Registered Dachs- BY OWNER: Newly re- After 5PM 753-6741
Mac. Excellent rubber &
hund puppies. $225. Call
decorated 4br, brick. 89 JEEP Comanche 6cyl.
in
ft.
3500sq.
storage
ment. No pets! $325./ & deposit required.
CLEARANCE PRICE $1 Running Inch.
excellent condition. FiC/H/A, full basement, on 5 speed $2000 OBO 759753-6981 or 489-6187.
area. Gas heat, lg.
month plus deposit. No
753-4109.
nancing available to qualiparking lot. Located on
AKC Registered Dachs- 3 acres. Also new Berber 5144
calls after 7p.m. 759-1888.
ied party_ 527-2665.
701 S. 4th. Building can be
2BR. Brick, carport, 11/2 hunds Black & Tan, 5 carpet throughout home.
93 FORD Ranger XLT
2BR, upstairs. No pets, bath, C/H/A, appliances & weeks old.
divided. Call 753-0839
Located 3 miles from KY Package. Extended cab.
$300.
or 436-2935.
$285, month & deposit. yard maintance included. 474-9722
Lake with Hwy 94 front- Power windows/locks, autown.
In
pets.
No
OFFICE or retail space in 489-2296.
age. Nice country home. tomatic, lumbar seats, run2BR. Central H/A, hard- Deposit/Reference. Call
$63,500. Call
WELSO 715 Cadence the Southside Shopping
ning boards, bedliner, CD
wood floors, washer & dry- 753-6397
270-767-9750,
Treadmill and exercise Center. 753-4509.
95,000
miles
player.
er. $375/mo plus deposit. 2BR. in Lynngrove area.
BY Owner: Year round $7500 486-2699 until 5:Dm
bike- $150 OBO 435-4622
520 1/2 Apt.B. Broad St. Call 753-2900 after 5:30
house, garage, sheds.
AKC REGISTERED Lab
Apartments For Rent
753-5592
Main black top. 2 blocks
489-2780. No pets.
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
yellow
1
Retrievers.
rador
Stoical
DUPLEX, 2br, 2 bath. 3 Bedroom house in family
Used Tucks
female and 1 black male. 8 from Cypress Springs Re1 OR 2br apts. near down
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
Fully equipped kitchen in- residential area. Living,
sort. $37,500. 436-5819
Call
$150.00
old.
months
town
a
Murray
starting
& accessories in stock. Also post ALTO Saxophone Yama
cluding microwave. Wash- dining &family room. 1 1/2
HOME For Sale, 4BR, 21/2 97 RANGER XLT Flare
753-4445
ha, used very little $800 $200/mo. 753-4109.
er and dryer, carpet and bath Central H/A. Dish
frame building material.
bath,
brick,
tri-level, side. 5sp., AC, disc player,
1 or 2br. Furnished Apt. 1
474-9722
tile. Yard maintenance in- washer, stove/refrig with DOG obedience classes or 2600sq ft. Great location in excellent condition, low
block from Campus.
Call Metal Mall,
PIANO FOR SALE! Take
cluded. Security deposit ice maker. Fenced in private. Serving Murray 17 town. $116,000. 1615 Car- mileage. Possibly take
years. 436-2858.
759-2174.
on low monthly payments
and lease. No pets.
dinal. Call 753-2052 or over payments. 759-9203
Mayfield
backyard. $600 month.
MICE For Sale.
Beautiful console piano 1BR apartment, near cam- 753-9240.
759-8354.
Deposit required. 104 N.
270-395-7880.
pus, no pets $260/ month. EXTRA nice 1 br, 1 bath,
No money down
OLDER home on a large
17th St. 753-3558
10-5. M-F.
Campers
753-5980
1-800-371-1220
appliances furnished, with
lot, walking distance of
REG. Welch Corg: pup, 12 MSU.Three BR., LR,
w/d, central gas h/a, 1yr
Eat
lease, 1 month deposit. 4BR. 2 bath near universi- weeks, male, tricolor, in Kitchen, one bathroom, 1978 21 ft. Travel Mate
$400,
sweet, loving. Paid
753-2905.
utility room, carport & de- camper. Extra nice. 753ty. Available immediately.
EXTRA nice 2BR 2 bath 1704 Farmer 753-8413 will take $250. 502-753- tached garage. New cen- 5484
0672
duplex w/ garage. 1706 evenings
tral heat and air unit. 5TH Wheel Trailer. 1985
Oakhill 753-7457
Priced to sell, call 270- Terry Taurus 241/2' C/H/A,
bath.
1
EXTRA Nice duplex, 2br, 1 CLEAN 2br,
awning, 3-way refrig. Mi753-2480
microbath. Washer, dryer, dish- Range, refrigerator,
crowave, stereo, sleeps 6,
470
w/d
dishwasher,
wave,
washer, C/H/A, deck & gahitch. Very clean. $4,995.
REG. Appaloosa Mare.
Motorcycles & ATV's
rage No pets. Lease & de- hook up. 321S. 13th St. 3yrs green broke, sweet
Call 270-436-6068.
posit required. 753-5719 $525/ month. 759-5534.
$600 OBO
ROCKWOOD- Pop up
tempered
FOR LEASE. Neat, freshly Good youth project. 753- 1987 HONDA CBR 1000. camper. Sleeps
1410 B. Michelle Drive.
6, good
Hurricane, excellent condiFURNISHED lbr apt. Util- painted, cleaned carpets, 0672
condition. Includes screen
1/2
1
tion.
759-8757.
$2,950.
townhouse
3br
ities paid. No smokers or
room. Call 753-0716.
(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)
pets. 1yr lease, month de- baths, all appliances, good
Estate
Real
posit. For more info, Rog- parking. Call Lynda at
Grey's Properties.
Complete Formal Wear Headq
ers Enterprises 753-5140.
KOPPERUD Realty has
759-2001.
units.
2BR
LUXURIOUS
Formal Wear
rAr ,
mo)
buyers waiting to purchase
McGary
V.
Lou
Available now. $550-$695. REDECORATED 3Br. 1 homes- all price ranges If
11 and Limousine labpte) 15
jar.fr
Does Your Polley Pay 100%
Also 1BR w/ loft office. Un- bath in city. Stove/refrig you are thinking of selling
of the Deductibles?
cover parking. Coleman w/d Lease /deposit $485. contact one of our courteOver 25 Years In Business IR
8-5 M-F 753-4937
RE 753-9898
MEDICARE
professional
ous and
SERVICES AVAILABLE 1116
agents at 753-1222 or stop
SUPPLEMENT
:r Rentals begin at $29.99
by our office at 711 Main
You are responsible for the deductibles that
Area's Largest & Only in Stock Formal Wear
Two Bedroom Brick Home
Medicare does not pay. $768 on Part A; $100
:( Social Invitations by Carlson Craft
Lots For Sale
Part B. Call me for more information.
:c Discounts on rentals depending on size of wedding or par.,

OFFICE staff Must have
working knowledge of Microsoft Word and Excel
plus clerical skills. Flexible
hours. Starting at $7 00
per hour Send resume to
PO Box 368. Murray, Ky
42071
PAINTERS Needed! Call
759-4979. Experienced
only need apply.
PUBLIC NOTICE
The McKenzie Special
School District will receive
applications for the following named position
Speech Language Therapist. K-12
Please contact Diana
Crawford, Supervisor,
McKenzie Board of Education. (901) 352-2246. The
McKenzie Special School
District is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
McKenzie Board of Education 114 West Bell Ave.
McKenzie, Tennessee
38201

PACKARD Bell Legend
725DX PC, complete with
DOS< Windows 3 1, Netscape. Explorer, Quicken,
MS Works, Eudora e-mail,
faxing software, 2 disk
drives. 28 8 kbps modem
Internet ready, complete
with monitor, cables, printer, disks, everything $350
Call 753-5778.

BR
Houses & Apts.
For Lease

1/2

EASTSIDE

12FT
12 cu
354-6E
15FT
glass
son oi
er. $8(
Ext 1(
BOAT
alumir
Good !
5565

A-1
Stump
sprayii
hedge
ing,
spreac
Licens
line of
timate!

STORAGE

COLDWELL
BANKeR %

753-1651

A-1 I
Stump
sprayir
Callow
Free
or 492
AB
decks,
poll
wood
finishe
ty wonl
753-7E

•F

753-3853

CLASSIFIED

Call 489-2842

1

Paschall Floor Covering
(901)498-6299

Metal Roofing

1-800-909-9064

Dial-A-Service

You Can Advertise Here For $6.00
per week - (13 week minimum)

DIAL - 753-1916

INSURANCE

y
‘

4=Etiie

FOR SALE

FOR LEASE

Court Square West
Paris, TN 38242
642-5300

Insured
(

Weddings, Prams
and Banquets.

304 Main Street
Murray. KY 4207
502, 753-1300

Completely Mobile

David's Cleaning Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning I Siding • Homes• Mobile Homes • Buses • Brick

David Borders

•

Phone (502$ 759-4734

Ed's Wheel Alignment
Alignment & Cornpint' Brake
Service, Struts and Shocks etc.
Mon.-Fri. Edmon Jones, Owner
(502 753-1351
700-400

1KENTUCKY LAKES
KATAL,COG SALES
AL on. Petra Lingerie General Merchundi,e
P.O. Box 256 • Ne% Concord, KY 42076-0256
PH: 270-436-2421 • E-mail: bloclarbwk.net
Call or ree total()

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

('Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

New 2000 sq. ft. brick building
or (2) 1000 sq. ft. buildings.
Central heat & air, gas, large
concrete parking lot.

762-1100

753-3333 - Days
759-1503 - Nights

Commercial Waste
Disposal

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

All Types

of Refuse Service

1'800-585'6033

I Your Ad Could Bej
Here For
$7800
(ii week minimum)

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

502-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air

ct

Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

BEAUTIFUL Wooded hill
side. 2 up to 17 acre
tracks. Restricted. 5 minutes West of town 1
track with stocked pond,
well & septic. Call for your
private showing today.
753-2905.
LOT Near KY Lake with
well & septic 753-0441
MURRAY Estates, Lynn
Grove Road 94W Great
Location for now & the future Call 270-435-4487 or
1-888-673-0040

[cm Acmg•

1-275 acres Coldwater
area Owner financing
489-2116 or 753-1300

WANT ADS
WORK

803 Vine Street - One Block From Hospital
$45,000

Call 753-8900 or 753-0071

HOUSE FOR-SATE

-Charming home in great neighborhood near
Robertson Elementary
•And University - Ill Hickory Dr., S117,500
•Three bedrooms, two baths, living room and
family room
•Two thousand square feet
•Recent updates include new heat/ac, dishwasher,
and hot water heater
-Good condition: new paint and carpet
-Large tree-shaded lot
Fireplace and built-ins
-Call evenings for appointment

(270) 759-0513

4w.

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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TUCKER LAWN CARE
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands; Kenmore 30+
SERVICES
years experience. BOBBY Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatchHOPPER, 436-5848.
ATTENTION:
Building ing, aeration, overseeding
contractors & cabinet mak- & fertilization, bed mulchers. Kiln dried & plained ing Free Estimates.
LICENSED & INSURED
lumber for sale. All Appa759-9609
AFFORDABLE all around
lachian species- graded by
WALTERS Contracting
hauling, tree work, gutter
national hardwood limber Free estimates GuaranFree Estimating
Tree Trimming
cleaning, cleaning out
inspector. Call
teed Quality Work Li24 Hr. Service
Cleanup Service
sheds, & junk clean-up
270-376-5454.
censed & Insured. Over 20
Hedge Trimming
Full Line of
436-2867.
BACKHOE SERVICE
years experience Roofing,
Tree Spraying
Equipment
ALL Carpentry Service
ROY HILL. Septic system, additions, vinyl siding,
Service's
From Foundation to
Services Offered
"Quality
Stump
&
Tree
drive-ways, hauling, foun- decks, remodeling. Call
Finish.
Removal
dations, etc. 436-2113.
753-2592.
A-1 Al A Tree Service,
18Yrs experience.
CARPORTS for cars and
Stump
removal,
tree
New Construction • Retrucks. Special sizes for
raking,
spraying, leaf
modeling* Repairs* CusFree Column
motor home, boats, RVs
hedge trimming, landscaptom Cabinets* Concrete
etc. Excellent protecand
ing, mulch hauling & mulch
Work. AGC Certified.
tion, high quality, excellent FREE To A Good Home
spreading, gutter cleaning.
435-4272.
Yorkshire Female Terrie
Licensed & insured. Full ALL TYPES OF MOWING value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
puppy. 4 months old. Call
COLSON
HOME
REPAIR
Owned & Operated By
line of equipment. Free es- Small to very large yards.
759-8574.
Additions,
garages,
decks,
timates. Tim Lamb,
AN bush hogging. HerbiTim Lamb
remodeling, vinyl siding.
FREE: Kittens & Puppies.
436-5744,
cide spraying. Message,
20Yrs experience.
Phone 753-9724.
1-800-548-5262.
753-2092.
753-5592.
ANTENNAS
Including
A-1 Tree Professionals.
CONCRETE finishing.
%Mad
removal, tree RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
Stump
Sidewalks, patios, driveamplifiers,
and
accessospraying. Serving Murray,
ways
Free
Estimates.
ries.
WANTED: Pasture Land
Calloway Co. since 1980.
435-4619
for horses. Murray- Hardin
Free estimates. 437-3044 Dish Network & Direct TV
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
Satellite Systems, Sales,
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
or 492-8737.
CUSTOM bulldozing & area. Please call 753-6090
Service and Installation.
AB Building, custom
backhoe work, septic sys- or 437-3009.
Beasley's Antenna
All Types of:
decks, fencing, garages,
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
8 Satellite,
Custom Woodworking
poll barns, carports, hardHorace Sholar.
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
&
wood floors. Installed &
CUSTOM CLOSET OR502-759-0901.
finished. All repairs. Quali0 Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
GANIZERS
by
LeeRowan.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furty workmanship. or
Drop by and see our showroom
niture repair & custom Epoxy covered wire shelv---.N.
.114k. 409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
753-7860. 753-9308
ing.
Free
estimates.
woodworking. 753-8056.
753-5940
Professionally installed by:
.4a.-A.6br•
NII•ummellfr.
Interior Solutions
Edward Peery.
502-753-4499
CUSTOM tractor work.
Tree Service
Garden tilling, bush hogOwner:Paul Lamb
ging, small jobs. Grader
blade work. Free esti• Licensed & Insured • Tree Trimming
mates. Gerald Carroll 492• Full Line of Equipment • Tree & Stump
6159.
Removal • Quality Service
D&D ROOFING
Garages, Room Editions, Roofing
Call us for all of your roofSiding, Wood Decks & More
ing needs. 436-2613.
ut03
DAVID'S Cleaning ServNtAs
DAVID HOWARD
ices. "Cleaning" vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
Free Estimates
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile. Phone 502-759-4734.
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
Cellular 502-853-1108.
if you have been turned
ELECTRICAL
down before. Loans avail- affair
New construction, remodable for 1st time buyers,
eling, or just replacing a
switch. Licensed & Insurbad credit, repo's or bankruptcy.
ed. Off. 753-0834
Free Estimates
Call Kenny at
Hm. 759-9835.
(270)
247-9300
or (800) 874-0256
• Licensed Insured • Tr4
ELECTRICIAN
Trim nting, • Full Line of Equipment
Walters Electrical Works.
• Tree & Slump Renmeal
Electric, plumbing,
247-9300
U.S. Highway
Mayfield
• Quality Serriee
phone & T.V. hook up.
1-800-874-0256
Kentuck
45 South
Free estimates.
Licensed & Insured.
Phone 436-5376
FENCING
Midway Fence Company.
Chain link, & custom wood
753-0530
privacy fences, installation
well-socialize. Tonight: Easy does it.
Satellite
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
and repairs at reasonable
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Systems
FREE to PRIMESTAR
prices. Dickie Farley.
**** Allow your fun side to come
Customers!!
759-1519.
out. Handling serious matters ultimately
Dish Network
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, July won't work. You might need to redo a
•
Trimming, removal, stump 27, 1999:
OR
project if you attempt anything heavy.
grinding, firewood. Insur- You'll find this a welcome, easy year. Allow your creativity to flourish. Join
DirecTV
DIRECTV
ed. 489-2839.
Enjoy the rewards of living, rather than friends and loved ones. The good times
GUTTERS: Quality Seam- creating more news or happenings. Work roll, as long as you don't have a set agenFree Sell Inst.!!! Kitc
www.woodsatellite.com
less Aluminum Gutters, and day-to-day life become even more da. Stay in the moment. Tonight: Make it
gutter supplies & shutters. important. Look at the quality of your an early night.
Variety of colors. Li- life, then design it accordingly. Travel LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
censed, free estimates. plays a big role in your choices. If you **** Family and a loved one need
West Ky Seamless Gut- are single, you might like your life just as your time. Loosen up and allow more
ters, 753-0278.
it is! Pick and choose partners and laughter into your life. Not everyone sees
H&H Remodeling. Special- friends as you wish. You might be drawn events the same way you do. Trying to
izing in small remodeling to someone quite exotic. If attached, get convince another into thinking like you
YOU COULD BE DRIVING THE CAR OF
jobs. Sells and service of into your relationship. Enjoy what life becomes a futile act, especially now.
garage doors. Call 270- offers you, as a couple. CAPRICORN is Attend to personal matters. Tonight: Let
YOUR DREAMS WITHIN MINUTES OF
753-5162
ask for John or diligent and always helpful.
PHONE!
AUTO
LOAN
wildness happen.
THE
CALLING
ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
Decks painting, remodeling, repairs, sidewalks,
etc No job too small
270-492-6267

502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262

LAMB BROTHERS

A

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

Howard's
'M Construction
Home Improvement

(270) 251-3128

Auto Loans

Tree Service

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
A:

Wheeler-McClain Inc.

$49.95

Wood
Electronics, Inc.

HOROSCOPES

18"

dzs

AUTO CREDIT EASY
NO CREDIT? BAD CREDIT? BANKRUPTCIES?

•••--

4
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Services Ofter•d

12F1 aluminum Jon boat
12 cu tt freezer $75 each
354-6803
15FT RUNABOUT Fiberglass tri- hull 55hp Johnson outboard motor trailer. $800 Days- 759-1600
Ext 102 Nights- 436-2983
BOAT & 7HP motor, 12ft
aluminum, round
bot
Good shape $270 00 4365565

1
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ABC

DF

• I KI,

NI4io

5
tie

PQR

TUN

WXYZ

7

8

9

FREE!
TOTALLY
CONFIDENTIAL
HASSLE
FREE

)0
I R

s$LOAN

CALL TOLL FREE

PHONE 877-We-say-OK
www.bestcarloans.getayes.com
877-937-2965
7 Minute Approval

baslattekit
New Homes, Garages,
Vinyl Siding, Remodeling,
Pole Barns, Decks &
Additions, Etc.

(270)
436-5370
free Estimates

Carpet Installation Inc.
By qualified installers.
We install carpet, vinyl, tile,
•04$ hardwood & laminated
floors.
Residential or
Commercial

759-1591

Ron
IF you're moving le a new

location & need professional & reliable movers,
call..270-623-6092
Daytime call: 247-6620.
JEWELL Jones Custom
Bulldozing Work. 39 years
experience. Call us, free
estimates. 489-2557.
LAMB BROTHERS
LAWN SERVICE.
Lawn mowing, landscaping, hedge trimming,
hauling, etc. 436-2102.
Ask for Ben.

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
Emergency Water
Removal, Furniture,
FREE Estimates.
Call Today.

753-5827
M.S. CONSTRUCTION
Specializing in Re-Roof &
Roof Repair. Free Estimates. 489-6125.
MOODY'S Mower Repair.
Pick up and deliver. 7535668.
PLUMBING
REPAIR
SERVICE. All work guaranteed. Free estimates.
753-1134
PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service
436-5255.
QUALITY decks, porches,
privacy fences, & odd jobs.
No job too small Free estimates. 753-3403 or 7534120 after 5PM
SMALL Engine Repair
753-0260.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive;
Have:
5-Dynamic;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Others have a lot of opinions
that you would actually prefer not to
hear, but listen you will! Unfortunately,
what is established today will simply
need to be done one more time. Don't
waste your efforts! Be smart; do what
you must, then socialize afterward!
Tonight: Out and about.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Interesting news certainly
piques your interest, but how logical and
precise your source is may be a different
issue! Whatever you hear, consider it
gossip. for the moment. Maintain a perspective. More information will be
revealed, given time. Browse through a
favorite bookstore at lunch. Tonight: Do
something different.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Your upset with a partner or
associate might seem to be in the process
of resolving itself. However, you'll need
more solid agreement before this matter
comes to its true conclusion. You may
not be as sure of yourself as you think.
Another gives you stunning feedback.
Tonight: Play it low-key.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Don't let others shake you up or
interfere with your present course of
action_ Right now, an element of instability is loose that makes others change
their minds later It might be difficult to
grasp all the information given to you.
Enjoy your fnends; take life nice and
easy. Tonight! Be a social butterfly.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Get as much work done as possible; soon, you won't want to do anything but play. An even pace helps you
accomplish your "to do" list. Make
things simple; don't tackle anything too
difficult. At the moment. a lot might need
to be done over Lean on what you do

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Make calls; leave messages. Do
whatever you want, as long as it doesn't
have too serious a purpose. Do more for
fun. Allow more friskiness and joy into
your life. Conversations lead you in
another direction. Perhaps that change
you've been considering isn't all that
scary! Tonight: Errands, then home.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Expenses go out of whack. This
isn't the first or the last time. Resolutions
and decisions just won't stick, nght now.
Don't worry -simply handle the problem in question. Others have a lot to
share; listen to their "war stones."
Phones ring off the hook later in the day.
Tonight: Chat up a storm.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Mellow is the way to go.
Don't let issues, people or anxiety worry
you. Take a break and lighten up
Consider possibilities. Sincerity and
directness demonstrate that you are coming from an honest place. Others respond
in kind. Do what you need to make this
day light and easy. Tonight: Kick up your
heels.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Take a break, if you can, take a
personal day. Indulge yourself in some
dreaming and thinking. Canng abounds
among friends, especially if you share
your vulnerabilities. Discussions are animated and direct. Think about a decision.
but don't make it right now. Go with the
flow; worry less. Tonight: Nap. then
decide.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Friends surround you. Take
advantage of the moment and attention.
The pace is hectic, but make time for
enjoying life. Make plans, but don't take
action just yet. Your ability to think
through decisions isn't all there right
now. Later, new facts come forward.
Tonight: Join a friend for dinner
BORN TODAY
Figure skater Peggy Fleming (19481

LOG CABIN RESTAURANT
505 S. 12th St. • 753-8080

-Veer:ay:I dole/
-Breakfast

teniumotesteled ?e,Itemieutt..

Special Everyday - 2.15

hyrokiiiNt mid liill Regular Mem,Served ANYTIME
Breakfast Buffet - Everyday $4.95
Noon Buffet-Sun.-Fri. $4.50
Country Supper Buffet- Mon.-Sat. $4.95

LET WI PUT YOU
BEHIND TRE WHEEL
OF A QUALM USED
CAR OR TRUCK
1999 Dodge Dakota Sport - St. #99402.1. Red, V-6,
$14,995
auto., NC, 25,000 miles
1999 Mazda B2500 SE Pickup - St. #99250.1.
White, A/C, PS/PB, only 3,000 miles
Reduced

$11,775

1998 Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo 4x4 - St.
#99260.1. Green, 1 owner, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise,
$20,872
cassette, 30,000 miles

1998 Jeep Grand Cherokee - St. #99002.1. v-8,
LTD, 4x4, black leather, all power, 27,000 miles
Reduced $24,995

1997 GMC Yukon LT - St. #99407.1. 4WD,4D,
maroon, V-8, All power, leather, 33,000 miles

$25,986
1997 Ford Ranger XLT - St. #99192.1. PS/PB, A/C,
$8,750
only 22,000 miles
1997 Dodge Intrepid - St. #99215.1. 3.5 L., V-6,
maroon, PNV, PI, tilt & cruise, 52,000 miles

$10,986
1997 Dodge Neon - St. #00008.1.2 door, red, Auto.,
$7,986
NC, PS/PB, 39,000 miles
1997 Nissan Sentra GXE - St. #00006.1.4 door,
$9,995
white, PS/PB, NC, 35,000 miles
1997 Chev. K1500 LWB 4X4 Pickup - St.
$15,872
#99026.1. NC, PS/PB, 39,000 miles
1997 Dodge Stratus - St. #511. Auto., NC, P/W, P/L,
tilt & cruise, cassette, platinum silver, 51,000 miles..

$9,986
1997 Dodge Stratus - St. #495. Auto, A/C, white,
RAN, P/1_, tilt & cruise, cassette. Reduced $9,986
1996

Stratus - St. #99345.1.4 door, auto.,
$9,450
A/C, PS/PB, tilt & cruise, 29,000 miles

Dodge

1996 Chev. Monte Carlo - St. #99337.1. white, V-6,
auto., A/C, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, 48,000..$11,995

1996 Dodge Intrepid - St. #99186.1. White, V-6,
auto., NC, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette, 66,000

$9,995

miles

1996 Ford F150 Eddie Bauer Pickup - St.
#99146.2., blue/tan, A/C, PS/PB, 41,000 miles

$11,976
1996 Dodge Dakota Sport Pickup - St. # 99390.1
$8,995
V-6 Auto, PS/PB, A/C, Black
1996 Hyundai Accent - St. #99324.1.2 door, silver,
Reduced..$4,995
A/C, 37,000 miles
1995 Ford Thunderbird LX - St. #99261.1. V-8,
black, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, 54,000 miles

$8,995
1995 Ford Windstar GL - St. #99395.1. Tan, v-6,
$9,450
auto., P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise
1995 Ford Contour GL - St. #99362.1. Burgundy,
PS/PB, NC,61,000 miles
, P7W/ ,
1994 Olds Cutlass Supreme - St. #481. V- 6,82
Reduced $5,995
PI, tilt & cruise, cassette

1993 Ford Thunderbird - St. #99288.1. White, V-6,
Auto., NC, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, 56,000 miles

$,995
6
1992 Dodge 0150 - St. #99288.5. Green/tan,
V-8, Auto., NC, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette..

$6,995
All Vehicles Subject To Prior Sale

"Whateve( It Takes, We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company.")

Pst-PP ieY
Oodge
Dodge TruOis

0
Dodge

2400 E. Wood St.
Paris, TN
(901)642-5661
1-800-748-8816

1P
1s1 t It
1411
I I 111,
Plymouth
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DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, MI)
- DEAR DR. GOTT: Why do so many
:doctors recommend that their
patients consume an aspirin a day'
DEAR READER: Aspirin, even in
small doses (such as a baby aspirin).
conspicuously affects blood clotting by
increasing the slipperiness of the
blood cells. Although one or two
tablets a day will not cause a serious
bleeding tendency in normal individuals, the drug can reduce the formation
of tiny clots within the cardiovascular
system. Many laypersons are surprised to learn that small clots are
constantly appearing in our bloodstreams every day. These clots are
almost always dissolved within minUtes by the body's complex anticoagulation system. However, in patients
With arteriosclerosis, the arterial linings are roughened and narrowed;
small clots may readily adhere to
these surfaces.
Once in place, the clots either
enlarge to block an artery or they
break off and are carried away to
lodge in another, smaller artery.
Strokes and heart attacks can occur if
vital blood vessels to the brain or
heart become plugged.
Because aspirin interferes with this

See
Ronnie
Melvin
For All
Your
Tire
Needs.

series of events, many experts have
concluded that the daily use of the
drug will help prevent these occurrences. Aspirin is especially important for patients who have had heart
attacks, strokes or TIAs (temporary
strokes with complete recovery). Thus
far, authorities have stopped short of
urging healthy people to take aspirin,
because the risks clearly outweigh the
benefits. For example. people taking
aspirin bleed more profusely when cut
and tend to have a higher risk of gastrointestinal hemorrhage.)
Recent evidence proves that the
human body is far more sensitive to
aspirin than scientists previously
believed. The metabolic effects of one
5-grain adult aspirin may actually last
several days. Therefore, for many
adult patients. a daily baby aspirin
probably suffices.
To give you related information. 1
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Consumer Tips On
Medicine." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station.
New York, NY 10156.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband was
told by a doctor that aspirin doesn't
thin the blood, it makes it slippery. is
this true?
DEAR READER: That's exactly
what aspirin does. Platelets are the
tiny blood cells concerned with clotting. In the presence of aspirin, they
become less sticky, so are much less
likely to clump together and form a
clot.
It's unforunate that anticoagulant
drugs have been branded as "blood
thinners." This is untrue. A person
taking an anticoagulant has blood that
is every bit as thick (or thin) as normal. Most of these medicines interfere with the proteins that adhere to
platelets to form a clot. Therefore, the
drugs have no thinning properties
whatsoever.
1999 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.

LOOKING BACK

um. lith•car- established schedule. To do so
DEAR ABBY
riage and three ears of infertility is not "alienating her" — it's
treatments. my husband and I are asserting your right to recover
expecting twins. While I should be from the delivery.
excited about this news. I'm not for two reasons.
DEAR ABBY: I'd like to comI have a great relationship with
my mother, who has agreed to come ment on the letter from the person
and help when the babies are born who wrote that as a hostess she was
in September. My husband's sister taken aback, stunned and hurt
and family, who live out of town, when her intended guest asked her
are also thinking about coming to what foods she would be serving at
visit at that time. While I love my dinner.
As a certified etiquette consulsister-in-law dearly. I don't know
that I will feel up to entertaining tant for 10 years, let me say that it
her family while trying to adjust to is actually the host's responsibility,
being not only a new mom but a when inviting first-time guests to
new mom of twins. My husband has dinner, to ask when issuing the
asked that I not alienate his family. invitation, "Is there anything you
but all I can think about is how cannot eat?" The guest can then
tired and stressed I will be trying to respond accordingly. It is not necessary for either one to mention alleradjust to the new lifestyle.
My second dilemma is my gies, foods restricted by culture or
mother-in-law. She's a very pes- religions, dislikes for certain foods,
simistic and paranoid woman dieting to lose weight, etc.
The hostess can then plan the
whose family has allowed her to
control every family situation. She menu by not using the foods mennever smiles, can't find the joy in tioned. This eliminates any surliving, and tries to tell others how prises or embarrassment when the
they should live their lives. I've guests are already seated at the
asked my husband why he and his dining table.
MARGIT ERICKSON,
sister allow her to act this way. He
PROTOCOUETIQUETTE
says they've tried talking to her, but
CONSULTANTS, NORTHVILLE,
all she does is cry.
MICH,
Abby, my mother-in-law is
already providing me with unsolicited advice on how to take care of
myself. I can just imagine what
kind of unsolicited child-rearing
advice I'll get when the children are
born.
I don't want to alienate my husband's family, but under the circumstances I find it hard not to.
Any advice?
DREADING SEPTEMBER

Ten years ago
Calloway County 4-H Dairy
Judging Team won first place at
the Kentucky 4-H Dairy Judging
contest at Lexington. Team members are Valerie Shelton, Brad Shelton, Neal Simmons, Jason Stahler,
Jay Stark and Doug McKinney
with County Agent Ted Howard
as advisor.
Murray Little League All-Stars
won the District I Baseball Tournament. Robert Weatherly threw
his second straight shutout in games
with Deer Creek.
Births reported include a girl
to Charles and Ann Hiter, July
14.
Twenty years ago
Kenneth Simmons, 42, Rt. I,
Kirksey. died from injuries sustained in an industrial accident at
General Tire & Rubber Company,
Mayfield, about 9 p.m. July 25.
Published is a feature story and
picture about David Gowans who
has retired after more than 31
years of teaching instrumental
music at Murray State University.
The story and picture were by
M.C. Garrott.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. David Harrington, May 2, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. David S. Harrison, June 1.
Thirty years ago
Pvt. John D. Cooper, son of
Mrs. Alma Cooper, is now serving with the United States Army
at Fort Polk, La.
E.J. Haverstock, formerly vice
president of operations for Nautilus, has been named assistant

geoeral manager of Tappan's Murray facilities, according to Robert
Moyer, general manager of the Murray operation.
Murray Pony League All-Stars
won double header baseball games
over Madisonville All-Stars at Murray field to make Murray eligible
for the tournament at Evansville,
Ind. Dan Thompson, Mike Cathey
and Denny Lane were Murray pitchers.
Forty years ago
Dr. Frank G. Dickey. president
of the University of Kentucky, will
speak at the summer commencement exercises of Murray State
College on Aug. 7 in the Student
Union building.
Dr. Charles A. Lassiter, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Lassiter of
Murray, has been named head of
the dairy department at Michigan
State University, East Lansing. His
wife is the former Robbie Richerson of Murray.
Fifty years ago
For the first six months of 1949,
the Murray Police Department has
made 287 arrests, according to
Police Chief Burman Parker. As a
result of these arrests, a total of
$2,651.80 in fines has been meted
out to the offenders.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Todd, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Horton,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. David
Lyons and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
James H. Washer, July 20; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Albert Miller
Dodd and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Newton. July 21.

DEAR DREADING: Accept
the fact that your mother-in-law
is trying to show her love and
concern for you, so smile, nod
CONTRACT BRIDGE
and tune her out. Once the
!oda) is Wilda). Jul) 20, the
twins arrive, assure her that
day of 1999. There are 158
207th
they are under the care of an
Avarelli jumped to six diamonds,
East dealer.
days left in the year.
excellent pediatrician — and
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As for your sister-in-law, tell
lucky for the Italians. West elected I 1 th state to ratify the U.S. Con+A 9 7 2
her sweetly that you would love
to lead the ace ofhearts and thereby stitution.
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to see her — perhaps during the
handed Belladonna the contract.
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2
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VJ10763
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Pass
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Pass
North the declarer. Played by ister.)
Opening lead — ace of hearts.
South,three notrump was cold with
In 1948, President Truman
,e4p,
Bridge may be a scientific any lead, but played by North, the signed executive orders prohibitgame— as played by the experts — defense could have collected the ing discrimination in the U.S. armed
but you'd never prove it with this first six tricks with a heart lead.
employment.
However, the Italian West had forces and federal
deal played in the 1962 World
4
first lady,
Argentina's
1952,
In
lead
attractive
y
Team Championship by Italy and such a wonderfull
died in Buenos Aires
Peron,
Eva
he
that
notrump
three
against
the United States.
At the first table, Giorgio Bel- opened the queen of clubs — out of at age 33.
In 1956, Egyptian President
ladonna, playing the Roman Club turn!
CATHY
The U.S. declarer decided to Gamal Abdel Nasser nationalized
system, opened one diamond (artificial and forcing). Walter accept the lead,which was his privi- the Suez Canal.
Do BEFORE SATURDAT
TO DO BEFORE SATURDAT
In 1964, Teamsters president
Avarelli responded two diamonds, lege, and finished with 11 tricks for
1. LOSE IR POUNDS.
1. LOSE It POUNDS.
whereupon Belladonna showed a score of 660 points. The Ameri- Jimmy Hoffa and six others were
Z TONE AND SHAPE ALL
Z. TONE AND SHAPE ALL
his true colors byjumping to three cans still lost 710 points on the convicted of fraud and conspiramuSCLE GROUPS.
MUSCLE GROUPS,
deal, but it could have been much cy in the handling of a union penBuY
spades.
3.
SWIMSUIT.
3. Busi SWIMSUIT.
worse!
,
Without further ceremony
sion fund.
Tomorrow: A precautionary measure.
In 1971, Apollo 15 was launched
01999 King Features Syndicate Inc
from Cape Kennedy.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Jason
Robards Jr. is 77. Movie director
Blake Edwards is 77. Actor James
CROSSWORDS
Best ("The Dukes of Hazzard") is
73. Singer Dobie Gray is 59.
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School supplies, materials listed
Parents of students enrolled
in Calloway County Schools
through grade 8 will be expected to supplement the materials,
supplies and/or services provided by the school in the following manner:
(Note - No student will be
denied services or appropriate
educational experiences due to
the inability to pay school fees
or provide supplies, materials or
other expenses.)
(Grades P-8)
I. Student Fees - The board
authorizes each school to charge
a student fee, not to exceed $15
per student, to cover supplies,
materials or educational experiences not covered by other funding sources.
Examples of how this fee
money might by utilized include,
but are not restricted to, the following:
- educational assembly programs
- scissors, rulers, protractors,
etc.
tape, glue sticks, etc.
Folders (pocket and regular)
- field trip driver costs
- paint sets

2. Field trip admission costs
and necessary personal costs At times it is desirable for students to participate in events
which require admission costs
as well as meals that cannot be
provided by the school.
Parents will be expected to
supply these costs (with the
exception of the inability to pay
as noted above).
3. Parents will also be expected to provide students with "regular consumable classroom supplies.
Examples include (but are not
limited to):
- paper, pencils, age appropriate writing journals
- notebooks and appropriate
paper binders (no trapper keepers)
- computer diskettes and audio
tapes (used for individual student work)
- crayons/colored pencils
and/or magic markers
- bookbags
Parents will not be given
classroom lists requiring "name
brand" items.
The school shall provide related field trip costs (except driver costs, admission and/or per-

sonal costs as listed above).
Each school is requested to
estimate the number of field
trips and related costs for the
school year and inform parents
of those planned activities (and
related costs) at the beginning
of the school year.
Parents shall also be informed
that no student will be denied
participation in any school activity or supply/material due to the
parents' inability to pay the
required fee.
Each school is therefore
required to budget and set aside
funds to cover all expenses for
students whose parents are unable
to pay the fees/costs.
High School Fees
(Grades 9-12)
High school students may be
expected to pay class fees based
on an individual class fee schedule approved each year by the
high school SBDM council and
board of education.
No students shall be required
to pay more than a total of $65
in class fees for one academic
year with the following exceptions:
- Student fees may exceed

$65 if the student enrolls in
drivers education.
- The student makes products which become the property of the student.
- The student produces products which are consumed by the
student.
Students participating in extracurricular and/or educational field
trips may be expected to pay
for bus driver costs and/or personal costs associated with the

trip (in addition to the class
fee).
Each class fee approved by
the high school and board of
education shall include a list of
examples documenting the kinds
of supplies, materials and/or
services for which the class fee
will be expended.
No student will be denied
participation in any educational
program based on the inability
to pay the class fee or expense.

CCHS to welcome
over 900 students
for classes Aug. 11
Approaching the 1999-2000
school year, Calloway County
High School will welcome over
900 students when its doors open
for classes Aug. 11.
As always, this will be a full
day of school, and lunch will

be served. Students will report
to home rooms when the bell
rings at 8:02 a.m.
There will be four new faculty members at CCHS this year

• See Page 3

Murray Family YMCA
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000dtirneg
Locations: North,Southwtst,Ind East ElementarySchools 4APAA
Back to Exercise
WATCH FOR OUR NEW

% Anancial Assistance Available

0 s .Prices

:
Child
1st
011r2nd Child
0

.
Full Time
$32.00
$16.00

Drop-in
$8.00
$6.00

-

THINGS YOU NEED TO KNOW
* YMCA IS A STATE LICENSED PROGRAM
* YMCA PROVIDES SNACKS EVERYDAY
* AFTEFtSCHOOL UNTIL - 5:30PM
* ACTIVITIES INCLUDE: TUTORING,GAMES,
ENRICHMENT PROGRAMS,ARTS AND CRAFTS.

YMCA DAY CAMPS..,
AN EXPIRENCE THAT LASTS A UFETNE
FOR INFORMATION PLEASE CALL 753-0228

'WELLNESS CENTER"
Featuring:
Separate Workout Center with Women
"Only" Hours Available
Circuit Training
* Fitness Evaluations
7AP Personal Fitness 12 Week Programming
zA Power Hour—Youth Strength Training

*

YMCA
We build strong kids,
strong families, strong communities.

CALL BENDA FOR MORE INFO AT 759-9622
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CCMS to offer diverse subject matter
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The faculty and staff of Calloway County Middle School
welcome new and returning students back to school for the
1999-2000 year.
This year, CCMS will have
nine core subject teachers at
each grade level and an enrichment rotation including art,
music, physical education, conflict resolution, careers, technology education, computers,
band and choir.
The school will also offer a
new LEGO computer programmable robotics curriculum, available to all students through the
technology education and gifted

and talented programs.
Extra-curricular programs and
opportunities include academic
team, speech team, basketball,
football, cheerleading and track
and field.
During the 1999-2000 school
year, the academic curriculum
at CCMS will be aligned through
the Ten Sigma program as part
of a district-wide curriculum
alignment project.
The project is standards based
and focused on improving student performance in all instructional areas of the school.
The instructional program at
CCMS is supported by an out-

standing PTO, central office,
board of education and a SBDM
Council — all focused on providing the resources and experiences needed for high levels
of student achievement.
The faculty and staff of CCMS
recognize that students will be
competing for jobs in a global
economy and must be prepared
for success.
This preparation includes a rig-

-eport
• bell
fac, year

CCMS must either be of the
mesh or clear plastic variety this
year. Students are also asked to
dress appropriately for school.
Back to School nights are
scheduled for Aug. 2 (5:30-7
p.m.) for sixth grade and new
students to CCMS.
Students entering the seventh
and eighth grades will be welcomed on Aug. 3 (5:30 - 7:30
p.m.).

•CCHS...

Instructional days
scheduled for students

1

orous academic program, complete with advanced uses of technology.
CCMS stresses a learning
environment free from distractions and encourages regular and
punctual attendance, appropriate
student behavior at all times and
a focus on learning.
Student safety is the top priority at CCMS.
Book bags and backpacks at

The calendar for Calloway Day)
SEPTEMBER
County Schools calls for 175
Labor Day Holiday
6
instructional days for students
OCTOBER
with the first day of school
Fall Mini-break
II
scheduled for Aug.11.
(School Dismissed)
AUGUST
NOVEMBER
Professional Devel6
Election Day (School
2
Day
opment
Professional Devel- dismissed)
9
Professional Devel8-9
opment Day
Opening day (Staff
10
Only)
Students report (Full II See Page 4
11

From Page 2
on a staff that numbers well
over 60 people.
Terry Birdsong will be the
new head boy's basketball coach,
as well as teaching at the Calloway County High School Alternative Center. Angel Thompson
will be teaching in the mathematics department, while Shannon Mumbower will be teaching in the Family & Consumer
Science department.
Karen Nolcox will be teaching in the agriculture department
and Claudia Carson will be the
new secretary.
There have been major
changes in the student code of
conduct in the areas of dress

and book bags because of the
unfortunate events of the past
school year.
No book bags will be allowed
at CCHS for this coming school
year. Any article of clothing,
such as oversized jeans and trench
coats, are not to be worn.
Parents need to use common
sense when purchasing clothing
for their students.
If there is a question in their
mind about whether or not a
weapon could be concealed in
that article of clothing, then it
should not be worn to school.
Passing time between classes
has been added to assist students in making the transition

to the no book bags policy.
Also, locker assignments will
be handled differently so that
students will be near their locker at the end of second block.
The schedule for registration
and fee payments for classes
will be:
Aug. 4: Seniors 8 a.m. - noon
and 1-3 p.m.
Aug. 5: Juniors 8 a.m. - noon
and l -3p.m.
Aug. 6: Sophomores 8 a.m.
— noon and 1-3 p.m. Aug. 9:
Freshmen 8 a.m. - noon and
1-3 p.m.
Orientation for all freshman
and their parents will be Aug
10, at 6:30 p.m. in the gym.
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Southwest Elementary motto puts children first
Welcome to Southwest Elementary School,"Where Children
Come First."
That serves as the motto at
Southwest, and the school team
works diligently to put children
first. Southwest offers kindergarten through fifth.grade instruction, including special education
services.

The school has an outstanding food service program that
serves breakfast and lunch to
students. Students are encouraged to participate in the school
lunch program.
Physical education, library, art,
music and computer instruction
is offered to every student. The
school also offers Title I and

Gifted/Talented services for those
identified students. A full-time
guidance counselor is always
present.
Southwest Elementary has an
outstanding extended school program for those students in need
of remediation. Technology workshops are also offered after
school. This year, Southwest will

•Instructional...
From Page 3
School re-opens
3
opment Days (School dismissed)
School dismissed
17
School dismissed
24
FEBRUARY
HoliThanksgiving
25
School dismissed
21
day
MARCH
School dismissed
26
Mini-Break
16-17
DECEMBER
Christmas-New (School dismissed)
20-31
Spring Break Vaca31
Year Holidays
tion (School dismissed)
JANUARY

APRIL
Spring Break Vaca3-7
tion (School dismissed)
MAY
Final Day (Students)
19
Closing Day (Staff
22
Only)
Parent-Teacher conferences
will be scheduled by each school.

1
Now that it's
back-to-school time, be careful of you ngesters crossing
the streets.

FORD
MERCURY
LI NCOLN

once again compete regionally
in the Academic Team Competition.
The school has an active Parent Teacher Association and is
currently seeking members. The
president for the 1999-2000
school year is Kim Phillips.
The site based decision making council is an arm of the
school. Representatives this year
are Sharlisa Smotherman, parent; Claydean McCallon, parent;
Janet Byassee, guidance counselor; Pat Cherry, lower primary
teacher; Anne Herndon, fifth
grade teacher; and Dr. Mary Lou
Yeatts, principal.
PTA meets the third Tuesday
of each month at 6 p.m. The
council meets on the second Monday of each month at 4 p.m.
Children perform each month at
PTA meetings.
The Southwest staff began

the summer of 1999 working
with Ten Sigma, an organization that assists school districts
in improving academic performance and school-wide discipline.
Teachers feel that professional
development is an excellent way
to stay abreast of the latest educational trends.
They are dedicated to bringing the most up-to-date information to our classrooms so that
every student is afforded the
best educational opportunity possible.
Southwest also emphasizes
attendance. The school's goal
is to improve the percentage of
attendance each year.
Parents of kindergarten children are invited to Southwest Elementary for Kindergarten Ori-

• See Page 5

A MY
Drive with caution
Our children
are our future.

Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main St.

(502) 753-5273
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East Elementary School schedules'Welcome to School'
Welcome to East Elementary nutritious breakfast and lunch at
School. Parents of kindergarten reasonable prices. Pre-payment of
children are invited to attend a students' meals is accepted, and
"Welcome to School" on Aug. this ensures that a child will
always have lunch money. Each
8 from 2 to 4 p.m.
is asked to complete a
family
meet
can
parents
At this time,
teachers, complete any paperwork free/reduced meals form.
FEE AND SCHOOL SUPthat needs to be done, talk with
PLIES
talk
and
food service personnel
The board of education authorwith transportation officials about
izes each school to charge a
buses.
student fee — not to exceed $15
for
aside
set
is
This time
per student — to cover supplies,
kindergarten children only.
materials or educational experiBACK TO SCHOOL
not covered by other fundences
their
and
students
other
All
parents are invited to come on ing sources.
This fee does not apply to famAug. 10 at 6 p.m. Parents will
who are participating in
ilies
child's
their
from
letters
receive
teacher the first week in August. the free/reduced meals program.
Parents are to supply "reguOn Monday, teachers will be
lar" consumable classroom supavailable for meetings.
Representatives from food plies such as paper, pencils,
service and transportation will tablets, filler paper or spiral
be present to assist and answer notebooks, as directed by the
questions. Any paperwork that teachers for the grade level, foldneeds to be completed can be ers, crayons/colored pencils
and/or magic markers, facial tisdone at this time.
sues and book bags.
FOOD SERVICE
Parents will be given classThe school cafeteria serves a

•Southwest

• ••

From Page 4
entation from 2 to 4 p.m. Aug.
8.
The school will provide light
snacks. At that time, families
can get familiar with the school
and receive information about
the upcoming school year. Questions about programs and schedules for the 1999-2000 school

year are welcome.
All other students in grades
1-5 and their parents are invited to come and meet their teachers on Aug. 9 from 2:30 to 5:30
p.m.
Letters will be mailed in early
August indicating each child's
homeroom assignment.

room lists and the local stores
will be provided with the lists
by grade level.
FIELD TRIPS
Teachers will estimate the
number of field trips they expect
to take during the school year.
This information will be made
available to parents for planning
purposes.

If there is an admission charge
for a trip, parents will be asked
to pay that admission fee. However, no child will ever be denied
participation in any school trip
or activity due to the parents'
inability to pay the required fee.
The school has been asked
to budget the amount of money
that it anticipates will be nec-

essary to provide out-of-class
educational experiences to students.
ATTENDANCE
Children learn best when they
are in class performing the activities and assignments that attendance is important.

• See Page 6

11 9 - 0
D&E

• OL CALE
MURRAY
July
28 - Fee Day &
Registration/Elementary
August
2 - Opening Day (Staff Only)
3 - Students Report (Full
Day)
September
6 - Labor Day(No School)
October
1 - End of 1st Nine Weeks
(MMS & MHS)
4-8 - Fall Vacation (No School)
11-15 - Fall Intersession
November
2 - Election Day(No School)
5 - End Of 1st Twelve Weeks
(MES)
24-26 - Thanksgiving Break
December
17 - End of 1st Semester
20 - Jan. 1 Christmas Break
January
3-7 - Winter lntersession
10 - School Reopens
17 - No School
February
25 - End of 2nd Twelve Weeks
(MES)
March
10- End of 3rd Nine Weeks(MMS &
MHS)
13-17 - Spring Vacation (No School)
April
6-7 - No School
May
29 - Memorial Day (No School)

June
2 - Final Day for Students
3 - Closing Day (Staff Only)
5-9 - Summer Intersessions
**DATES SUBJECT TO CHANGE DUE TO
BAD WEATHER

CALLOWAY
August
6 - Professional Development Day
9 - Professional Development Day
10- Opening (Staff Only)
11 - Students Report (Full Day)
September
6 - Labor Day Holiday
October
11 - Fall Mini-Break (School Dismissed)
November
2 - Election Day (School Dismissed)
8-9 - Professional Development Days
(School Dismissed)
24 - School Dismissed
25 - Thanksgiving Holiday
26 - School Dismissed
December
20-31 - Christmas/New Year Holidays
January
3 - School Reopens
17 - School Dismissed
February
21 - School Dismissed
March
16-17 - Mini-Break (School Dismissed)
31 - Spring Break Vacation
(School Dismissed)
April
3-7 - Spring Break Vacation
(School Dismissed)
May
19 - Final Day (Students)
22 - Closing (Staff Only)
Parent-Teacher conferences will be
scheduled by each school.

Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center
Murray KY
(‘OC
.

767-0223 University Plaza

SEAFOOD

753-9383

(SCIENCE(
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-1-"SEAF00113
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North Calloway Elementary home to about 600 students
North Calloway Elementary
School serves students from entry
level through the fifth grade with
an approximate enrollment of
600 students.
North is accredited by the
Commission on Elementary
Schools of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools
and meets all state accreditation

Karen Crick and Donna Whitfield, teacher representatives and
Margaret Cook, principal.
Students and parents of North
receive services from the Calloway County Family Resource
Center, which is located at East
Elementary.
In addition, preschool students living in the North dis-

standards.
North has fully implemented
all components of the Kentucky
Education Reform Act and is governed by a six member school
based decision making council.
SBDM Council Members for
1999-2000 are: Samantha Hall
and Belinda Taylor, parent representatives; Emily Apperson,

311

trict may qualify for receiving
services from the Calloway County Preschool Center.
The Parent-Teacher Organiza-tion is a vital part of North
Elementary and is responsible
for coordinating the volunteer
program for the school, along
with special projects and functions which enhance the overall school program, including
the Fall Festival, intramurals for
primary students, Teacher Appreciation Week, Kids' Week and
the North yearbook.
Numerous services are available for students to help them

meet their educational, social
and emotional )ieeds.
These include: Special Education programs, Title 1 services in the areas of writing, reading, and math, Writing-to-Read,
Computer Laboratory,
IBM
Accelerated Reading Program,
Extended School Services, Music,
Physical Education, Media Center Services, Art, GiftecVTalented and counseling services provided by our school guidance
counselor, Emily Apperson.
The mission of North Cal-
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PUT YOUR AUTOMOBILE IN
TOP CONDITION!
Special:
We Specialize In:
Electronic Fuel
Lube, Oil 1975
Injection $0995 Filter
'r
Cleaning le

Attendance includes being on
time each day and not leaving
before the dismissal time, if at
all possible.
The school understands that
children are sometimes sick and
appointments often conflict with
the school day, but it asks that,
if at all possible, appointments
be made after school. Attendance affects many areas of the
school program, but the first

Fall
Registration

AutoCare
INAPAI
Ni•w Center

kst\

concern is the children. The
school day begins at 7:25 a.m.
— when the buses arrive and
children enter the building. The
first bell rings at 7:40 a.m. and
the tardy bell rings at 7:45 a.m.
Instruction begins at 7:45 a.m.
Students who are car riders are
picked up by 3:15 p.m. and the
children who ride the busses are
loaded and on their way home
by 3:30 p.m.

Fri. July 30 & Aug. 6, 11-3
Sat. July 31 & Aug. 7, 10-2

We Install Quality NAPA Parts

tm0

or By Appointment

Classes Begin August 16th
Quality Technique Classes
Introducing...

CUNNINGHAM
AUTO
REPAIR

"Just Dance" for Teens!
ac

Hoax a the Jackaoa Purchase Wore( umpan.

114 S. 5th St • Court Square
767-0579

"The oldest
independent
repair shop in Murray"

01-w
4-/-bikr-&/

YOUR TOTAL CAR CARE BUSINESS

Specializing in
New and Consignment
Dance Apparel

from minor tune-ups to major overhauls.

Custom Sewing by
Sheila Bourland

See or call: W.A. Cunningham, Larry Cunningham,
Randy Cunningham, Ricky Cunningham.

619 S. 4th St.
Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:00

(502)753-6831
(502)753-3571

1111111.

Pirouette
Fashions
114 S. 5th St. • 767-0579
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Calloway County Preschool focuses on play
County
Calloway
The
Preschool is based on the belief
that play is the most important
work for young children.
It is from play that a 3- or
4-year-old child learns to explore
the wonders of his world and
to develop positive, productive
relationships with his or her
peers and with adults.

income eligibility guidelines.
Murray Head Start and Calloway County faculty and staff
combine their efforts and
resources to provide students and
parents with quality educational
and support programs designed
to meet the needs of the whole
child.
Each student is allowed the

Thus, the preschool curriculum is designed to prepare children for a successful transition
to elementary school.
Enrollment in the Calloway
County Preschool is open to students who are determined to be
at risk for experiencing learning challenges, based on development delays or disabilities or

opportunity to participate in a
developmentally appropriate program that will meet his or her
individual needs and be ready
for learning in the primary elementary class.
The program, therefore, focuses on activities that help young
children develop physical, mental and social skills.

Children who did not participate in preschool screenings that
were conducted in April and
May, and who will be 3 or 4
years of age before Oct. 1, 1999,
may be screened for eligibility
in August.
For more information, interested parents may contact the
preschool at 762-7410.

Day Treatment Center offers special service
11-
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The Calloway County Day
Treatment Center is located at
94 Spruce St. in Murray, and is
operated by the Calloway County Board of Education - in cooperation with the Cabinet of
Human Resources, Department
for Social Services, Department
of Juvenile Justice, Kentucky
Educational Collaborative for
State Agency Children, Murray
Independent Schools, Graves
County Schools and Mayfield
Independent Schools.
The Day Treatment Program
is a specialized treatment and educational program for both male
and female youths, ages 12-17,
who present problems of predelinquent or delinquent behavior, family dysfunction and are
having difficulty in school.

The Day Treatment serves 30
students referred from school
districts and juvenile courts and
is staffed meeting the ratio of:
one counselor per 15 students,
and one teacher with instructional aide per 15 students.
Youth with no pending or
past delinquent charges are also
admitted, because of indications
of delinquent and acting-out
behavior on the part of the youth.
Primary referral sources are
the Calloway County, Murray
Independent, Graves County and
Mayfield Independent school systems, Juvenile Court and the
Cabinet for Human Resources,
Division for Family Services.
The 1999-2000 staff consists
of Roy Cothran, facility director; Jamie Potts, assistant admin-

Allbritten,
Patricia
istrator;
teacher; Jean Watkins, teacher;
social
Jackson,
Larry
worker/counselor; Vicki Griffin,
guidance counselor; Mark Robinassistant;
son, instructional
Wayne Stevens, instructional
assistant; and Linda Forsee, secretary. Potts, Griffin and Forsee
are new to the center this year.
The Calloway County Day
Treatment Center program is
composed of an array of educational and treatment options.
The options include: group,
individual and family counseling, psychological services, social
services, health services, recreation, academic and/or vocational
training and work experiences.
Treatment and services for
each individual student will vary,

based on an individualized assessment. Development of an Individual Treatment Plan (ITP), Individual Plan of Instruction (WI)
and Individual Education Plan
(JEP) for disabled students will
also vary.
Services are scheduled according to an Individualized Plan
for each student. The individualized plan is developed with
guidance from an interdisciplinary team of teachers and relies
on parental, counselor and student input.
Although community service
and character education are major
components of the curriculum, the
staff of the Day Treatment Center will also assist students who
have established criteria and personal objectives with job train-

ing and employment.
All students will receive individual counseling and group
counseling weekly and also upon
student request.
Through counseling sessions
and classroom projects, students
are allowed to prepare themselves for decisions they may
face.
The center offers vocational
training. GED preparation, socialpersonal counseling and academic
programs.
Delivery of instruction to students starts on July 29 at the
Calloway County Day Treatment
Center. It will continue through
June 27, 2000.
The school day begins at 8
a.m. and continues until 2:45
p.m. Monday through Friday.

WELCOME
BACK
STUDENTS!
The

Murray
Lobby Hours
Mon.-Thurs. 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Fri.
9 a.m. - noon
Sat.

Drive-Thru Hours
Mon.-Thurs 8 a.m. • 4 p.m.
8 a.m. 6 p.m
Fri.
8 a.m. - noon
Sat.

24-Hour ATPA

Bank

How Banking Should Be
1000 Whitnell • Murray, Ky. • 270-753-5626
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Alternative Education Center focuses on at-risk students
A regional Alternative Education Center for middle school
students in the Calloway County, Murray Independent, Graves
County and Mayfield Independent school districts was established in the fall of 1995 to
provide early intervention for atrisk students.
The Alternative Education
Center, which is partially fund-

the 1999-2000 school year.
The projected first day for
students to report is Aug. 9. The
school has served over 200 students since its opening in the
fall of 1995, and the number of
students who have completed
the program has risen from 53
to 83 percent. The number of
students who have completed
the program has risen from 53

ed through the Center of School
Safety moneys, is a partnership
of the four districts, Murray
State University and the West
Kentucky Educational Cooperative.
The Regional Alternative Center, which serves students from
12-17 years-old, will be housed
at the Mayfield-Graves County
Vocational Center in Mayfield for

Calloway board to hold social
The Calloway County Board
of Education will hold a picnic-social for all certified and
classified personnel, all SBDM
councils, board members and
their families Aug. 9.
The event will kick off the
1999-2000 school year.

Festivities will include a complimentary meal, scheduled for
5:30 p.m., behind the board
office.
The welcome and introduction of new staff members will
begin at 7:30 p.m.
Faculty and staff members

should RSVP to their building
level administrator/sup-ervisor
with the total number of family members attending.
Blankets and lawn chair(s)
are requested to accommodate
family members.

Grades aren't the only thing
you'll see improve. At
Martial Arts America, our
unique Martial Arts pro-

well as their mind.
Self esteem, confidence and attitude are also greatly
improved with the "I
CAN" knowledge that
comes from the study
of the Martial Arts.
• Martial Arts...For the
Quest of Your Life!
This program Is only available at::

to 62 percent.
The goals of the AEC school
are to provide a multifaceted
Alternative Education Center that
will motivate at-risk youth to
remain in an educational setting
and to develop and test a systemic model for providing professional development, focusing
on discipline.
West Kentucky Educational
Cooperative Executive Director
Jayne Crisp said an evaluation
of the program, conducted by
MSU Professor Dr. Joe Baust,
showed that the students who
had completed the program and
returned to a regular classroom

demonstrated
environment
skills,
academic
stronger
improved attitudes, respect, pride,
increased self-knowledge and a
sense of hope.
The PIE Team, chaired by
Dr. Marty Jacobs, MSU College
of Education, also includes
Stephanie Wyatt, Calloway County Schools; Steve Kroehler, Murray Independent Schools; Pete
County
Graves
Galloway,
Schools; Jim Almand, Mayfield
Independent Schools; Doug
Hocking, Calloway County community representative and John
Davis, Graves County community representative.
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Calloway provides
food service program
The goal of the Calloway
County food service program is
to provide high quality, nutritious and affordable meals for
all students in a pleasing environment.
Every student will have the
opportunity to enjoy meals that
meet the Dietary Guidelines for
Americans - meals that, when
averaged over the course of a
week, contain no more that 30
percent of calories from fat, 10
percent from saturated fat, contain a minimum level of calories and minimum levels of protein, calcium, vitamins A, C and
iron.
All meal prices remain
unchanged from last school year.
At the Calloway Preschool Center, and East, North and Southwest Elementary Schools, breakfast will cost 25 cents for a

student on reduced price meals,
and lunch will cost 40 cents.
Students paying full price for
meals at these schools will pay
55 cents for breakfast and $1
for lunch.
Breakfast at both the middle
school and high school will cost
65 for full paying students and
30 cents for students on reduced
price meals.
Lunch at the CCMS will be
$1.20 for full paid meals and
40 cents for reduced meals. Calloway High students will be
charged $1.25 for full paid meals
and 40 cents for reduced lunches.
Pizza will be furnished by
Domino's Pizza to the CCHS
and CCMS this year. The pizza
will be delivered to the high

A

• See Page 9
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Tzell's Cosmetology School

3.

411•Mml•MIII,

is more than just a
cosmetology school!

4.

5.
ENROLL NOW!
Next Class
Starts Sept. 7

6.

7.

Ize11's Cosmetology School

8.

504 Maple St. • Murray • (270)753-4723

9

Services Offer aul le Pis
•Chonsical Hair Relayritog
-111aatteicaarets
-Highliuhting & Titttism
-Pedicures
-Perna%
-Sculptured Nails
-Ms% int,
We are candidate status with NACCAS (National Accrediting Commissioners of
Cosmetology Arts & Sciences). All work done by students done under supervision
of instructors.
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•Food service...
From Page 8
school daily and to the middle
school — as requested by the
manager.
Additional food items may be
purchased at any Calloway school
at ala carte prices.
Extra milk or fruit drink will
cost 30 cents.
At the preschool and elementary schools, charges will be

made for meals only.
No ala carte items or adult
meals will be charged.
There will be no charges for
lunches, ala carte items or adult
meals at the middle or high
school.
Adult lunches remain at $1.75
throughout the system.
Adult breakfasts cost 85 cents.

Parents can deposit any
amount of money into their
child's meal account any time
in all schools.
The money deposited may be
used for breakfast, lunch or ala
carte items.
Pre-payment can be accepted
at the schools for any amount
at any time a cashier is pres-

ent. Students may also pay on
a daily basis.
Applications for free and
reduced price meals will be available during registration times at
all schools.
Families who are currently
receiving food stamps or K-TAP
(formerly AFDC) will receive a
letter from the district inform-

ing them they are automatically eligible for free meals.
Those families will not need
to fill out an application.
Janice McCuiston is the food
service director and Patsy
Woodall is the assistant to the
director.

• See Page 10

Change Your Bank
Before Your Banking Changes.

Choose

Hometown!
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A few good reasons to change:

There are many reasons to choose the
'Hometown'Peoples Bank

1. Only independent bank headquartered in Murray.
Any bank can say it cares about the community. But
2. The most Murray locations.
after 65 years, we are still proving it by remaining
3. Extended Saturday and Evening hours.
Murray's only independent and locally managed bank.
4. Operations and Bookkeeping located in Murray.
With recent mergers, takeovers and name changes,
5. National recognition for financial strength.
don't you want to bank with the only bank that's been
6. 24-hour banking options.
headquartered in the community for 65 years.
7. Innovative products and services
8. Underground parking garage.
9. Personalized loan decisions.

PeoplesBank
Of Murray, Kentucky
lonickhz31 ikitik

Main Office: 5th & Main, North Branch: 12th & Chestnut,• South Branch. 12th & Story, Kroger Money Market Center • MSU Teller Machine: Curns Center,
• MCCH Teller Machine: Murray-Calloway County Hospital Rhone: 767-BANK
Member FDIC
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Supplies listed for Murray schools
Students attending Murray
Elementary School and Murray
Middle School will need the following supplies this year:
PI and P2 (first and second
year students): one regular box
of kleenex, four pencils, one
box of eight large primary color
Crayola crayons, one package
of eight large Crayola classic
washable markers, one pair of
safety scissors (Fiskars), three
two-pocket folders (with bottom
pockets), one tn-folding plastic
resting mat, two 4 ounce bottles of Elmer's School Glue, one
school box (no larger than 5 x
8), one wide-rule not-perforated
spiral notebook and a backpack.
P3: one box of 24 crayons,
six #2 lead pencils, two Bic
blue marking pens, one pair of
scissors (Fiskars if possible), one
small bottle of Elmer's School
Glue, one small bottle of rub-

ber cement, four medium wideruled 8 1/2 x 11 spiral notebooks(one each for reading, daily
orals, spelling, poetry), three
packages of wide-ruled looseleaf paper, six two-pocket folders (with pockets at the bottom), one large cloth pencil
pouch, one box of washable
markers, and one steno pad, one
box of kleenex and one package of highlighters.
Teachers request that students
not bring school boxes or Trapper Keeper notebooks.
P3: one box of 24 crayons,
six #2 lead pencils, two Bic
blue marking pens, one pair of
scissors (Fiskars if possible), one
small bottle of Elmer's' School
Glue, one small bottle of rubber cement, four medium wideruled 8 1/2 x 11 spiral notebooks(one each for reading, daily
orals, spelling, poetry), three

not bring trapper keepers.
Fifth grade: one assignment
pad, five #2 pencils (no mechanical pencils or pens), ten #2 red
lead checking pencils, a threering binder or trapper keeper,
one package of loose-leaf paper,
a box of colored pencils, four
folders with pockets, a protractor, six dividers and a box of
tissue.
Sixth grade: a three-ring notebook binder with pocket subject dividers, four bound journals(no spiral notebooks), twelve
#2 pencils, four non-stick book
covers, an assignment pad, two
two-pocket writing folders, a box
of kleenex, a plastic pencil pouch
for a three-ring binder, a box
of colored pencils, blue or black
ink pens, a ruler, a protractor,

• See Page 11

•North...

• Food service...

From Page 6

From Page 9
Cafeteria managers are Janet
Prescott, Calloway High, Mildred Adams, Calloway Middle;
Carlene Torsak, East Elementary; Patsy Stallons, North Elementary; Jemie Canon, Southwest Elementary and Delorise

packages of wide-ruled looseleaf paper, six two-pocket folders (with pockets at the bottom), one large pencil pouch,
one box of washable markers,
and one 1 1/2 " three-ring notebook and one box of kleenex.
Teachers request that students
not bring school boxes or Trapper Keeper notebooks.
Fourth grade: five #2 pencils
(no mechanical pencils), a 2inch three-ring binder, five #2
red lead pencils, two large packages of white loose-leaf paper,
glue, one or two large dry erase
marker(s), scissors, a small box
of crayons, six folders with pockets, six single-subject notebooks
(wide-ruled), a clear plastic pencil pouch, two large boxes of
tissues and one bottle of GermX.
Teachers request that students

Boggess, Calloway Preschool.
Parents who have questions
concerning any food service program in the Calloway County
school system may contact the
individual school managers or
the district food service office.

loway Elementary is, through a
cooperative school and community effort, to empower all students — academically, socially and
personally — to be lifelong learners, capable of thinking and solving problems and serving as

responsible citizens ready to meet
the challenges of tomorrow.
This comprehensive education provides each student with
a sound foundation for success.
Back to school registration is
set for Aug. 5 from 3 to 6 p.m.

Hey,Buddies!

DAC..
S

40.

UOPPING
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withtrends!

Hang Out
With The Best...
Don't Follow The
Rest!

latest

Campaign
zeroes in
on cheating
PRINCETON, N.J. (AP)
— The Educational Testing
Council and the Advertising
Council are going after
cheaters.
An Ad Council public
service campaign, to debut
in late summer, will zero in
on the negative effects of
cheating on education and
society.
undermines
"Cheating
integrity and fairness at all
levels," says Nancy Cole,
ETS president and chief executive officer. "An Ad Council campaign focused on the
values of individual learning would truly increase
awareness of the issue and
perhaps most important,
move children as well as
their parents and teachers to
recognize that cheating prevents learning and masks
true accomplishments and
weaknesses."
Griffin Bacal, a New York
agency, will develop advertising, while public relations
activities will be coordinated by Rowan & Blewitt
Incorporated of Mineola.

For the most
UNIQUE selection
in fashion for
fall & winter...

Take the Frogs
advice!
• Jewelry

I need profes5ional
advice on what natters
my figure.

I want to 5tand out
in a crowd!
I don't want to be
tobeied Mali Rat_

• Stifitagek & Accessories
••••

Fashions For All Ages
Sizes 2 to 18

Sim ihr pApeodijoitata id...

itC•REIti
:105 So. 12th St. • Siturray • 753-71.11
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Murray High students to pick up schedules Thursday
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Students who will be fresh- all four years.
Returning students are asked
men at Murray High this year
are asked to pick up their sched- to pick up their schedules and
ules and pay school fees in the pay school fees between 9 a.m.
commons area of the high school and noon, as follows:
Seniors - July 26, 9-12
between the hours of 3 p.m.
Juniors - July 27, 9-12
and 6 p.m. on Thursday, July
Sophomores - July 28
28.
Students will be able to pick
Student council members will
be available to answer questions up their 1998-99 yearbooks with
and to help students and their their schedules.
Students who are unable to
parents locate the rooms listed
attend at their scheduled time
on their schedules.
Freshman sponsors for the should come to the high school
1999-2000 school year are Rick office between 9 a.m. and 3
Fisher, Cary Miller, Lisa Polivick, p.m. July 29, or Aug. 2.
Students who have not yet
Jane Blankenship, and Melanie
Dawson. Students will remain registered are asked to call or
in the same homeroom teacher come to the Murray High School

office during regular school
hours.
Joining the MHS faculty as
a business teacher this year is
Sheila Henry, who has taught
eighth grade at Murray Middle
School for several years.
Her employment has enabled
the high school's business department to double its courses, offering more computer skills classes and a new classes in Busi-

ness Law/Criminal Justice and
Careers/Life Skills.
Other new elective classes to
be taught this year are Theater,
Art History, and World Geography.
According to high school principal Dan Hampton, the high
school will find time during the
school day for lessons on "character education" and drug and
alcohol abuse awareness, both

to be addressed by the homeroom teacher.
An expanded homeroom period will also offer teachers opportunities to work findings room
during the school day for regular lessons in character education and drug and alcohol abuse
awareness.
Individuals with questions
about MHS are invited to call
Principal Hampton at 753-5202.

Need A Doctor Who's
Willing To Work On Your
'Meet the Teacher' Schedule?

set Aug.2 at M1VIS
All Murray Middle students
in grades four through eight,
and their parents, are invited to
"Meet the Teacher" Aug. 2,
between 6 and 8:30 p.m.
Students in grades six through
eight and their parents are asked
to come to the school's main
building.
Homeroom lists will be posted in the first floor hallway.
Students are to go to their home
room where teachers will be
present to welcome students,
help them and parents complete
registration forms, and answer
questions about school policies
and procedures, the curriculum,
and school events. Parents will
be asked to pay the general school

fee. (The fee varies by grade
level but is approximately $25.)
Students who will enter fourth
grade or fifth grade, and their
parents, are to go to the Austin
building; homeroom lists for
fourth grade will be posted in
the second floor hallway, and
homeroom lists for fifth grade
will be posted on the third floor
hallway.
Teachers will be in their rooms
to talk with parents and help
complete registration forms. Parents will be asked to pay the
general school fee ($25).
Students who are new to the
school system are asked to reg-

From Page 10
books, four folders, graph paper,
a box of kleenex, a box of
markers, blue or black ink pen
and #2 pencils.
Bookbags brought to school
by Murray Middle students must
be small enough to fit in a locker.
No bookbags will he allowed
in classrooms.

Go Back-To-School With Cad
Cool Cuts & Highlights from...t
1%.
1111
1

NEPOLIDIES
When Only The Best Will Do!
Open Mn

t

CareAmalloussm

• See Page 12

II Supplies...
scissors and a calculator.
Seventh grade: two yards of
fabric (to cover journals), five
pocket folders, a box of kleenex,
a one-inch binder, an assignment pad, graph paper, a looseleaf notebook and paper, blue
or black ink pens, thin-line markers, pencils and glue.
Eighth grade: four spiral note-

Scheduling
your doctor's
appointment in the
evening is no problem

\ A

-Ins

Welcome

,piXieland Center • 7S3-O82

E

We know sometimes you have
trouble getting away from the office
or leaving the house during the day
for your doctor's appointment.
That's why Primary Care Medical
Center has AFTER HOURS. With
extended office hours, you can see a
doctor for urgent care...or take
advantage of the convenience for
medical care ranging from an annual

physical to a routine gynecological
checkup.
With six physicians representing
specialties in family practice, internal medicine and pediatrics, we provide treatment for patients of all
ages.
Walk-ins welcome, or you can
schedule an appointment by calling
(270) 759-9200 or 1-800-932-2122.

8 a.m. - 8 p.m. Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - Noon — Saturday
Robert Hughes, M.D.

Michael Adams, M.D.

Joyce Hughes, M.D.

Sean Kelly, M.D.

Hollis Clark, M.D.

Marsha Adams, PA-C

Daniel Butler, M.D.

Lisa Buford, PA-C

MEDICAL CENTER
RvnityPractice•IturrnalAillicirr•Axiiatriz

Suite 480W $ Medical Arts Building • 300 South 8th Street $ Murray, Kentucky 42071
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'Meet the Teacher'
set Aug.2 at MES
Children who will attend Mur- questions about the primary proray Elementary School this year gram, school and classroom proand their parents are invited to cedures, learning materials, spe"Meet the Teacher" Aug. 2 cial classes, the volunteer program, the lunchroom, and other
between 5 and 6:30 p.m.
All . teachers will be in their areas of interest.
Bus drivers will be on hand
rooms. Class lists will be posted outside each classroom door. to make sure that bus riders and
Also present will be PTO offi- their parents know the closest
cers, bus drivers, and other school bus stop to their homes.
Parents are asked to attend
personnel.
"We think it's a good idea "Fee Day- to confirm their chilfor the child to meet the teacher dren's attendance in school this
before the first day .of school," year and pay the general school
said principal Eleanor Mills. "A fee of $25.
Fee Day is scheduled for July
lot of those first-day jitters don't
take place when children go to
a familiar place."
Teachers v. ill be-able to answer • See Page 13

YAW Service Sa/orz

$3.00

OFF
KIDS HAIRCUTS
Saturday's ONLY through August

(eta's Veauty Salon
1600 Dodson

Frc

• MMS.

753-8282

Open Monday thru Saturday

From Page 11
ister in the Murray Middle School
office as soon as possible between
the hours of 8 a.m. and 4 p.m.
Fifteen minutes have been
added to the school day to allow
more time for instruction. Students are to report to their homerooms at 8:10; school is dismissed
at 3:05 each day.
Two networked computer labs
have been added to Murray Middle over the summer. One is for
use of all teachers; located on
the second floor of the main
building, it includes four scanners and a color printer. The
other is a dedicated music lab,
located in a former practice room
on the second floor of the arts
building. The lab consists of 15
piano keyboards networked with
a computer. The staff hopes to
have its new "Information on
Demand" system in place when
school begins. Information on
Demand is a information retrieval
system for parents that was paid
for, in part, by the PTO. By
telephoning the school and entering a series ,of numbers, parents can find out their own
child's grade, attendance record
and more.
New classes at Murray Middle this year are an introductory Spanish class for eighth grades

28
cafe
and a pre-algebra class for seventh graders.
The major change in the curriculum is the introduction of a
weekly class for all students
which will focus on helping
them acquire respect and compassion for others and belief in
themselves as competent, caring
individuals. According to Principal Steve Kroehler, the new
class was prompted in part by
concerns over safety.
New teachers at Murray Middle this year are Shawna Shame,
special education (grades 6-8),
Suzanne Stiers, sixth grade language arts, and Tina Ritchie,
eighth grade language arts. All
three are recent graduates of
Murray State University. Stiers
was an instructional assistant for
the seventh grade at MMS last
year.
A new physical education
teacher will be hired to replace
Jenna Gudalis before school
starts.
Teachers in special areas at
Murray Middle are Chuck Haney,
music; Dan Blankenship, industrial technology; Heather Duffy,
art; Katie Carpenter, journalism
and theater skills; and Beth Stribling and John Stroube, band.
The librarian at Murray Middle

School is Daytha Howell.
Special needs teachers are
Audrey Brown, Kelly Jackson,
Laura Holliday, Jenny English,
Shawna Sharpe, and Tammy
Chapman. The school counselor
is Jan Seargent.
Academic area teachers for
fourth grade are Shem Bazzell,
Stacy Wortham, Sandy Cantrell,
and Kim Anderson. Fifth grade
teachers are Todd Anderson,
Chris Bowman, Carolyn Shown,
and Patsy Oakley.
For the sixth grade are
Suzanne Stiers, Dick Farrell,
Donna Keller and Dan Hudson.
For the seventh grade, teachers are Mike Epperson, Debbie
Bell, and Greg Gierhart; and for
the eighth grade, Krissy Zirbel,
Tina Ritchie, David Bloodworth,
and Scott Turner.
The annual "Back To School"
night for parents has been scheduled for Aug. 26. PTO officers
for the coming year are Kim
McFarlen and Jennifer Taylor,
co-presidents; Belinda Peebles
and Donna Tate, co-vice presidents; Nancy Haverstock, secretary; and Laura Pitman, treasurer. t3
Parents with questions are
invited to call the school office
at 753-5125.

CIA L

Hwy 641 South • Bel Air Center • Murray, Ky • 270-753-0440
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Student supplies
list for next year
provided by MIVIS

MES...
From Page 12
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28 from 9 to 11:30 a.m. in the
cafeteria.
Parents who have not yet registered their children are asked
to contact the school as soon
as possible during regular school
hours.
Children who must register
are those who will be 5 years
old by Oct. 1.
If children are ready for fourth
grade, they will register and
attend school at Murray Middle
School.
To register, parents must bring
a valid Kentucky immunization
certificate, an official copy of
the student's birth certificate (no
hospital certificates), the student's
social security card and a completed physical examination form.
Parents of children who attended Murray Elementary last year
are not required to bring any
documentation with them. However, parents are asked to make
sure that the child's immunization certificate is up to date.
Classes at Murray Elementary School begin at 7:35 and
dismiss at 2:35.
School starting times are staggered in the three schools of
the Murray system to allow for
efficient use of the school buses.

Middle and high school students
do not ride the buses at the
same time as the primary children.
Members of the elementary
school PTO will be on hand on
the first day of school to help
direct students and parents.
President of the PTO, for the
sixth year, is Jennifer Taylor.
Vice presidents for public relations are Belinda Peebles and Lori
Crouch; vice president for special projects is Amy McReynolds.
The treasurers are Laura Pitman
and Beck Reck, and the secretary is Cindy Kinsey. Denise
Whitaker is the teacher representative.
The first PTO event of the
1999-2000 school year is the
annual "Back To School" night,
Tuesday, August 24. Other PTO
events already scheduled are
"Family Night," (November 18),
the "Spring Swing" (April 14),
"Play Day" (May 25) and general PTO meetings (February 15
and May 23). School pictures
are scheduled for August 30 during the day.
Murray Elementary's primary
program combines PI (first year)
and P2 (second year) children
in the same classroom; children
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usually stay with the same teacher
for two years. P3 and P4 children are separated for most
instruction although they may
meet together for certain activities. Teacher teams comprise
School supplies for Murray cils
both P3 and P4 classes.
One three ring binder or TrapMiddle School are as follows:
During the summer, teachers
Keeper
per
GRADE
FOURTH
Mileselected "Millennium
package of white loose
One
mechanNo
pencils
#2
Five
stones" as a theme or way to
paper
leaf
tie together activities. Timelines ical pencils
One box colored pencils
One three ring binder (2")
will be used to help the chilFour folders with pockets
pencils
lead
red
2
#
Five
dren understand significant events
box of tissue
One
white
Two large packages
of the millennium and to explore
protractor
One
paper
leaf
loose
the changing styles in art, dance,
Six dividers
dry
size
large
two
or
One
and music.
The activities planned for erase marker(s)
SIXTH GRADE
One small box of crayons
"Family Night" an event sponOne three-ring binder with
pockets
with
folders
Six
sored by the PTO to gather
subject dividers
pocket
notebooks
Six single subject
teachers, parents, and students
bound journals (no spiFour
rule)
(wide
together for fun and food, will
notebooks)
ral
pouch
pencil
plastic
clear
One
relate to the millennium study,
Twelve #2 pencils
Two boxes of tissue (large)
as will the children's performFour book covers (non stick)
germ-x
of
bottle
One
ances planned and presented by
assignment pad
One
prongs
ring
w/3
folder
One
school's special teachers.
pocket writing folders
Two
pockets
Joining the faculty of Mur- &
of kleenex
box
One
Scissors
ray Elementary this year are P 1 plastic pencil pouch for
One
Glue
and
Russell
2 teacher Jennifer
three ring hinder
NO TRAPPER-KEEPERS.
P3 teacher Chuck Blanchard.
One box colored pencils
A new P.E. teacher will be
Blue or black ink pens
GRADE
FIFTH
Gudalis,
Brian
hired to replace
Ruler
pad
assignment
One
who resigned to attend law
Protractor
mechan(no
pencils
#2
Five
school.
ical pencils or pens)
Ten #2 red lead checking pen15

II See Page
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The difference
can be seen in
the bottom line.

Planters Bank understands the importance
of excellent customer service. Our bankers
are the best in the business. Each is
prepared to show you unique and
innovative solutions to your financial needs.
We've been in business since 1869, so
we know the true measure of our service is
your success. And we find that measure in
the same place you do The bottom line.
A

UNION
PLANTERS
BANK
www umbeplanters C011
©Copyrl 1999 Umon FNarters Bank Member FDIC.

lane Barnet-t
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Payne Clark
Mayfield

Tom Rushing
Murray

Mike Gipson
calved City

Donna Galloway
Mayfield

Lori Noel
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Susan Schroeder
Benton
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DENNISON-HUNT
1203
Chestnut
Street

SPORTING GOODS
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m.• Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

Murray,
Kentucky
753-8844
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Murray City Schools calendar listed
The calendar for the Murray Night
SEPTEMBER
City Schools calls for 175 instruc6 Labor Day (no school)
tional days for students, with
6 First day of preschool
the first day of school Aug. 3.
OCTOBER
FIRST QUARTER - Aug.31 End of first quarter/first
Oct. 1
nine weeks
JULY
4-8 FALL BREAK
26 MHS Senior Registration
11-15 FALL INTERSESSION
27 MHS Junior Registration
18 First day of second quar28 MHS Sophomore Register
tration
NOVEMBER
28 MES "Fee Day"
2 Election Day (no school)
28 MHS Freshman Registra8-11 MES Parent Conferences
tion
9 End of first twelve weeks
AUGUST
2 MMS "Meet the Teacher" (MES)
18 MES "Family Night"
2 MES "Meet the Teacher"
24-26 Thanksgiving break
for
Registration
6
DECEMBER
Preschool/Head Start
17 End of second quar24 MES "Back To School"
ter/second nine weeks
Night
20 First day of Winter
26 MMS "Back To School"

Break
JANUARY
3-7 WINTER INTERSESSION
10 First day of third quarter
Martin Luther King Day
17
(no school)
FEBRUARY
15 MES PTO meeting
26 End of second twelve
weeks
MARCH
10 End of third quarter/third
nine weeks 1
3-17 SPRING BREAK
20-24 SPRING INTERSESSION

27 First day of fourth quarter
APRIL
6-7 No school
14 MES Spring Swing
MAY
23 MES PTO meeting
Day (no
29 Memorial
school)
JUNE
Last day for students
2
5-9 SUMMER INTERSESSION
The last day of school may
change if schools are closed for
bad weather or any other reason. Make-up days will be added
to the end of the school year.

• Murray Middle...
From Page 13
Calculator
Scissors

MES...
From Page 13
Jennifer Russell, an MHS Denise Whitaker.
"Starshine" teachers are Cargraduate, taught kindergarten in
Tennessee for two years and olyn Colson, Kandi Dawson,
also spent one year as a pre- Robin Brown, Marcy Back and
school teacher the Calloway Carla Rexroat.
"Satellite" teachers are Donna
County school system. Blanchard
speech/language
is a 1999 MSU graduate who Alexander,
turned to teaching after many pathologist; Gena Maley and Julie
years employment at General Forsythe, Title 1/reading; Kim
Tire. A Marshall County resi- Black, music; Tina Dunn, librardent, he and his wife have two ian; Tonda Thomas and Glenda
children. As a parent, he organ- Roos, special education and Mary
ized a volunteer program for his Frank Valentine, counselor.
Returning instructional assisson's school and was a PTO
tants are Carol Chapman, Shana
officer.
Teacher teams at Murray Ele- Caldwell, Debby Dick, Cathy
Elias, Fran Forsythe, Margie
mentary are as follows:
Teachers in "Trailblazers' are Kaczmarek, Christine McKnight,
Rebecca Cunningham, Marilyn Susan McMannus, Debbie Miller,
Dill, Mary Gail Johnson, Mat- June Pierce, Robin Rigsby, Robin
McAllister, Amberly Vance,
lene Perry and Theresa Jones.
"Adventurers" are Mona Melissa Slay and Susan JackBlankenship, Lynda Purcell, Jen- son.
Secretaries at Murray Elenifer Russell, Janet Shepherd
and Michelle Wheeler Dicker- mentary School are Denise
Epperson and LeAnn Napier.
son.
Parents who have questions
"Moonbeams" are Chuck
Blanchard, Lashlee Foster, Bar- about Murray Elementary are
bara Wildey, Genese Reid and asked to call 753-5022.

BAE31

5..

SEVENTH GRADE
Two yards of fabric to cover
journals
Five pocket folders
One box of kleenex
One one inch binder
1 assignment pad
Graph paper (not scientific)
Loose-leaf notebook and paper
Blue or black ink pens

VIDEO SUPER STORE

Over 1,000 Movies
For Sale

Li

Some as low as

*2.95

Specials good thru 8,11/99

sr

long Rao Sightly lig*•

s-m•s

oisi

•

Guts $5 Extra

CUT'S
UPPER
Hair Cs Tanning Salon
1104 Story Ave.

WF
Star Wars
VaTt& Hats

Haircuts Highlights
Reg VC X'

EIGHTH GRADE
Four spiral notebooks
Four folders
One box of kleenex
One box of markers
Glue or black ink pens
#2 pencils
Graph paper

\ MOVIES'• 1110111ES'• MOUIEV
•••
•

EiILo

Perms

Markers (thin line)
Pencils
Glue
NO TRAPPER-KEEPERS

WALK-M/S WELCOME

753-2887

•

Central Shopping Center
Murray • 753-7670
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Murray Head Start sets registration dates and times
Murray
for
Registration
Preschool/Head Start and Early
Head Start is scheduled for Aug.
6 from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
on the first floor of MSU's Special Education Building. The first
day of preschool classes for children is Monday. August 23. Home
visits and assessments beein after
registration.
Students enrolling in the pre-

school program must be three
or four years old by October I.
1999. Services are free to children whose families meet specific guidelines; children with disabilities may also attend without cost, regardless of income.
Children with disabilities are eligible when they become three
years old.
Parents enrolling their children

for the first time should bring
the child's birth certificate, proof
of income (a W-2 form, KTAP
letter, custody and child support
information,(e.g. divorce decree),
or check stubs from the last
three months of employment),
social security cards for family
members, a medical card or
insurance information, and an
up-to-date immunization form.

4110194acHSPOOS4$

WE'RE 111111EITI1116
IN THE RIME!
Features:
rlow

Crutcher and Kym Hopkins.
The Murray Preschool/Head
Start is a nationally accredited
early childhood center, combining state-funded preschool programs for 3-and 4-year olds with
the federal Head Start program.
Registration for Early Head
Start is to be held in conjuncMurray
the
with
tion
Preschool/Head Start registration.
Early Head Start is for pregnant women, infants, toddlers,
and their families; families must
meet Early Head Start guidelines.
Among the services provided through Early Head Start are
child care, parent education, mental health services, health services for children and family support services.
Questions should be directed
Preschool/Head
to
Murray
Start/Early Head Start supervisor Debbie Lampe (762-6863),
Murray Preschool/Head Start
Family Service Worker Kym
Hopkins (762-3262), or Head
Start director Judy Whitten (7536031).

\

• Phonics-Based Reading
• K-12 Computer Program
geGisItg
fOlz
job
• KFISAA Sports Program
fm-0
• State Approved Accreditation NW
• Abeka Curriculum
• REASONABLE TUITION!

Our school is a
member of the Association
of Christian Schools
International.

A GROWING SCHOOL THAT OFFERS:
•Caring, Certified Teachers
•Traditional Classroom Setting
•Disciplined Environment

tio

If parents are unsure of their
child's eligibility, they are invited to attend registration for more
information.
The preschool program offers
classes in both the morning and
the afternoon.
The morning class meets from
8:45 a.m. to 12:15 p.m. and
afternoon classes meet from
12:15 - 3:45 p.m.
Door-to-door bus transportation is provided to children who
live within the Murray city limits.
Students in the morning program are given breakfast and
lunch. Students in the afternoon
program are given lunch and a
snack.
The supervisor for the Murray preschool program is Debbie Lampe.
Nancy Newsome is a teacher;
one additional teacher will be
hired before the beginning of
school; assistants are Alisa Dillard, Suzi Payne, and Kathy
Hensley. Food services manager is Shirley Lane. The family
services team includes Lisa

Cbristian
rettovsbip ,Scboot
U.S. Hwy.68 (P.O. Box 610) Benton, KY 42025
(270) 527-8377

41112194g11I9IIS41

Schools set
bus schedules
Bus service for students
attending the Murray City
Schools begins the first day of
school Aug. 3.
Bus schedules are based on
those established at the end of
the 1998-99 school year. Adjustments are made as the need
becomes apparent.
Parents of students who are
new to the school system or
have moved to a different home
are encouraged to call Willie
Jackson at the school system's
central office (753-4363) if there
is not an existing bus stop which
serves their needs.
Adjustments will be made in
bus routes after the first two
week.
Seven buses run regular routes.
Drivers for the 1999-2000 school
year are Carlee Saylors, Bus
9404; Jane McCuiston, Bus 9401;
0.1. Stalls, Bus 9702; John Lane,
Bus 9402; Elizabeth Oliver, Bus
9403; Laura Olsen, Bus 9201
and Marvin Williams, Bus 9701.
The first two digits in the
bus numbers refer to the year
in which the bus was purchased;
the last two digits indicate how
many buses were purchased that
year.
Complete bus routes for Murray Elementary School. Murray

Middle School, and Murray High
School are as follows:
MMS AND MHS BUS
SCHEDULE
John Lane's bus # 9402, which
will start at 7:30 a.m. and arrive
at MMS at 7:50 a.m. and MHS
at 8 a.m., will make the following stops:
I. 10th and Payne; 2. 8th and
Payne; 3. 506 Beale; 4. 506 N.
6th; 5. 415 N. 6th; 6. 410 N. 6th;
7. 505 N. 5th; 8. L.P. Miller and
Chestnut; 9. 106 Spruce; 10. 112
Spruce; 11. 121 Spruce; 12. 204
Spruce; 13. 415 N. Cherry; 14.
Cherry and Ash; 15. 204 Pine; 16.
Pine and L.P. Miller; 17. 300 Pine:
18. Pine and Cherry; 19. 302 Cherry; 20. 401 Cherry; 21. L.P. Miller
and Spruce; 22. 207 N. Cherry; 23.
202 N. Cherry; 24. 403 South L.P.
Miller ; 25. South L.P. Miller and
Garden; 26. Garden and Cherry 27.
Cherry and Cross; 28. 617 S. 3rd;
29. 401 Elm; 30. 504 Poplar; 31.
MMS;32. MHS; 32. SPECIAL EDUCATION BLD; 33. "A" SCHOOL;
34. BUS LOT
John Lane's bus #9402, which
will run a P.M. route, will make
the following stops:
1. Taco Bell; 2. 1010 Payne;

• See Page 17
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3. 1001 Payne; 4. 10th and Payne;
5. 8th and Payne; 6. 506 Beale; 7.
603 Chestnut; 8. 502 N. 6th; 9.
415 N. 6th; 10. 410 N. 6th; 11.
318 N. 7th; 12. 311 N. 7th; 13.
5th and Olive; 14. 505 N. 5th; 15.
Valleywood and Hillwood (Mur-Cal
.Apts.); 16. 1417 Hillwood; 17. Riviera Courts Office; 18. 1010 Southwood; 19. 506 N. Cherry; I9A.
Cherry and Ash; 20. 204 Pine; 21.
Pine & L.P. Miller; 22. 300 Pine;
23; Pine and Cherry; 24. 302 Cherry; 24A.401 Cherry; 25. 204 Spruce;
26. Spruce and L.P. Miller; 27; 207
N. Cherry; 28. 202 N. Cherry; 29.
403 South L.P. Miller, 30. South
L.P. Miller and Garden; 31. Garden and Cherry; 32. Cherry and
Cross; 33. 617 South 3rd; 34. 401
Elm; 35. 504 Poplar; 36. GO TO
BUS LOT
Elizabeth Oliver's bus # 9403,
which will run from 7:40 a.m.
to 8:15 a.m., will make the following stops:
I. London at Beckett (west end)
2. 1501 Beckett; 3. Beckett and
Tabard; 4. 1522 London; 5. 1523
London ; 6. 1518 London; 7. London at Oxford; 8. 1552 Oxford;
9. 1560 Oxford; 10. Oxford at
Tabard; 11. Spring Creek at Garland Court; 12. 1121 Circarama;
13. 1109 (last house before Fairland on left )or Irene Terrace and
Fairland; 14. 510 S. 8th; 15. 505
S. 8th; 16. S. 8th and Sycamore
(side entrance before reaching
Sycamore; 17. 416 S. 8th (3rd house
on left; 18. GO TO MIDDLE
SCHOOL THEN HIGH SCHOOL
Elizabeth Oliver's bus #9403,
which will run at 3:10 p.m.,
will make the following stops:
1. 416 S. 8th (3rd house on
right before Sycamore; 2. S. 8th
i(first house on right; 3. 505 S. 8th;
4. 510 S. 8th; 5. S. 9th at Fairlane (at dance studio entrance (occasional stop); 6. 1109 Irene Terrace
Irene Terrace at Fairlane (1st house
on right); 7. 1121 Circarama; 8.
Spring Creek and Garland Court;
9. Tabard and Oxford; 10. 1552
Oxford; 11. Oxford and London;
12. London at Beckett (east end);
13. 1522 London; 14. Tabard at
Beckett; IS. London at Beckett, last
house on right before the merge(west
end); 16. 1529 Oxford (occasional
stop); 17. BACK TO BUS LOT
Carlee Saylors' bus # 9404,
which will begin at 7:25 a.m.
and arrive at 8:15 a.m., will
make the following stops:
1.1614 Keenland; 2. 2211 Gatesborough.; 3. 2021 Gatesborough; 4.
2216 Edinborough; 5. 2218 Quail
Creek; 6. 603 Nancy; 7. 604 Tanglewood; 9. 2211 Carol St. ; 10.
2014 Brookhaven facing Gatesborough (Dr. Stout) (occasional stop):
12. 804 Minerva; 13. MURRAY
HIGH; 15. MURRAY MIDDLE
Carlee Saylors' bus #9404 will
make these stops in the p.m. only:
I. 9(X) Doran Rd. (Corner' 'of

Magnolia and Doran Rd. 2. Magnolia and Minerva Intersection; 3.
1706 Magnolia (occasional stop); 4.
17th and Keenland; 5. Perrin and
Keenland; 6. Holiday and Perrin; 7
Larkspur and Gatesborough; 8. 2211
Gatesborough; 9. 2021 Gatesborough; 10. 2014 Gatesborough; 11.
1005 County Court; 12. Edinborough and County Court; 13. 2103
Edinborough; 14. 22'16 Edinborough; 15. 2218 Quail Creek; 16.
Quail Creek and Martin Dr. 17.
2211 Carol; 18. 2105 Tanglewood;
19. 604 Kings Way Court; 20. 2215
Tanglewood; 21. RETURN TO BUS
LOT
Marvin Williams' bus # 9701,
which will only run at 7:15 a.m.
and arrive at 7:45 a.m., will
make the following stops:
I. 105 Hickory St.; 2. Entrance
of West View Nursing Home; 3.
1506 Canterbury Dr.; 4. 1512 Canterbury Dr.; 5. 1608 Tabard; 6. 1805
Greetibriat 7. Greenbriar and Ridgewood Drive; 8. Corner of Greenbrier and Oakhill; 9. Wiswell Rd.
and Gibbs Store Road (occasional
stop); 10. Gibbs Store Rd. at
Camelot' II. Lon Spindle Top Dr.
(Saddle Creek Estates - 2nd house
on right); 12. 2105 Southwest Dr.;
13. 2107 Southwest Drive; 14. 2106
Villa Square Dr.; 15. 1311 Fleetwood; 16. 1300 Fleetwood; PROCEED TO MHS.DROP STUDENTS
OFF AND PROCEED TO MMS.
Marvin Williams' bus # 9701,
which will start at 3:15 p.m.
and arrive at 3:45 pm., will
make the following stops:
I. 1320 Main St.; 2. 1610 Main

St. (occasional stop); 3. 105 Hickory St.; 4. Robertson Elem.; 5. Corner of Locust and S. 16th; 6. S.
16th St. at Johnson Blvd.; 7. 1st
entrance into Fox Meadows; 8.
Entrance of Westview Nursing Home
at Canterbury; 9. 1504 Canterbury;
10. 1506 Canterbury; II. 1508 Canterbury; 12. 1512 Canterbury; 13.
Tabard and Mockingbird; 14. 1608
Tabard; 15. Mockingbird; 16. Martin Chapel and Wiswell; 17. 1805
Greenbrier; 18. Greenbrier and
Ridgewood; 19. Corner of Greenbrier and Oakhill; 20. Wiswell Rd.
and Gibbs Store Rd.; 21. Gibbs
Store Rd. at Camelot; 22. 2nd House
on right on Spindle Top Dr.; 23.
2106 Villa Square; 24. Corner of
Southwest Dr. and Concord; 25.
2115 Southwest Dr.; 26. 2109 Southwest Dr.; 27. 2105 Southwest Dr.
28. 2100 Country Rd. and Enix Rd.
(back of house); 29. (Enix to Whitnell) White House up on hill(left
side) (occasional stop); 30. 1311
Fleetwood Dr.; 31. 1300 Fleetwood
Dr.
Laura Olson's bus # 9201,
which will run at 7:15 a.m. and
arrive at 8:15 a.m., will make
the following stops:
LEAVE MES; I. Olive and 13th:
2. 10th and Olive; 3. 6th and Vine:
4. 506 Vine; 5. 1st house on the
right on River Road; 6. 614 Lafollette; 7. 629 Broad; 8. 623 Broad;
9. 705 Vine; 10. 1st house on the
right on 7th St. (occasional stop):
II. 11th and Elm; 12. 1309 Poplar;
13. Wee Care (15th and Poplar);
14. 210 S. 15th; 15. 315 Irvan;
PROCEED TO MHS AND DROP

TINY HEARTS
1610 Ryan Ave.

$799

Daycare Ages 6 Weeks
to School Age
q,Pre-School Program

q• Drop-Ins Welcome
Owner
& Director
Paula Palmer

Kirkwood and Glendale; 20. 806
Sunny Lane; 21. 1400 Johnson; 22.
Int. of Johnson and Meadow; 23.
700 Meadow Lane; 24. 600 Meadow Lane. 25. Int. of Meadow and
Cardinal; 26. 1509 Cardinal; PROCEED TO MHS. UNLOAD.
RETURN BUS TO PARKING LOT
O.T. Stalls' bus #9702, which
will run only at 3:10 p.m. and
arrive at the bus lot at 3:40
p.m. will make the following
stops:
ARRIVE AT MMS: LOAD STUDENTS, LEAVE AT 3:15 p.m.; I.
108 S. 13th; 2. 215 S. 13th; 3. 220
S. 13th; 4. S. 13th and Overby: 5.
508 S. 13th; 6. 13th and Story
(occasional stop); 7. 1214-A Peggy
Ann; 8. 1307 Peggy Ann; 9. Int.
of Peggy Ann and Kirkwood; 10.
Kirkwood and Clayshire; II. 1507
Clayshire; 12..1513 Clayshire; 13.
1608 Belmont; 14. 1207 Melrose;
IS. Melrose Ct. at Melrose; 16.
1303 Doran Rd. (last drive on left
on Melrose; 17. Int. at Melrose and
Doran Rd.(occasional stop): I S. 1712
Plainview; 19. 1704 Plainview; 20.
Int. of Holiday and Parklane: 21.
Parklane and Catalina; 22. 1617 Park-

• See Page 18

Scslffid,s
PICKUP OR
DU:LIVERY SPEC! U.

753-4181

Hours:
• Mon.-Fri.
6:30 a.m.-5:15 p.m.

OFF STUDENTS. GO TO MMS
AND DROP OFF STUDENTS. GO
TO BUS LOT
Laura Olson's bus # 9201,
which will run in the afternoon,
will make the following stops:
GO TO MMS; I. 14th and Hughes; 2. 14th and Olive; 3. 13th and
Olive; 4. 10th and Olive; 5. 6th
and Vine (occasional stop): 6. 506
Vine; 7. 614 Lafollette; 8. 629
Broad; 9. 623 Broad; 10. 1st house
on right on Ilth; II. 11th and Elm;
12. Stop at Bridge; 13. 1309 Poplar;
14..14th and Poplar; IS. Stone house
on right on 15th; 16. 1506 Sycamore.
GO TO BUS LOT
O.T. Stalls' bus # 9702, which
will run at 7:30 a.m. only and
arrive at 8:00 a.m., will make
the following stops:
I. Robertson Elem.; 2. 1207
Poplar; 3. 220 S. 13th St.; 4. 508
S. 13th St. 5. I214-A Peggy Ann
Dr.; 7. Peggy Ann and Kirkwood;
8. 1507 Clayshire; 9. 1513 Clayshire:
10. 1608 Belmont; II. 1207 Melrose; 12. Melrose Ct. entrance; 13.
1303 Doran Rd. (last drive on left
before Doran); 14. 1712 Plainview:
IS. 1704 Plainview; 16. Int. of Holiday and Parklane; 17. 1616 Parklane; 18. 1502 Parklane; 19. Int.

•qi

BUILD YOUR OWN

$1099

Large 3 Topping
Delivery or Pickup

Unlimited Toppings

Deep Dish $1.00 Extra

Deep Dish $1.00 Extra

Any Size,

D.,. sal.d
4n,
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117 S. 12th Street.

753-3030
Delivering a Million Smiles a Day:

1
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•Bus schedules...
From Page 17
lane; 23. 1502 Parklane; 24. Int.
of Kirkwood and Glendale; 25.
Meadow Lane and Dudley; 26. 806
Sunny Lane; 27. 1400 Johnson; 28.
Int. of Johnson and Meadow Lane;
29. 700 Meadow Lane; 30. 601
Meadow Lane; 31. Cardinal and
Meadow Lane; 32. 524 Shady Lane
Jane McCuiston's bus # 9401,
which will leave Murray Elementary at 7:30 a.m. and arrive
at Murray Middle School at 8:00
a.m. will make the following
stops:
I. 306 Broach; 2. 17th at Miller;
3. 17th at Hamilton (occasional
stop); 4. 404 N. 17th; 5. 413 N.
17th (occasional stop); 6. 17th at
College Farm Rd. 7. Corner of
Sherry and 20th; 8. 1713 College
Farm Rd.; 9. 903 N. 18th; 10. 816
Coldwater Rd.; 1 I. 907 N. 16th;
12. Diuguid at Bourland (occasion-

al stop); 13. New Beginnings; 14.
Hillwood at Valleywood; IS. 1010B
Northwood; 16. MHS; 17. MMS
Jane McCuiston's bus #940I,
which will run in the p.m. only
will make the following stops:
I. 16th at Farmer (occasional
stop); 2. 16th at Hamilton; 3. Boy
Scout Museum; 4. 1662 Ryan; 5.
1711 Ryan; 6. 17th at Miller; 7.
404 N. 17th; 8. 413 N. 17th (occasional stop); 9. 17th at Olive; 10.
17th at Calloway; 1 1. 17th at College Farm Rd.: 12. Sherry Lane at
N. 20th (occasional stop); 13. 808
N. 20th (occasional stop); 14. 909
N. 18th; IS. 911 N. 18th; 16. 18th
at Coldwater Rd.: 17. 816 Coldwater Rd.: 18. 907 N. 16th; 19.
Essex Downs Apt. 1; 20. Diuguid
at Bourland (occasional stop); 21.
Apple Tree; 22. New Beginnings;
RETURN TO BUS LOT

Here is the bus schedule for
Murray Elementary School:
O.T. Stalls' bus # 9702, which
will start at 6:50 a.m. and will
arrive at Murray Elementary
School at 7:25 a.m. will make
the following stops:
I. 2107 Southwest Dr.; 2. Int.
of Westwood and Oakhill; 3. 1911
Westwood; 4. 1505 Doran Rd.: 5.
1403 Garland Crt.; 6. Int. of Spring
Creek Dr. and Misty Creek Dr.; 7.
1549 Oxford Dr.; 8. 1553 Oxford
Dr.; 9. 1527 Beckett; 10. 1502 Beckett; II. 1512 Canterbury; 12. 1618
Tabard; 13. 1581 Mockingbird; 14.
1566 Mockingbird; IS. 1556 Canterbury; 16. 1305 Kirkwood; 17. 1509
Belmont; GO TO MURRAY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
O.T. Stalls' bus #9702, which
will leave at 2:25 p.m. will make
the following stops:
I. 16th at Sunset; 2. 810 S. 16th
St.; 3. A-23 Fox Meadows; 4. E10 Fox Meadows; 5. 2115 Villa
Square Dr.; 6. 2107 Int. of Westwood and Oakhill; 8. 1911 Westwood; 9. 1905 Westwood; 10. 1505
Doran; II. 1507 Martin Chapel Rd.;
12. 1403 Garland Ct.; 13. Int. of
Spring Creek and Misty Creek; 14.
1549 Oxford; 15. 1553 Oxford; 16.
Int. of Beckett and London; 17.
1521 London; 18. 1502 Beckett;
19. 1514 Chaucer; 20. 1512 Canterbury; 21. 1618 Tabard; 22. 1581
Mockingbird; 23. 1566 Mockingbird; 24. 1551 Mockingbird; 25.
1556 Canterbury; 26. Westview Nursing Home; 27. 1305 Kirkwood; 28.
1312 Kirkwood; 29. 1509 Belmont;
PROCEED TO MMS

Laura Olsen's bus #9201,
which will start at 6:40 a.m.
and arrive at Murray Elementary School at 7:15 a.m. will make
the following stops:
I. 1706 Magnolia; 2. 1619 Kirkwood; 3. 1614 Belmont; 4. 1703
Keenland; 5. 1716 Keenland; 6.
Melrose and Melrose Ct.; 7. 1307
Doran; 8. Fleetwood and Azalea
Court (occasional stop); 9. Edinborough and County Cork; 10. Martin Dr. and Quail Creek (occasional stop); 11. 2201 Quail Creek; 12.
Tanglewood and Creekwood (occasional stop); 13. 604 Lee; 14. 2205
Creekwood; 15. Brookhaven and
Gatesborough; 16. 1102 Doran
(Gatesborough and Doran); 17. 1633
Hamilton; 18. 313 Broach; 19. 306
Broach; 20. Murray Daycare; 21.
1637 Miller; 22. 1629 Farmer; 23.
1608 Farmer; 24. 610 Main; Go to
MES
Laura Olsen's bus #9201 (p.m.
only) will make the following
stops:
I. 1610 Main; 2. 1629 Farmer;
3. 1608 Farmer; 4. 1637 Miller; 5.
Murray Daycare (Broach and Olive);
6. 306 Broach; 7. 313 Broach; 8.
1633 Hamilton; 9. 1704 Calloway;
10. First house on Doran on the
right; 11. 1706 Magnolia; 12. 1624
Magnolia; 13. 1619 Kirkwood (occasional stop); 14. 1614 Belmont; 15.
1703 Keenland; 16. 1716 Keenland;
17. Melrose and Melrose Court; 18.
1307 Doran; 19. 1309 Doran (occasional stop); 20. Fleetwood and Azalea Court (occasional stop); 21.
Oakhill and Oakhill Court; 22. 1301
Oakhill Dr.; 23. Edinborough and

County Cork; 24. Martin Dr. and
Quail Creek (occasional stop); 25.
2201 Quail Creek; 26. Tanglewood
and Creekwood; 27. 604 Lee (occasional stop); 28. 2205 Creekwood;
29. Brookhaven and Gatesborough
(occasional stop); 30. 1102 Doran;
Go to MMS
Marvin Williams' bus #974:11,
which will start at 6:45 a.m.
and arrive at 7:15 a.m. at Murray Elementary School will make
the following stops:
I. MCCH Daycare; 2. Outpatient parking lot; 3. 312 S. 9th St.
(1st drive past bridge on right); 4.
Bucks Body Shop; 5. 413 Sycamore
(1st house next to Buck's Body
Shop); 6. 215 S. 11th St.; 7. 1104
Elm St.; 8. 508 S. 13th St.; 9. 514
S. 13th St. (blue house on right);
10. 305 Meadow Lane; 11.601 Meadow Lane; 12. 806 Sunny Lane; 13.
Meadow Lane and Dudley; 14. E.
Dogwood and Glendale Rd.; 15.
1100 Riverwood; 16. 13th and Olive;
17. 103 Wells Blvd.; 18. 14th and
Olive; 19. 102 S. 14th St. 20. 201
S. 13th St.; 21. 205 S. 13th St.;
22. 305 lrvan St.; 23. 320 Woodlawn; 24. 317 Woodlawn; 25. 313
Woodlawn; 26. 210 S. 15th St.;
PROCEED TO MES
Marvin Williams' bus #970I,
which will leave at 2 p.m. only
will make the following stops:
I. 313 Woodlawn; 2. 317 Woodlawn; 3. 320 Woodlawn; 4. 315
lrvan; 5. 305 Irvan; 6. 1316 Vine,
(1st drive after crossing Vine); 7.
Montessori School; 8. 14th and Olive;

• See Page 19

Mini: of the Possibilities. . .

'otter good on first visit enrollment 8. min 12 mo c d program

IMAGINE HAVING
SOMEONE WHO IS
THERE /UST TO SPEND

The Kids Are Back In School!
Take Time For Yourself..
Curves, America's largest fitness franchise offers...
• Quickfit - the first 30 minutes total workout
• Women's strength training for permanent results
• On-site weight loss guidance
eUrVeS
for women
"30 min. fitness & wt. loss centers-

1608 Hwy. 121 By-Pass
759-3400

TIME DOING FUN
THINGS WITH YOU!!
For more info,
contact Michelle at
the YMCA at

755-0228
t5ig f5rothers f3ig Sisters is a program that
matches youth with professionally screenul,
caring adults. This "Match" spends time
together each weer. doing fun activities
and learning from each other.
863 13rothers 5i9 Sisters
0)il4 at a Time
MaKin9 a 15,1(al Offerencre.
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II Bus schedules...
From Page 18

Ir. and
)); 25.
ewood
(occa;wood;
()rough
Doran;

a.m.
Murmake

Outpa9th St.
ht); 4.
:more
Body
'. 1104
9. 514
right);
Meadne; 13.
14. E.
J.; 15.
I Olive;
lth and
.0.
0 201
di St.;
Wood15. 313
th St.;

#9701,

t. only
stops:
Wood4. 315
6 Vine,
tne); 7.
I Olive;

9. 14th and Wells Blvd. (occasional stop); 10. 103 Wells Blvd.; 11.
13th and Olive; 12. McDonald's(13th
St.) back side; 13. C.D.M. Construction; 14. 109 S. 13th St.(Room
to Grow Daycare); 15. 201 S. 13th;
16. 205 S. 13th.; 17. 13th and Overby; 18. 508 S. 13th; 19. 514 S.
13th (right side, blue house); 20.
505 Whitnell (Mon. and Wed. p.m.
only); 21. Meadow Ln. and Johnson; 22. 806 Sunny Ln.; 23. 803
Meadow Ln.; 24. Meadow Ln. and
Oak St. (Mon. and Fri. only); 25.
1504 Oak St.; 26. Meadow Lane
and Dudley; 27. Corner of E. Dogwood and Glendale Rd.; 28. 1100
Riverwood Dr.;
413 Sycamore
(1st house next to Buck's Body
Shop); 30. 215 S. 11th; 31. 210 S.
11th (just before crossing bridge);
32. MCCH Daycare; PROCEED TO
MMS
Carlee Saylors' bus # 9404,
which will begin at 6.50 a.m.
and arrive at Murray Elementary School at 7:20 a.m. will make
the following stops:
I. Corner of 6th and Vine; 2.
602 Vine, 2nd house on right; 3.
500 Broad (a.m. onl); 4. 608 Lafollette (a.m. only) 5. Ellis and Broad
(701 Broad); 6. 728 Nash; 7. 731
Nash; 8. 736 Nash; 9. 735 Nash;
10. Earl Court, 4th house; 11. 1110
Fairlane; 12. 1121 Circarama; 13.
Glendale and Southside Manor
(Broad St.); 14. Int. of Hurt and
Fairlane; 15. 703 Goodman; 16 .
802 Guthrie (4th house on right);
17. Int. of Fairlane and 9th; 18.
703 9th; 19. 505 8th; 20. 805 8th

29.

(last house on left); 21. 108 N. 7th; MENTARY. START MURRAY
GO TO MURRAY ELEMENTARY; HIGH SCHOOL ROUTE AT 7:27
23. 312 S. 9th St. (last house, left a.m.
Elizabeth (Mary) Oliver's bus
at creek; GO TO MURRAY MID# 9403, which will leave MurDLE SCHOOL.
Carlee Saylors' bus # 9494, ray Elementary at 2 p.m. will
which will leave Murray Ele- make the following stops:
1. 1st Step Daycare - p.m. only;
mentary at 2 p.m. will make
2. 2nd trailor on right in Holly
the following stops:
I. Wee Care Center; 2. 1313 Park. Tryone gets off at entrance;
Poplar; 3. 1002 Poplar; 4. MCCH 3. 1606 College Farm Rd.; 4. N.
entrance; 5. 108 N. 7th; 6. 6th St. 19th at Sherrie Ln.; 5. Sherrie Ln.
and Vine; 7. 602 Vine; 8. 604 Broad; at N. 20th; 6. Stop at 1st entrance
9. Int. of Broad and Nash; 10. 725 at Calloway High, (A School); 7.
Nash; 11. 731 Nash; 12. 735 Nash; 1627 College Farm Rd.; 8. 1010
13. 736 Nash; 14. 901 Fairlane; IS. Olive; 9. N. 10th at Sharpe (1st
4th house on Earl Crt.; 16. 1110 house on Sharpe on the right); 10.
Earl Crt.; 17. 1211 Circarama; 18. Sharpe at N. 12th; II. 1001 Payne
Glendale and Southside Manor Ent.; (occasional stop); 12. 309 N. 10th;
19. Hurt and Fairlane; 20. 703 Good- 13. 305 N. 8th; 14. Beale at Chestman; 21. 801 Guthrie; 22. 703 9th; nut; 15. 505 N. 7th; 16. 416 N.
23. 505 S. 8th; 24. 805 S. 8th (last 5th; 17. Ash at N. 3rd; 18. Little
School Daycare; 19. Cherry at Ash;
house on left); and 25. 811 9th.
Elizabeth (Mary) Oliver's bus 20. Ash at N. 1st; 21. N. 1st at
# 9403, which will begin 6:45 Pine; 22. Pine at Cherry; 23. 113
a.m. and arrive at Murray Ele- Spruce; 24. 103 Spruce; 25. 9th
mentary School at 7:20 a.m. will and Olive ; 26. 109 S. 10th.
make the following stops:
John Lane's bus # 9402, which
1. Holly Green Trailor Park (turn will begin at 6:50 a.m. and arrive
around) - Tyrone gets on at the at Murray Elementary School at
office or comes up toward Clark 7:10 a.m. will make the folSt.; 2. 1606 College Farm Rd.; 3. lowing stops:
19th at Sherrie Ln.; 4. Sherrie Ln.
I. 503 College Crts.; 2. 1012
at N. 20th; 5. 1627 College Farm College Crts.; 3. 816 College Crts.;
Rd.; 6. N. 10th and Sharpe; 7. 4. 1010 Southwood; 5. 1006 NorthBeale at Chestnut; 8. 505 N. 7th; wood; 6. 1408 Hillwood; 7. Pick
9. 416 N. 5th; 10. N. 3rd at Ash; up kids from Mur-Cal Apts.; 8.
11. Ash at Cherry; 12. Ash at N. 1405 Valleywood; 9. 1403 Valley.1st.; 13. N. 1st at Pine; 14. Pine wood; 10. Apple Tree; II. New
at Cherry; 15. 113 Spruce; 16. 103 Beginnings; 12. 1511 Diuguid (Essex
Spruce; 17. 707 Olive:: 18. 1010 Downs); 13. 1919 N. 16th.; BEGIN
Olive; GO TO MURRAY ELE- MMS/MHS ROUTE NO EARLIER

I. 302 N. 6th; 2. 410 N. 6th;
THAN 7:30 A.M.
John Lane's bus 59402, which 3. 503 N. 4th; 4. 617 S. 3rd; 5.
will leave Murray Elementary 804 S. 4th; 6. 635 S. 4th; 7: 514
School at 2 p.m. will make the S. 7th; 8. 510 S. 7th; 9. 500 S.
7th (occasional stop); 10. 605 Vine;
following stops:
I. 503 College Crts.; 2. 1012 II. 705 Vine; GO TO MURRAY
College Crts.; 3. 816 College Crts.; ELEMENTARY SCHOOL.
4. 1010 Southwood; 5. 1303 ValJane McCuiston's bus # 9401,
leywood; 6. 1006 Northwood; 7. which will leave the Murray
Drop kids from Mur-Cal Apts.; 8. Elementary School at 2 p.m.
1405 Valleywood; 9. 1403 Valley- will make the following stops:
wood; 10. Riviera Trailer Court
I. 5th at Maple; 2. On N. 6th
Office; II. Apple Tree; 12. New after crossing Main; 3. 302 N. 6th;
13.
Bourlandand 4. 410 N. 6th; 5. 503 N. 6th; 6.
Beginnings;
Diuguid; 14. Essex Downs; GO TO 503 N. 4th; 7. Day Treatment CenMHS AND *DROP OFF ELEMEN- ter - side door; 8. 3rd at Poplar
TARY STUDENTS AND PICK UP (First -Baptist Church); 9. 4th at
MHS STUDENTS TO GO TO MMS. Elm; 10. 617 S. 3rd; 11. 804 S.
LEAVE AT 3:05 p.m.
4th; 12. 635 S. 4th; 13. 514 S.
Jane McCuiston's bus # 9401, 7th; 14. 508 S. 7th; IS. 510 S.
which will leave the lot at 6:47 7th; 16. 500 S. 7th (occasional
a.m. and arrive at Murray Ele- stop); 17. 605 Vine; 18. 705 Vine:
mentary School at 7:10 a.m. will GO TO MURRAY MIDDLE
make the following stops:
SCHOOL.
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G‘k t° School

Cain's Academy
of Gymnastics
G Sport
*Free Open Gym To All Class Members

I. CLASSES AVAILABLE:
•GIRLS GYMNASTICS
*PRESCHOOL
•CHEERLEADING *BOYS GYMNASTICS
*PARENT & TOT
.1
OPEN AIO(/,I BOOSTER 01Y8 SAIE
.gAT1/R044Y. duly 3/ST • Am. - /2 A/oow

Classes Start: Aug. 2nd
Ask about our specials!

27 )7 9- 787
Time

"• Ae_

ABC

• Preschool 2, 3, & 4 Year Olds
• Structured Activities For 1 Year
Olds
• Quality Programs For 2 Year
Olds
• 6 weeks - 12 years
• School Age Program Available
• Reasonable Rates
• Call Today For More Information

APPLE TREE
SCHOOL
1503 STADIUM VEVi DR.• MURRAY, KY
753-9356
,;,
Owners
Robert & Lkda
Open**
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V ,
The
Sale Of
.1
The
1
I Year!
i
Open Until 8:00pm
Each Night
August 6'-14.'
-,
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